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I. INTRODUCTORY

Establishment and functions of the Committee

The Asian Legal Consultative Committee, as it was 
originally called, was constituted in November 1956 by the 
Governments of Burma, Ceylon, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Japan 
and Syria to serve as an advisory body of legal experts and to 
facilitate and foster exchange of views and information on legal 
matters of common concern among the member governments. 
In response to a suggestion made by the then Prime Minister of 
India, the late Jawaharlal Nehru, which was accepted by all the 
then participating governments, the Committee’s name was 
changed to that of Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee 
as from the year 1958, so as to include participation of countries 
in the African continent. The present membership* of the 
Committee is as follows

Full Members Arab Republic of Egypt, Bangladesh, 
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, The Gambia, Ghana, 
India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Japan, Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait, 
Libya, Malaysia, Mauritius, Nepal, Nigeria, Oman, Pakistan, 
Philippines, Qatar, Republic of Korea, Sierra Leone, Singapore, 
Somalia, Sri Lanka, Syrian Arab Republic, Tanzania, Thailand, 
Turkey and Yemen Arab Republic.

Associate Members Botswana and Saudi Arabia.

The Committee is governed in all matters by its Statutes 
and Statutory Rules. Its functions as set out in Article 3 of its 
Statutes are

‘Ta) To examine questions that are under consideration 
by the International Law Commission and to 
arrange for the views of the Committee to be 
placed before the said Commission ; to consider
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the reports of the Commission and to make 
recommendations thereon to the governments of 
the participating countries ;

(b) to consider legal problems that may be referred to 
the Committee by any of the participating countries 
and to make such recommendations to governments 
as may be thought fit ;

(c) to exchange views and information on legal matters 
of common concern and to make recommendations 
thereon, if deemed necessary ; and

to communicate with the consent of the govern
ments of the participating countries the points of 
view of the Committee on international legal 
problems referred to it, to the United Nations, 
other institutions and international organisations.”

The Committee meets once annually by rotation in the 
various members States. Its first session was held in New Delhi 
(1957), second in Cairo (1958), third in Colombo (I960), fourth 
in Tokyo (1961), fifth in Rangoon (1962), sixth in Cairo (1964), 
seventh in Baghdad (1965), eighth in Bangkok (1966), ninth in 
New Delhi (1967), tenth in Karachi (1969), eleventh in Accra 
(1970), twelfth in Colombo (1971), thirteenth in Lagos (1972), 
fourteenth in New Delhi (1973), fifteenth in Tokyo (1974) and 
the sixteenth in Tehran from 26th January to 2nd February 
1975.

Office-bearers of the Committee and its Secretariat

During the sixteenth session of the Committee held in 
Tehran, the Committee elected H.E. Dr. Ezzedin Kazemi, 
Leader of the Delegation of Iran, and Mr. S.K.O’Brien Coker, 
Leader of the Delegation of the Gambia, respectively as the 
President and Vice-President of the Committee for the year 
1975-76. The Secretary-General of the Committee, Mr. B. Sen 
was unanimously re-elected for a further term of three years 
commencing April 1975.

The Committee maintains its permanent Secretariat in 
New Delhi (India) for day-to-day work and for implementation 
of the decisions taken by the Committee at its sessions. The 
Committee functions in all matters through its Secretary- 
General who acts in consultation with the Liaison Officers 
appointed by each of the participating Governments.

Co-operation with other organisations

The Committee maintains close relations with the United 
Nations, some of its organs, such as the International Law 
Commission, the International Court of Justice, the U.N. High 
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), the U.N. Conference 
on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), the U.N. Commission 
on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL), and the Food and 
Agriculture Organisation (FAO) ; the Organisation of African 
Unity (OAU), the League of Arab States, the International 
Institute for the Unification of Private Law (UNIDROIT), the 
Hague Conference on Private International Law, and the 
Commonwealth Secretariat. The Committee has been co
operating with the United Nations in its Programme of Asssist- 
ance in the Teaching, Study, Dissemination and Wider Appre
ciation of International Law and as part of that programme it 
has sponsored a training scheme which may be availed of by 
officials of Asian and African governments.

The Committee is empowered under its Statutory Rules to 
admit at its sessions Observers from international and regional 
inter-governmental organisations. The International Law Com
mission is usually represented at the Committee’s sessions by its 
President or one of the members of the Commission. The 
U.N. Secretary-General has also been represented at various 
sessions of the Committee.

The Committee sends Observers to the sessions of the 
n ernational Law Commission in response to a standing invita- 

tl0n extended to it by the Commission. The United Nations 
mvites the Committee to be represented to all the conferences 
convoked by it for consideration of legal matters. The Com- 
|^diee was represented at the U.N. Conferences of Plenipoten
tiaries °n Diplomatic Relations and the Law of Treaties. The



Committee has been invited to be represented in the sessions of 
the Third Law of the Sea Conference. The Committee is also 
invited to be represented at the meetings of the UNCTAD, 
UNCITRAL and various inter-governmental organisations 
concerned in the field of law.

Immunities and privileges

The Committee, the representatives of the member States 
participating in its sessions, the Secretary-General of the Com
mittee and the members of the Secretariat are accorded certain 
immunities and privileges in accordance with the provisions of 
the Committee’s Articles on Immunities and Privileges.

Membership and procedure

The membership of this Committee which falls into two 
categories, namely, Full Members and Associate Members, is 
open to Asian and African governments who accept the Statutes 
and Statutory Rules of the Committee. The procedure for 
membership as indicated in the Statutory Rules is for a govern
ment to address a note to the Secretary-General of the Com
mittee stating its acceptance of the Statutes and Statutory Rules. 
Associate Members do not have a voice in the management of 
the organisation but they can fully participate in the discussions 
in the Committee and are entitled to receive all documentation.

Financial obligations

Each member government contributes towards the expenses 
of the Secretariat, whilst a part of the expenses for holding of 
the sessions is borne by the country in which the session is held. 
The contribution of each member country at present varies 
between £ 1,100 (sterling) and £ 3,000 (sterling) per annum 
depending upon the size and national income of the country. 
Associate members, however, pay a fixed contribution of 
approximately £ 550 (sterling) per annum.

Resume of work done by the Committee

During the past nineteen years of its existence the Com
mittee has had to concern itself with all the three types of

-ties envisaged in clauses (a), (b) and (c) of Article 3 of its 
ftes namely examination of questions that are under 

^deration by the International Law Commission, considera- 
Tn of legal problems referred by member governments and 

consideration of legal matters of common concern.

The topics which the Committee has considered and on 
, • h it iias been able to make recommendations include

-Diplomatic Immunities and Pr,v£;g“^’t ^on^FuJtiie

al or multiple Nationality”, 
“Legality of Nuclear Tests”, “Arbitral Procedure Recogni
tion and Enforcement of Foreign Judgements in Matnmon 
Cases” “Reciprocal Enforcement of Foreign Judgements, Service 
of Process and Recording of Evidence both m Taxation”
Criminal Cases”, “Legal Aid”, ‘‘ReUefagamst D°ubleTm ^ 
“the 1966 Judgements of the International Court of Justice 
South West Africa Cases” and the “Law of Treaties .

The Committee had also finalised its recommendations on
the subject of “Rights of Refugees” at its eighth SBSion hdd^ 
Bangkok (1966), but at the request of one of its memb g
ments, it had decided to reconsider its recommendations n the
light of new developments in the field of Internationa refugee 
law. The subject was accordingly given further con 
by the Committee at its tenth and eleventh sessions

The subjects on which the Committee has made consid
erable progress are the “Law of International Rivers , Inter
national Sale of Goods and related topics , nterna 10 
Commercial Arbitration”, and the “Law of the Sea with partic
ular reference to the peaceful uses of the sea-bed an t e ocea 
floor lying beyond the limits of national jurisdiction ine 
Committee at its eleventh session had decided to inc u e 
Law of the Sea and the Sea-Bed as a priority item on the agenda 
of its twelfth session having regard to the recent developments 
la the field and the proposal for convening a U.N. on e^nce 
°f Plenipotentiaries to consider various aspects of this su jec 
,n view of the paramount importance of the problems concern- 
*n8 the Law of the Sea to the countries of the Asian-Atrican
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region, it was also decided to invite all such countries to partic
ipate in the discussions on the subject at the twelfth session. 
Thereafter, the subject was further considered on a priority 
basis at the thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth sessions of the 
Committee respectively held in Lagos (1972), New Delhi (1973), 
Tokyo (1974) and Tehran (1975) and almost all the countries of 
the Asian African region were invited to join in the deliberations 
on the subject at those sessions. The main object underlying the 
Committee’s taking up the subject of the Law of the Sea has 
been to provide a forum for mutual consultations and discussions 
among the Asian and African governments and to assist them in 
making concerted and systematic preparations so as to be able 
to project a common stand point at the Third Law of the Sea 
Conference.

The Committee at its fourteenth session also took up the 
question of Organisation of Legal Advisory Services in Foreign 
Offices and for an exchange of views and information on this 
subject between the participating countries.

Some of the other topics which are pending consideration 
of the Committee include ‘Diplomatic Protection and State 
Responsibility’, ‘State Succession’, ‘International Legislation on 
Shipping’ and ‘Protection and Inviolability of Diplomatic Agents 
and other persons entitled to special protection under Interna
tional Law. The last mentioned topic was placed on the 
agenda of the fourteenth session, but at the suggestion of some 
of the delegations this matter was deferred for consideration at 
some future session of the Committee.

Publications of the Committee

The full reports, including the verbatim record of discuss
ions in the Committee and its Sub-Committees, together with 
the recommendations, are made available to the governments of 
the member States of the Committee. The Committee, however, 
brings out regularly shorter reports on its sessions for general 
circulation and sale. The Committee has also brought out five 
special reports on the following subjects 1

1. The Legality of Nuclear Tests

Reciprocal Enforcement of Foreign lodgements, 
Service of Process and Recording of Evidence.

The Rights of Refugees.
Relief against Double Taxation and Fiscal Evasion ; 

and

The South West Africa Cases.

Secretariat of the Committee published in 1972 a 
compilation of the Constitutwn5 of Atoan States -t

■ îrvt af Oceana Publications Inc., . •imprint ol uceana f th constitutions of Asian
SLT& £r* S 'r proposed pupations of ,he

Committee include following
Digest of important decisions of the municipal courts
of Asian and African countries on international lega

questions.
Digest of Treaties and Conventions registered with 

the U.N. Secretariat to which an Asian or ri 
State is a party.
Foreign Investment Laws and Regulations of Asian 

and African Countries.

Laws and Regulations rdatingtoControloflmport 
and Export Trade in Asian and African countr .

Laws and Regulations relating to control of Industry 

in Asian and African countries.



bureau of the conference

President

Vice-President

Secretary-General

Deputy Secretary- 
General

H.E. Dr. Ezzedin Kazemi (Iran)

Mr. S.K. O’Brien Coker (The Gambia) 

Mr. B. Sen

Mr. K. Furusawa

Chairman

Rapporteur

Sub-Committee of the Whole on the 
Law of the Sea

Hon. Mr. E.N. Moore (Ghana) 

Hr. S.P. Jagota (India)

Sub-Committee on the Trade Law Subjects

H.E. Mr. Hussain Mohamed Zaki

(Egypt)
Mr. Abdul Aziz bin Mohamed 

(Malaysia)

DELEGATES OF PARTICIPATING 
COUNTRIES AND OBSERVERS 

ATTENDING THE 
SIXTEENTH SESSION

A. DELEGATIONS OF MEMBER AND ASSOCIATE 
MEMBER GOVERNMENTS

THE ARAB REPUBLIC OF EGYPT

Member H.E. Mr. Gamal Sadek El-Marsafawy,
(Leader of Delegation) President of the Cour de Cassation

H.E. Mr. Hussein Zaki 
President,
Court of Appeal of Cairo

H.E. Mr. Mohamed M. Hassan 
Counsellor in the State Council

Mr. Ibrahim Youssri 
Counsellor.
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Amr Mohamed Abbas Zaki 
First Secretary,
Embassy of the
Arab Republic of Egypt in Tehran

BANGLADESH

Memb>er
(Leader of Delegation) Attorney-General

H.E. Mr. Faqueer Shahabuddin Ahmad
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Alternate Member

Adviser

Mr. Mohammed Habib Rahman 
Secretary,
Ministry of Law and 
Parliamentary Affairs

Mr. Harunur Rashid 
Legal Adviser/Director General, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

DEMOCRATIC PEOPLE’S 
REPUBLIC OF KOREA

Member H.E. Mr. O. Man Sok
(Leader of Delegation) Adviser,

Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Alternate Member

Adviser

Adviser

Adviser

Adviser

GHANA

Member

Mr. Jo Myong Hwang 
Deputy Director,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Kim Song Mun 
Specialist,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Jang Mun Son 
Specialist,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Kim Chang Guk 
Specialist,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Song Ung Rok 
Specialist,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

The Hon. Mr. E.N. Moore 
(Leader of Delegation) Commissioner for Justice and 

A tto rney- G eneral

Alternate Member
Mr. W.W.K. Vanderpuye 
Supervising Director,
Legal Department,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. C.K.A. Anson 
Senior State Attorney

INDIA
, The Hon. Mr. Niren De

(LeadeTof Delegation) AttorW-Genera,

Alternate Member

Adviser

Adviser

Dr. S.P. Jagota .
Joint Secretary & Legal Adviser
Ministry of External Affairs

Mr. Prakash Shah 
Counsellor,
Embassy of India m Tehran

Mr. G.S. Raju 
Assistant Legal Adviser, 
Ministry of External Aflairs

INDONESIA
H.E. Mr. SuffriJusuf

Member , , Le„ai Directorate
(Leader of Delegation) ofSForeLgn Affairs

Alternate Member

Adviser

Dr. Hasjim Djalal 
Minister Counsellor,Embassy of Indonesia in Singapore

Mr Bagus Soegito 
Embassy of Indonesia in Tehran



Adviser

Adviser

Adviser

Member
(Leader of Delegation)

Alternate Member

Alternate Member

Alternate Member

Adviser
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Prof. Dr. Sudargo Gautama 
Faculty of Law,
University of Indonesia and 
University of Padjadjaran

Mr. Witjakasana Soegarda 
Legal Directorate,
Department of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Susanto Ismodirdjo 
Embassy of Indonesia in Tehran

H.E. Dr. Ezzedin Kazemi 
Head of Legal Department,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Morteza Mohseni 
Director-General,
Research and Studies Department, 
Ministry of Justice

Mr. Mohamed-Amine Kardan 
Legal Department,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Hadi Sadeghi 
Legal Department,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Hormoz Shah-Panahi
Imperial Embassy of Iran in New Delhi

Mr. Mohammed Ali Movahad 
Senior Legal Adviser to the 
National Iranian Oil Company

Mr. Mansoor Saghri 
Professor at the 
University of Tehran

Adviser Mr. Jamshid Momtaz 
Assistant Professor, 
University of Tehran

IRAQ
H E Mr Madhat Ibraheem Jumah 

(Leattaof Delegation) Ambassador to Iran

Alternate Member 

Alternate Member

Adviser

Adviser

Adviser

Adviser

Dr. Riad Al-Quissi 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Dr. Akram Al-Witri 
Senior Legal Adviser,
Ministry of Justice

Mrs. Nimat Al-Nakib 
Legal Adviser,
Iraq National Oil Co.

Mr. Abdul Halim Abdul Hameed Jawad 
Legal Adviser,
Iraq Ports Administration

Dr. Thabit Bakr N. al-Farisi 
Legal Adviser,
Ministry of Economics

Dr. Basim al-Ani 
Fishery Expert,
Ministry of Agriculture and 
Agrarian Reform

JAPAN
Member H.E. Dr- Michitoshi Takahashi

(Leader of Delegation)

Special Adviser H.E. Mr. Motoo Ogiso 
Ambassador at the Foreign Office
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Alternate Member

Adviser

Adviser

Adviser

Dr. Shigeru Oda 
Professor,
Tohoku University

Mr. Akira Takakuwa 
Counsellor,
Civil Affairs Bureau,
Ministry of Justice

Mr. Akira Sugino 
First Secretary,
Embassy of Japan in New Delhi

Mr. Tadayuki Sugimoto 
Officer, Legal Affairs Division, 
Treaties Bureau,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

JORDAN

Member Hon. Mr. Adel Medanat
(Leader of Delegation) Judge

Alternate Member Hon. Mr. Fayez Mobayezin

KUWAIT

Member

Not Represented

Mr. Mohamed Abu El-Hassan
(Leader of Delegation) Embassy of Kuwait in Tehran 

MALAYSIA

Member Tan Sri Dato Haji Mohd. Salleh
(Leader of Delegation) bin Abas

Solicitor-General of Malaysia

Adviser

NEPAL
Member Mr. Churamam Raj binha Malta
(Leader of Delegation) Secretary,

Alternate Member

NIGERIA

Member Mr. Howard Fynn David-west
(Leader of Delegation) Legal Adviser

Alternate Member Miss Margaret Aguta

Adviser Mr. Thompson L Adesalu

Adviser Mr. Mark N. Eze

PAKISTAN

Member Mr. A.G. Chaudhary
(Leader of Delegation) Legal Adviser/Joint Secretary,

Alternate Member
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PHILIPPINES

Member H.E. Mr. Alejandro D. Yango
(Leader of Delegation) Ambassador,

Deputy Permanent Representative of the 
Philippines to the United Nations

Alternate Member Mr. Juan A. Ona 
Charge d’ Affaires a.i.,
Embassy of the Philippines in Tehran

REPUBLIC OF KOREA

Member Mr. Won Ho Lee
(Leader of Delegation) Minister,

Embassy of the

Alternate Member

Adviser

SIERRA LEONE 

Member
(Leader of Delegation)

Alternate Member

Republic of Korea in New Delhi

Mr. Dong Yoon Lee 
Counsellor,
Embassy of the
Republic of Korea in New Delhi

Mr. Suk Woo Kim 
Treaties Bureau,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

The Hon. Mr. Nathaniel Abioseh 
Palmerston Buck 
Attorney General and 
Minister of Justice

Mr. P.P.C. Boston 
Principal State Counsel

SINGAPORE

Member Mr. Boon Kong Lawrence Ang
(Leader of Delegation) State Counsel and

Deputy Public Prosecutor

SRI LANKA 

Member Hon. Mr. Rajah S. Wanasundera
(Leader of Delegation) Acting Attorney-General

Alternate Member Mr. Priyalal H. Kurukulasuriya 
Assistant Legal Adviser, 
Ministry of Defence &
Foreign Affairs

SYRIA

Member H.E. Mr. Ali Mouhsen Zeifa 
(Leader of Delegation) Ambassador of Syria to Iran

TANZANIA

Alternate er

THAILAND

Mr. Elli E.E. MtangoMember
(Leader of Delegation) Embassy of Tanzania in Peking

Mr. S.A. Mbenna
High Commission of Tanzania in
New Delhi

Member
(Leader of Di Ambassador of Thailand in U

Alternate Member

Adviser

THE GAMBIA

H.E. Dr. Arun Panupong

Dr. Sawahd Vongsnara 
Treaty and Legal Department 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Thaitherd Kraichok 
Royal Thai Embassy in Tehran

Member __ _____  ____
(Leader of Delegation) Solicitor-General

Mr. S.K.O’ Brien Coker
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Member H.E. Mr. Namik Yolga
(Leader of Delegation) Senior Adviser,

Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Selim Kuneralp 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Alternate Member

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS 

BOTSWANA Not Represented

MAURITIUS

Associate Member Mr. Louis Edwin Venchard, Q.C. 
Solicitor-General

B. OBSERVERS REPRESENTING ASIAN-AFRICAN 
STATES

AFGHANISTAN

ALGERIA

BAHREIN

CYPRUS

Mr. Abdul Aziz Wadan 
Embassy of Afghanistan in Tehran

Mr. Mohamad Medjad 
Directeur des Affaires Juridique et 
Consultatives,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Essa Aljamea 
First Secretary,
Embassy of Bahrein in Tehran

Mr. Elias Ipsarides 
Director of Political and 
Legal Division,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

H.E. Mr. Mooki V. Molapo, 
Ambassador of Lesotho in Iran

Mr. Jenry Kone 
Charge de Mission,
Secretariat d’Etat Charge de 
la Marine

Mr. Paul Ahui 
Director des Mines et de la 
Geologie, Secretariat d’Etat 
Charge des Mines

Mr. Etienne Ezo 
Secretaire des Affaires 
Etrangères, Ministère des 
Affaires Etrangères

Mrs. J Guede-Ocrisse,
Chargee d’etudes 
Ministère du Commerce

Mr. M.G. Nyamdo 
Head of the Legal Department 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Nazar Mohamed Ali 
Director of the Department of 
International Organisations and 
Conferences,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Hamed Nasser Altoobi 
Third Secretary, Legal Department 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Peter T. de Koszmovszky 
(Adviser to Oman Delegation during 
this Session)

Mr. Rashid Al-Khambshi 
Second Secretary,
Oman Embassy in Tehran
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QATAR

SAUDI ARABIA

SENEGAL

SOMALI
DEMOCRATIC
REPUBLIC

Mr. Ali Meftah 
First Secretary,
Embassy of Qatar in Tehran

Mr. Mohamed Abdul Wali 
Saudi Arabian Embassy in Tehran

H.E. Mr. Massamba Sarre 
Ambassador of Senegal in Iran

Mr. Cisse
Embassy of Senegal in Iran

Mr. Abdirahman Sheikh Mohamed 
Legal Adviser to the Government

Mr. Abdul-Qawi Ahmed Yousuf 
Lecturer, Faculty of Law, 
National University

Mr. Faouk Abdel Rahman 
Minister,
Embassy of Sudan in Tehran

Mr. Saeed Saqat 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. C.L.C. Mubanga-Chipoya 
International Law Lawyer, 
Attorney-General’s Chambers

Mr. Eric J. Langevad 
Commissioner for Mines, 
Ministry of Mines and Industry

C.
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OBSERVERS REPRESENTING INTER
GOVERNMENTAL ORGANISATIONS

UNITED NATIONS

INTERNATIONAL 
LAW COMMISSION

LEAGUE OF ARAB 
STATES

UNITED NATIONS 
FOOD & 
AGRICULTURE 
ORGANISATION

COMMONWEALTH 
SECRETARIAT

INTER
GOVERNMENTAL
maritime
CONSULTATIVE 
ORGANISATION 
(U.N.)

United nations 
COMMISSION ON 
INTERNATIONAL 
TRADE law 
(LfNClTRAL)

H.E. Mr. Bernardo Zuleta 
Under Secretary-General,
Special Representative of the Secretary 
General to the Third United Nations 
Conference on the Law of the Sea

H.E. Dr. Endre Ustor 
Chairman,
International Law Commission

Dr. Ibrahim Hag Mousa 
Director, Legal Department

Mr. Jean Emile Carroz 
Principal Legal Officer,
International Fisheries Division

Mr. David W. Sagar 
Special Adviser (Legal), 
Commonwealth Fund for 
Technical Co-operation

Mr. Thomas A. Mensah 
Director, Legal Division

Mr. John P. Dietz 
International Trade Law 
United Nations Secretariat
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INTERNATIONAL 
INSTITUTE FOR 
THE UNIFICATION 
OF PRIVATE LAW 
(UNIDROIT)

UNITED NATIONS 
ENVIRONMENT 
PROGRAMME 
(UNEP)

CANADA

CHILE

Dr. Hassan O. Ahmed 
Legal Adviser of the UNEP

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

D. SPECIAL INVITEE

E. OBSERVERS REPRESENTING GOVERNMENTS OF 
STATES OUTSIDE THE ASIAN-AFRICAN REGION

DENMARK

ECUADOR
ARGENTINA

AUSTRIA

Mr. Roberto Garcia-Moritan 
Charge d’ Affaires,
Embassy of Argentina in Tehran

Mr. Richard J. Smith 
Assistant Secretary,
International Legal Branch, 
Department of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Gerard Brennan
Special Adviser on International Law
Attorney-General’s Department

Dr. Wilfried Almoslechner 
First Secretary,
Embassy of Austria in Tehran

Mr. Petar Valkanov 
Counsellor,
Embassy of Bulgaria in Tehran

FINLAND

GREECE

Mr. Robert Auger 
Legal Operations Division, 
Department of External Affairs

Mr. Cesar Correa 
Counsellor,
Embassy of Chile in Tehran

H.E. Dr. Vladimir Polacek 
Ambassador of the Czechoslovak 
Socialist Republic in Tehran

Dr. Michal Ondus 
Counsellor,
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POLAND Dr. Andrezj Olszowka 
Chief of the Division of 
Public International Law,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Andrezj Makarewicz, 
Counsellor, Embassy of the Polish 
People’s Republic in Tehran

ROMANIA

SPAIN

H.E. Mr. Boaba Alexandru 
Ambassador of Romania in Tehran

Mr. P. Constantin,
Embassy of Romania in Tehran

Mr. Juan Antonio Yanez-Barnuevo 
Legal Department,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

SWEDEN Mr. Ian E. Paulsson

UNITED KINGDOM Mr. Henry A. Dudgeon 
Deputy Leader of the
U.K. Delegation to the United Nations 
Conference on the Law of the Sea

U.S.A. Mr. Bernard H. Oxman 
Vice-Chairman of the 
International Security Council, 
Inter-Agency Task Force on the 
Law of the Sea

U.S.S.R. Mr. Felix N. Kovalev
Deputy Head of the
Legal and Treaties Department

Mr. Anatoli Chandirov

Yugoslavia Dr. Dobrivoje Dimkovsky 
Embassy of Yugoslavia in Tehran



III. AGENDA OF THE SIXTEENTH 
SESSION

Organisational Matters

1. Adoption of the Agenda.

2. Election of Officers.

3. Admission of Observers to the Session.

4. Consideration of the Secretary-General’s Report on 
Policy and Administrative Matters and the 
Committee’s Programme of Work.

5. Dates and place for the Seventeenth Session of the 
Committee.

6. Any other business that may be brought up with the 
permission of the President.

Matters referred to the Committee by the Governments of 
the participating countries under Article 3(b) of the 
Statutes

Law of the Sea including questions relating to Sea-Bed 
and Ocean Floor
(Referred by the Government of Indonesia).

HI- Matters taken up by the Committee under Article 3(c) of 
the Statutes

1. Environmental Law (for preliminary discussion)
(Taken up by the Committee at the suggestion of the 
Government of India).

27
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2. General Conditions of Sale ; Model or 
Contracts in International Sale of Goods

Standard

(Taken up by the Committee at its Accra Session 
arising out of the work of the UNCITRAL).

as

3. International Commercial Arbitration
(Taken up by the Committee at its Accra Session 
arising out of the work of the UNCITRAL).

as

4. International Shipping Legislation (Bills of Lading)
(Taken up by the Committee at its Accra Session 
arising out of the work of the UNCITRAL).



(i) f INTRODUCTORY NOTE

The suhjecJ lThc Law of the Sea rneTudifit questions 
rt iL:ng lû Se* HeU and Qceiii Floor" w.ii refereed Lo Ac AitAji 
African L((ta| Consultative Comm M Lev for coniider*i oi■ by the 
üüVemmenl of [ndonesta uwJiT ATtkfe 3{b) or Che Co:nniJi1ee’t 
Sfituta K:iMnz regard to Lbt development id the- fi rJ~ *ïi.rh 
bed liken ptflM by rt&Sult or Lerhiiokijtcal advance^ .ind -volu- 
llon ai new legal rerni! iince rh( t»0 GeHvtCQnftrtl«t« 
rhe Law of the Sea held eh 39fE and E960 and Che proposal for 
convening of 4 Third U.N COnlertnee on the Li* ol'ihie Srt. 
the Co mm il Let a1 ics Aorra Seiliofl lrfld m 1^70 decided r, 
uclude the sub'erl js .1 priority iîem an the ijracLr or its :,t t1 

session 1 be Committee's decision nos pi unarils motiuied bs 
the COiniderfTioD tif affisMinj member gCrvcrnmtnU of ibe 
Commuée tn prepare thtmfdm for rhe then pmiyi ■ d 1 N 
CoflJtatEnEe nod aEso to enabre Ihern Lo h.i>: an ticbange o' 
vie** on important issues prmr to I he bolding o1 ihr Con- 
Terence The Committee jiC ihe same Urne decided ‘hot nm Inr 
üS^üLnce should be offeird Ohsû ru »n-flKtïlfeïf As .in Anir.in 
Governments foEIpwinjj upon the io|c ii had payed in rnnnre- 
" 'On U1LÏ1 r U= prepnial ion for I fie Lmv of Treaties Conference

Prior 10 the Tehran Sessiop [L975Jn Hie Committee h,,lI 
Ancuui d m wflcieUt deuil Important issue1 on Hie rtibjcdin 
'our of il* regular SesakutS It Id in Colombo, La|m L-tii ( t I-. 
nml Tokyo during lo7l, 1<>72t N?1 and 1^ MpIDll^ In 
addition, a Sub-Camni.hCer or Ihe Whole, coruiifini of 1 ■ c 
Cfi1111 membership, h:id tnct dnrhva Hi esc session! knd a Ik ha-' 
:: rre inler-scttinniLE rricehngs In Geneva durihrr the luimtner ol 
1^7'. Id7^ and [973 m order tu |(ivt detail, d cmv.idrHilmi: :.■ 
*’vc',i' liâmes ol importance lo the couiUriei 111 ihe Ajjmi- 
A1ric,L-i icgjoi;. The CurtutiiUee l:nd also eslablmhed A WorT 
'['g Group composed of seven representative! .11 well .i. .1 Spec ta | 
St"dy Group On Lund-Loelted Stales Thqw pmupa held ttwet 
'bti during Enter ;4lM0Uint periods and there rtpniLs wen



Canute red hv the "-i11 h-C'O i"! iikpttec of Lin- Whole nnd li> t^ic 
CthJiiii.rHçe it ju ttgb Ijf

■n nddiLion tû li . lepre^riiravivfe üf mm her gOVtrnmcnil, 
i Lvjte nïiblKI of Uph* member Atirû-Afrfem Suw «if 
ippnurilod a' [be l i h n mitttc’s wuiant ,in-J Suh Committee 
meftmt* on I nvituEioa und purl imputed id lh* diKUUlOW 111* 
i : prewJ'rjîJ1. ,J i of S^inoun-I; ire fop on bo'1] 4mbpfd And 
,level.iput, U rtï^ ilrtonatrao il ar-L'.ii* -jLiar. from all over Ihe 
world vrric -il-o allowed 10 pirtieipBI* in ihe plenary mUMH 
■if [h-7 i ' cm c.li »tc i mder ro enibk ihe Hinn-ber g event menti 
of (he Corn'FIJILee to htivç the bnftflt of the view» of thw 
gnvnnrnenti rcFlerlcd m the Cammillet'i ikEibeiahon* Tb-w

eotTiderti] deurihlr rmtiflff regard to the Tact that Ln 
prtpiiMTi[i for 1 he T'h 'd La^ untie ira CuirofllH "he mtmbflr 
fore r.iinenls or [Jte CortimiElot md other Aun- African gs'Tt- 
rtintj would ji of necesiiiy havt to taka note of ihe virkut 
vlewpo.iKE and mtertKa

11 ,e ™ii: ►, of (Ik Cunimjtm during ihe per-od af four 
yean ending wilb Ihe Tokyo Emswh (IG14J h&d do*tly firilowed 
the programme wf wo-ifc of the U.N Sca-llcd Chnftiilin »hrth 
I'.iid broil I'.i i ,i. i 11 m 11,jj ah a pre piiroEG i v Committee: for tfic Third 
Ijwof the Sfn Ordermct In frvi. nfvCfmJ priopw^i inlm 
dwzed ju t^ie (:.H. Sen-Bed CtMirmiiltce have :hcLi >rrilJi~3 .n the
dEKimkwm thllC......nittM VoütCliDOUI material nnd tloeu-
mrnEüua hod been coNrcLhJ ud pirpurd by the Ccntnittee"* 
See re i.i rim with a yiew t* Requin Lit ( the neither fovcraiMnlR 
writ the problems involved, their bâcle g round and other rrkvunl 
Utfonuiiion- Apart frd*n genera) etcKihg* of viem on 
p-epi*:;itLirv wmlc far I tie Third Lew- of Lhe Sea Conlrrence, both 
uibuincive ind procedural. the CommittM<l *ofk bad been

limited primant} ou Kn Eoprc^ ruines (Q IirtwhlSn ; 
(iij CantLtienml Shelf; fin) Strain ■ (iv) ArchipclAfM ; 
''vi fiibffjei . fvp> Elduliv* FcOoOtiuc Zinc ; (vip) Rigbii une 
Inlere-H i ftf Land locked Stain, (tlîj) Marine F'oltudon 
iji> lnuamlonal liefmc for tht Sen-lied nnd lattnuUiotHd 
Machinery ; fjtJ Regional AinnpiTKBlE Da <k)i of Ebat Inpkf 
lire Committee's SEk'jL'tiLiLiiE had pn-pnred ooriprntlaDirre s;; din 
HUtwLhiHg tnlrtHJtlClOJ'y nnln je alur ■ ■■.:Ic.l -■ ■ the generjI bad*

giwflid cbd de'r'u'pcisr : - in relation lu lhe Inpie. compara live 
udb» of Ihe *4noua proposqb praenled tp (he U S Sea tied: 
CommiUW, hMUMtiary pf the vie^i erfueBEfiJ by Ihr vnnttu* 
Delspatpoiii befoE* lhe L.*f. Su Eled foirm im i.-vd Iht AUan- 
rtFn^an I igj.i CtmiuImiJï* Coaimutn. ntiitu from rekvanl 
proctamilloDB. natiotul k.2iata1ioni, ireauei and agreement» 
■rcliadinf e-piitiumi +jf jirniti Due r.n,' mi uLen af ific 
HlfL-.vrJini ukeis .tnd iftlibeqljoB! hr Id al Ihr varum oilier 
jrifvmi, liplh gOvTrinirnuLl and mm-pm-i nmcutfll m (hey ms 
(jiined fomnilalhiw of (l>»c ramtnud polity aE the inghciE level

The (inL phase lv|' r^ic CorninjIEcc’i work willi repaid lo
■ hi* ioh; be Hid to have hem eonciuded with Ihe
preparation of documentation and the o^thimip: of views itmi 
had taken plate dunng the fom yen rtnntl eudùii vtj(h Hk 
TvAjd ScHion heW in Jaioary 1*74 l>e ne^E phare of the 
vr.>rk( a: lliji s-Jh|«( m which Hi is ComRtiUn Iùb trrn l.H 1 
upon io mist n in atutyte (he *oft of lb* Third Law of the S«
( ":|f=rcni..i; it m lajiOUi ifaiem, tü idnEit'y bmadi artflt of

■ ,lfeJIVr(U Liu I iMVC tlïleejisd ûl ÜKHC ‘■fclSjüTil and IOB.ttCJVpl
lUiubk lolialilKU Where riiffeTOCct faiit

The Tehran Üeaiop of th* Commuice wbi held nflut ihr 
Cannai Ïchjoo ni bhe Third taw of the Sea Conference and 
Jui( on the etc of the OrnevR friiton of the ConfertnCt 
CooinquealHr. ihe main work of Lhe Cem^llttailwnin 
-ai I'l évitait ïbe work done at [?w Canumi Seaibon and Ip 

11 ni: us5 iuuat whet* fun her dnnlicatlow im1 un-j;||:ii ^ were
(kcïirtry praparatoiv id the Geneva mreliiyf ih; >j 
CorirEfcnce The topiea dôcniHd in demi at the rehren 
b^iun Wfirr the JbJJ&wmj :

W Eooeomic Zojir/PAiriiTusniBl Sej ,
(ii> ContineHifl I Shelf ;

ttu) Kegone of ArchipdiRpi ;

li vj L hi.ti fbr NaLioniaL JuriidjctiOfuI Zone» ;
(vj Ppecuil Regime for S:»lev burdenig epefowd or Btm^

Eticfoicd peas ; n»]
(«1 RtgttLC Of JthtEldL
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[iij SH0R1 PfOTtîS AND FENTATIVE ORA I J 
PROPOSITIONS ON THE TOPICS RELAX* 
INC TO LAW OP THE SEA TO SERVI 
AS AN AJD TO DISCUSSIONS

( Prepared by tht Jttirf forint □/ th\’ Ctinttttftttr)

ËndpïKf RfLiiwpilD /«of

Thr dintu u oo in ivi ub^etl wni enpiiDf initiued in 
ihil Coinmiller ml in Colombo Semen in Ir>71 by the Kenyan 
delegate, Mr NJc-oa-3-i thereafter CQffli'i uqd at m UgO* 
Session in 1972 as ulao in iuter-seSSiOniil mKliilga during 197] 
;md 19-72. fhr Kenyu pmpoii! nqâvnl v|l|( mpporiviihin
Ihts CnoiralüBC ,nnJ n hi n| i Taft Aruclei On the sul^r-i *M
ic'Tt'Ji_ed It it* kflTiy.Lrt ptepOwJ M&rt II* U N So tted
Commillet (A AC I3EfïC If I ÏJ| in Jn3y L97l.

I n :iiç meant™ on A Tut,in Kt |t ion.nl Soil...... on t Ue Lm*
uf Lh; Sr.i, mrl m Yecuirtit dur nr Jur IVT2, eiith;i d
r|»c OflnCïjH nnd \ li’bls.] |ir n(J j ip) May W"t} lh< O.A.tJ 
[ion an I be tuur of Ihe U* of lIi t Sa - Jopred ty the Canned 
of Mmiilm, gain dfflnil retogmtion to [Ik r |ht oi nch 
iWJlu! Siatç to Otlbli*h *p r i.l I uiinrf ecUJlhiHiu t-ont bcUiniJ 
iti Borritonul ICO upta a haul of 200 nhiitjcul mile*. This was 
fultowied by Hi;; ,;n Lrevin run': nl the Dm It Articles cm Lmdutiv 
EfOPitifflk Z*>1it :J Afr;e*h ^lulei bef>;c : '■= US' 5t= itrJ 
Caksomac (A AC tJS/5C.IW *>J On Ju* 7h Ivu Ihi 
dttlamim IT ». Er hj Ihe- Foreign M nulerl of 1 .rr:^.'- Sût pi 
kiiiiwi] u the So mo I3li'!iiI'jf» f]p^Ura:Lûfi. reLüjiibU;il cerium 
rights of con:Ui '-i I rites in in .fieu .nl.AcenL to Ihr territorial son
I0 t* cai!LTl [lie pill: mini::i[ '.e.L *l,-.i h ii lim.l.ir IQ ihfl MHBtp!
<tF rKdusivO fL ■ : ramie zone II Fourth Sunk j ton F-ienct 
of Noih*Sifcied S jiicQij btid tb A if eft. alia fj*e tfldw-'kieJU 
1o Ihe pmpQUl Of c-itiMur.ment of ïOrm

U

Ter prnjtïiiHilj and «rarfcing papers mt reduced before Itir
U.N- Sea-ttcd CnmttiiltH ............ cil ''nriaui provisions On Ihii
pubj-rcL TtiP'.e arc (H Draft ArlJcta Introduced by Ihe delegii 
imhE of Are him m :in. Avilnu. jldgiun. Nepil and
S.ail(»n i A AC.i îB/SC.I\s\ .!■>>; (a| Draft Articles an 
Exclusive Eoontmie ZoM HlrOcludd by 14 Atfisan Statr, 
(A/AC-lilt'SC M'l 4C) : fjii) DfuFt Articles jiirunlH) by 
Argentina {A/AC I ■ ,'SCtt- '7) (I*) WorkJnj Pkpcr sub
mil End Sy AUftMli* and Norway <A,:AC.J JB/SC.|yL.36> : 
i<fl Wariiinr Taper wbmdttd by 1he Chme*e Dtlr î^licn (A AC 
I1ÜSC-Ü/LJ4) ; (iri) Dnlt Arlicki jotnrJy preur.rid by 
Colomhia, Mateo and Vnmtïflw (A AL I jh 'if' IT, L21 > ; 
(till Working Paper submitted by jHtand (A/AC.Î3WSC 
tliL.îïJ: (vtii) Trupoiwl by Piltlnuin fA/AC.l3fl/SC [I/L52); 
(li' Proposai by L'Ciindii and Inmbia (A/ACLM/SC 
Il 1 an nnd m |Tf afi Anj4kt < : il rod J^ed by Ihe ■ nntd Stales 
(AMC USrSC.II/SMO). Cerutn piopenah **tc m1r«:j:ed 
it iFt Cincu Silima vf Ihe thml t.n oF (he Sea Cirrifcrmr^ 
I*am-1 v. i tie OraF: ATHtid £>n I he Piclua.ve Ecuncimic Zone 
ÎBltodNLed hy 17 ArrkaEi Statni £ A/Cpnf.«,fC.2/l...e2) : Lhe 
Draft Anieki intrvduMd by M(eiIb (A/Canf.bS/c.i^..;!^ 
Tes.- iyr the Drift Arlitki fol * Chapter on the EearramK 
Zaite and ihe Conl.nrulil Shelf mlTodured by ihr Ubited 
5Ula of Amerua ifL -*7> ; Draft Art^ck. on the
dcSraitll E'ttM’omic Zones introduced t;1- Uohvu lud Tanguay 

■nf.f’îc.t.'ji.W) t the Hfiaft Articles on the Economie 
Zmu irnroduectl by a group of & Social in StalafA/Cftnf.Wi C. 
■'I !F:i ; Jhe Draft Aniclei mlrodcoed bv Jamaii-J M.'CouF 
JîfC.2/L3jj ; by Guyau £A/Coofd7/C2/UJl ; El Salvador 
(A.f tnf f.?.C ? i 6), irn.i [he W:»rkjng ifocum-:nt iobniinsd 

hfKnnfna on National Zone (AjCmr.tlFC 3/LJ 7) The
Seionst <_ -.Tn mi 11 ee1 lit the Ouu^nn Seukm had dr^s^n up HI 
Wuiuml Working Ttipei on I tie t-.i\ii y[ stime uT I hew 
TJ1 •pc su lî.

In (hr CDkifrt of drminitnri m Ctnrai, miht US h-t 
J CoiBuuriee, in [he AlHfl-A/frcab Lcgar CapaaEtaljve 

" ■ ': -1 "■ ’ ^nd ^ .Li .u - her Tom ju-. iLr rn.mi qui:5HulUi up peur 
hir»q been dintuikd. Thoe arc jw tollnn i: {I ) Wheiher ueb 

ihould be rerragnlied in tu area of the sea beyond lhe



U

[trnt&fiJk! raiera pf tbt ecoiul M4H ; [i] IT ’u*--h ngnut in 
f^CLipiL-çJ who! ïhüjJd 1k the bnhJlh ofllKim] i^er tnhirh 
thcK Tights ci'■;:Ill hr eitrcufd ; ( !'■ Whal ihauFd be lhe lai une 

tJic rights Lu be ciCfCticLl bv Uir coaiti] '-Un |n such areas .
(4) WIlü[ Ti|titi, if nnv would Smin tuber than dit eosstil 
Suit have in Lhia area ; | .M WlUt ii^IHf. ^hould lhe adjoining
lanJtPcJicd Sûtes lwi« ür hr ........... 14 rnjoy in this area „
and ffl) Whciher :br tcgiirlt td «CKktbla rune; patrimonial stu, 
if u^op[nJÉ be uüLver«) in rimracH r ùr couM il he 0J" difltrinfl 
nUure -1 eper,ding on lhe parin iv ■■ ndiLit-im of ad renoti T

On finJ qtt»tk>b ihrr* t^ih la be i hnwd gPOer*: 
AgJWmenl in lhe dffvelo.pis.g couitna h Gnonr af rcccfEuEida 
nf etrUia rif&i in «n *rt* ül UK m btrornl Ifte Hnüanil 
■wton t ru y be noted ihM (be Fnrib Summit Can^cr^e a\ 
Etre Non-fil.gneJ tourunes htkj r; S-jiri n September L^"1 
hu supported -(he ruaftilidii of ÜK nfhll of couifij Stales 
tu seas nJjarcul Le Üter caoiEI and m Etic soi] jm. -.ub-iôil 
IheccoJ WLttiia the relic: of uuohI iui i n I il 1 h •:■ qüI «rceedin.il 
-00 ïiiiJei" (£« pufûLr.i'pl. 2 ni ihç Kemiuiior OOfKemtfifi lhe 
Lmfc nf dwSeai The (3.A U Déduiraiioi cm lhe : ssuts yf I h< 
Law of lhe Sea adopte J by the Council til M in nie ri in May 
aJw contains the rpUTovidaf ' The African SHU** recofioise 
Uk tifthfo of each Couml Stair In «lab I ih on iJtdnkiK économie 
lout beyond then Lemonal m ulmi- lunift riiajl pet Etned 
300 nauUcoJ m:les" The ISjuiln Domingo DMlantwn approved 
by the ipening of Mui.ntn qf llir Caribbean Siaua doled 
June 1, also ncdrum tetuih rigbia of conul Sum in 
ib area adjacent Eo the tiinmrql ki *hich it !o he called Ihe 
pEJirv>qïfiJI M

The propoaak luhmiiievl before the United Natiom Sei
zed rm-imLttecill proceed an the bmn i hat Hie mildI Starei 
hive «nwSm nghla in in tirq nf the sen adjoining lhr:r coud 
beycud the Lirauu of the IeitiVtmI ir-i rhtt A me Je E of lhe 
Draft AttJctea on Ftewnirce Jurisdiction nf the Count Stales 
heynnd the TcrrilOrull Set proponed by Ehe DdCtfilEiMi of 
Aijihunihtiiri, AiLiirLi, Dal|liniii, E'ni--ii, Nepal and Singapore ; 
Articles 1 and fl of |he lîry'i Arlr rc ..n I'nda^ive Kcnnomic 
fjtoc proposed by fourteen AEijotn 5umi. ■Vrüde Pf dflbe

prufl A mein ^ubmilletJ by Arif-'-iLiij.i ; Article I W of :lie 
Wolt.nif Paper submitled by lhe DeOefilioru uf Auunlil and 
Ntin*aj i Article il of ihe WerJnni P.ipot (ubtnKEcd by the 
r 11nnr Ddt|il»D ; Arifelc [V of thr I HafI Articles offreuty 
m i m i K1 :d by CcdffmMl, Mctiffl nnd Vi1 in-rue la : ihe Wuriing 
I’ll<i-r wbmilted by Jcria nd , Ar I il I e || ofUn Pn>pwiImUbniM 
by PAkudin ; A nick rv of the Pnp«a]i wbnuitod by Upwdn 
bd /iimbih ^ Arr cJe | of (he (In-rr..j St*: eh J3raM Aniciei loi a 
Onplfit un the RiçbLi and Dutm of rhr m.ti -:i sJie coastal 
su hed BBnmmk UH

Thf ptoponJi iatjoduccd in Caracas tdnj proceed qn lhe 
Wit bun iSer, for HAmpù: AttKk f of the ptOpKtol trf ihe 
t- Aftr-KU Stitss; Ancle J of the N■ j r r .an ptopouf : Article I 
of the Untied Staler Drift : An.de E of iht Holiva-rsngiuy 
JJr.Lf: ArtLcfc I of Ha Dm: in{nd«ed by lit SiKialrH Suies ■ 
nod Art*k I of" the GuyiinfL Draft i

£ln Ulc second qualion, i î-, E]w eitteiu of Ihe economic 
n. ihk KcSuIulI^d adopted liy Ilia Muiumit Cnuference of 
Won I'lipmdi nations, the O.A.U Dcc:hr*liCHJ m ^ll iai, ll:e 
Sa-Un I 'oininjjo Dfclunüoa provide for > nurirauni rrcadth of 
i''Ni tnilei in he niw.MJied fjoin tlw appropriate Kneelijras

Sonii qf the -proposili tabwEaCOd berote lie t/.N. Set Bed 
OwimiHke n f-i ■ adiipiaj the nuimimn heeidth of 2D0 ms Its 
<*w Anick in of ihe Dnfl Ankle* « Eixhrtive Ecoqwluc 
ïlm* intioduMd by f^urlotil AftsCan Sii^i. the Wortucp Paper 
■ubtnitlfd bj Ibc Ddeg^-ms of AuitraEia and Sorway ; Attiefe 
: T sM" tbe A'nelut| Paptt mbmilKd bj the Chitine Dekialiou ; 
AiülIî ^ [he DntJt AiUeln i.t.ltcaluktd b> Coicwiibii, 

and YencnueLa : the WorLiPl Peper «Lfbnuttd by 
«elonil nnd: ih= Proponik aoSmittEj by Ihr ttokfatwti of 
f*k3iflTl| Certain pfop^-.^ili, hûwtvrirt do not ndicale any 
,|ft1 ' ‘ lo: be rujic (see Drah Arlide: ajbnulted v AI ilI usn isran, 
Almrla, Belgium, Bolivia, Nepal and Singapore ; Draft Articles 
proposed by U^nitda aoi T^jtibia ; Draft AriJoln piopowd by 

Lt 11 a, mi si4n«). SoiM of tha proN'enis provtdn Umt ihe 
"■H"’ '.'I the iune shall be lived in ucLCrdiuice With -renain 
f-Her iB wh:(b nii.p bm acronn- iht geogrü ph k*], gookijtEBL,



js

tuoJo|tc*l. «uleiifil. economic and n^jonat «curlty FucLurs of
ih* COMUl hiaiei urah'i ihm§ (lie ?imc faE( Articlt S of i

;iI■ |M- |)r.k!t. -S | 11- II- | .il ÜM- n,r■ 15T -S.|I Mlhcililtod hj I
Afticu Sbln ; and the proposai of Iceluad) The IM Articles
p t-w-n l ■■■ ! b J WmiIiii.i pravnlci f.-i Jlltl ni Ici ot n(h greaLer 
distinct coincident mUh lhe cpiccnitiEiujuiil iu

Ld lhe prppoiflla inlrodlKod 4 E Cummi Ehc Aftk-nn Sluin' 
Dmfi Article* provide i haï Hie extent of üie uaa thaï I dut 
exceed 24>li njulLCdl mj|ci froiri lhe uppliciiN:- budjjncc for 
measuring [hr territorial «Cl I.Mln k- I) Sumr a the pr-Hlioîi 
in Lhe ShcialiiE SlaEei1 propoinl (Article .1 ,i, Ehç Il ruled Stiln 
Drufi Articles |Article 2 h the Nigerian prupoul (Article 11, lhe 
Etülivia-SJnnsiiay Joint propouJ (Article ■>, tlie Guyana pro
posa] (Article h -im1 tlie Nicaragua propout) (Article 11

Un the îhird queittün. I.e Lh* iur,.:r «nd cMnatitriniir-i uf 
i!tc ?jonc n jdiLi :he (d te roy-.-d ■.:■■ .■ ■ -i :*-- lu
surh ."UH, lhe Not-alignCd OâdiiMKn Uiputatt lin : lhe 
purpnsr ûf eüabLuhmepi <>i i icme s M cipliiitinf ruli, a 
ni»UR-ei and ptcucctiog il ■ ’ l rm i tmin . jnirrciti uf et en
peuples witfcmjl piejLtdjLc c.iîicr II- \t licedo» af uvifjlwa 
d>i ■overt.ifihl, where applicable, ur lo 1lie r ^ rp iiuii t" 
lhe jtieir-. Tïiç O.A^U pro»*Irv (3jI
"à such ±e «utül Stiln ihill (uroK ixfntai.m
^j>er*isniy «ver *tl ibe U>pnP *&ii nuntrM itiourciiao-J tlulfc 
üü:ui!r the £nuc wiibout undue hAerfcnns ^nti llie elhrl 
legitimate -jva <d ihe u, ntad? h FiKdOH ef untfln, O* ci 
EL^lss psd laying ihc ûtbks and pipf.mci" Thu J«larBi->n 
iho eOabdcn ihal ,Lt.enlise itmrth inJ the Viiliel *( numic 
poll^i ni tbtKawnà: jonc ihill be (ub|cct lo ihe )uriidiC‘ 
tico d Ibc coulai Siale".

The Sim? Dorrun£o Declaration recognises thaï “Lhe 
ChiiüÉl Suie lu lostrtupi ri|hü o**r the rcnccmbk: u.pij non- 

rne i:,-it it.i| resources which are f-v.in-i m ■ ti-= uvuicrï. m
tba ic-j-twd anJ ir. :-c subtotf" ->f the puriouniil leu I bu 
Declaration further provider tint ‘■'lhe maiial Side tens Lhe -Uity 
r pi rate ju-: Ihe nghi lo regime lhe of sd cm cl n.
it-rfiftci wuh.:i the parnftWSllI itaai wdl n lhe right n> adnpr

ihe necessary mtSUfCII to prcvcnl marine lEllitin -ihd t. 
enitijc Hn soif Fie i unly dl ti 1he Tcioure» of ih-C ire*"1

The r>Nifr ArlieJel propOled by AT^han-cran, Amina,
br'^iLiu UuJivia. Nepal nnd üjniipone Liinrccnplalç in il the 
coaMvl SLares, subject to irnmn restriction 1 an.! i.ilII^Iji ai 
rtHiLjjnnl m the piopoi^l, have the ri...*ii I4»| I- a- J eipto:' 
ai! Ii»(n£ and non-li^inj raourcci jo i: .: fu|if T?.iay fmtlher 
provide ihil a HUilal Siale fuj aniLually mini fm itirif a 
past of ihe maximum .yield nf Cihcrs rcaotircci of lhe tor^

The proposal introduced by founteo African Sialfi 
Eont'-npiarü chai the euabtishitarin of m rtJucbt 
tone j?i be for the brnct-l of ihe peoples of Ihe Suit ivecim 
ft) as:J itrtaf Wp(£Lri: ffûn*i|» in wh.vÈi ihij Mull have 
jo*Tfr:£Eiy over tee renewable and non-rcncwabLc nalunJ 
reroute « r« ihd puipqi nf »p|uril|in and PiplOltaUOIt 
F'vnhermore. nnhin Ihe zone the Slaee couoemcd n to hase 
■vIoMtt juriidJetiem foi ihe pLfp™ iftwriH, Ki'iltfiM and 
EjpLomnioo ofboih lo and g :-l ■ :.n mg reuurces of lhe zone 
ii*l Lhe-r piritmtimi and for the purpose of prevention end 
HHidI nf poll-Jtioa. Tb.s proposaE darifiefl that tbe r ■ l.I . i[c 
ht turdaeid Crtr ibc «ooomk t?ne iblJl trt bidusive and 
nther State iEia'1 explore and explod the resouren Iberem 'vjIh- 
ou: ohMiTi'HEi i e [KiraLisLtm of the cCastaî Slate "the pro^OMl 
tliil-M.--r.ii-1 m ATtWn \'l and VIE the nafure of iha rifihu Ifl the 
Krnt

I be Draft Arlkks preMnEed by AFe^btimi provide illllt ;i 
CmujJ Si .li ■..!! have r-',crei^n r.^jlstR over riie rer.c*-jb]c L.nd 

" ■ 1 ■■■■■ Me inljr.il rrM'-irces Jivir^ un>-i iïûïl living wbidi ire
lo It t- uud ;n Lh-v ‘„iid a pen (aee Article 7). Tae same ls the
I................. i i -ic Work:ilti I'aper jubmitted by Australia JIHl
fi- -i.^ i we A r I ll k I A Jfi Hi ; m !be thmesc WorkLne Paper 
E*t* Amcla 2{3) J > Draft Articles of Treaty presetted by 
kulurnl.-.i, Merk'n mid \''.L[Le/ucl:i (see Article -■: lhe Warkinj; 
1 rfl'rf uibmiULl by kelund ; nnd lhe tiiuicd States Draft 
^rtlclt Ei

tn iiiIlLh.ii|k, ihe ripht of lhe cossUl Slnie lo lake rrp-jlalon- 
Ot cuflirrvqn 11 inruiarAt nre provided lor ia 1hc Areentine
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Draft toi UtriOUJ purposes (ice ArUrIts'J, Kl, Il and 2 J aJ'[he 
Draft! Simitar provision iho ftppMJ m lh= Cille* proposais 
vt ïlir Chiites* Draft: Article 7 'ft) , Article 5 al' Lhe Dr-liTt 

An tele e of treaty pr^enreil by CobmMa M«Jw aivd 
Venezuela],

Tin various proposals afto i nnr--.-iipLiie (ht n|M of ibt 
coniial S:.i1ç lo (.nrtjr ùu! tôanific rtuith and \o L.kt maun 
CD prt -■■ i.1 pol-utjoa t* .ifiiJi lhe lore jSce Article VII (c) and 
(dj o1 the propel of rive 14 Alnuq Slain Attack* II. 12 aid 
37 f irir Argentine proposal; Afrj-ir-i 1 uru-l f> or Lhe Uroft 
TrtaLv ir-r-kluLciJ by Colojnbia, Mem" and V-rnrautla] The 
11 A I DKkntioa vests Lite jurisdiction in Ihm tigird in tine 
ttmtM Smtt f«e raMgraph B rtf ihe DtcliJnlionJ the Sdiito 
QoiniinD i ' ■■ !. i r □ I .on considers .1 to I : Lhr rijilM ilz> J drry of 
rTit count Sime lo futiiiurtpind réanime iht conduir-i of ulul- 
t'lc ;e search and lo uUopL necessary men sunt to prevent narine 
pollution (ks pi ra&roph 2 of the Deck mine of fainmocmd Sc*}.

Tht pnppomli introduced at conurn tpttitK
prcmjDH n thn miller. Aruclra if. ill tod IV of 1 be African 
Si j Ln" prttjiLT^il cimterti pille f I £ (ï. ke of m vc cei* r. rsg hti M* r lix 
living and non i.nr c resemmes of the zone Articles |T 3 5. 7 
and f of iht S«pJin Siam propositi. Article I of Lite U S. 
proposal and Article 2 of the Nigerian proposal cuntnin die 
rekvtm piovmoai on ibis loptc

TTftTATlVt DHAhl I’ttOHOKmilNS 

r Lo serve a-, nn aid ro dimuMUni}

Article I

t Mti.il Stales have the rtfhl «uttf.sb beyond their 
trillion*! n Ul etdiuw eOdnOtmr irw for Eh* pitpon tet 
fonh m lhii C Ofivrjlinp

romBcaurT

fini antcla enfrftlm live principle which 13 n.M* ^-cneriilly 
m '.i: ,: ■' 11 dawtoping bountria about the right of a

......... . ■" u 1 - ■ 1 ih . I. .ip i.11 ^ Dtjm.r zone

Article!

The 0«tn: fund of Ihe OcwmatK mx lb*I »* fatcod 
.— ■■, n J ÏOÜ nuits hi ht inta *pfrE>Pr:jIç: k“e|in-£l
.-Tieaniring the tern 1WI*3 tea

Twvtded lh*l within iho maiinluni limit on itoreiArtl lhe 
1[IBil3 of Lhe e^wrhLC r.nnc dial! hr hied by tarh Shite catiria 
mu) acL-oont lh« rekvnnl CfiKtM ooncerartit the r^iourcei of the 
ftfioa and the rijhll and inloKiU of ilavelopinfi iaodlochEd and 
Mihri gcoeraphicahy dludvin«|htl Suits

{.oatmeal try

This nïlhcle u concerned iMth lunjoo of lie ]leuîs *•* 
ncotntbic roriP, Ti a «enttally recogn;»d Jn ttjoc of lhe 
plMpoUils chi [Kn uiut :hai the eainl of the ecflEjnit «« 
l*jruTToft*J KT ebilt IK11 hetoaid 2WI r’.ifci. Howe«r,
VinH tie rt-i were beU lhii th* hmn ■"“Id ealcad upto 1 he end 
Of Ibe cpiconliWPtAI «“ C'« lf theeante eilended twjmnd 20fl 
flulra. Another friew VM lhii th* ewnonait *oae should be 
measured ficm the outer linui of lhe territorial uca. AL Ü10 
I .1 ; .1 ■ ;i j Se ukm 1 he ma. jarity hi W tfi r. up pc* t ed to be in \'U vi mr 
□r fluiiLran of the zone ill The mammlnt 1ÎC1Ï11 of 200 mile* Id be 
tncaitind from approprialr hjirline lor (he turritonal ifci 
Si>riLc views wert aisn erprekicd tkA( w.chm lb a maaimurti hmil 
I he hmdn of the »nE Lhuuh] hr ^aed on mrtiin applicant 
niniu] cTitcrm.

Atlirh J
The cdUUl Stile lu* mtrei|n *hd eiELiuiTt fiÿü over 

ihe natural rescufc». üluelher ic-s^.itite or non-renewable, Ot 
ihf vci.!>cd irid subwril -lad ihe mpefjnceri-t waleri wichiP lht 
etcluiiVf eronomic mix.

CaranUllir}

Thli HtLicJe s:ts D'.il Lhe naLura and thararLe: iktics nf 1bc 
regtniE of Ihe ejccluilvE euPeik'-tiTJt :ont |■■'rimo^pi ica on lhe 
h-ir-. of the urnern11’ srrcpLnJ (Mrtflioti .11 'hr varjoui purpoiali
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fiefore fti( IJ-N, Mfji Ned Ccitiirtltttc add Hit Cerneai Se-ir, On 
uf lhe T lu ni I nilcd Nil irtm CiU^lriKC Oil the Lan of Ltu- 
Stm

Artkfe 4

E^&nlaep'JiTUrtf nf erijoyrneol of u- snmrei£n righH nver 
tht (Wtufat RHiinxt of ihf («imrtm; tone the ceaiUiL Slate 
thill Jlirt ihr foil (Wing ri^ldî und OûfflpOtenDei :

\&'t eidiumt rljtfH Ü) eipSofr jjlJ et [foil ftiic*ih> jïi■»! 
ooa (tatuibk i '■inÿ jj>d nditr nalureJ *1
:.hrc Vi. wr*-bed and su^il Ihcrcvrf ,

lb) ORjflirV.t r |bt fnr Ihr TTI ■ IU fcçmCCl I, protCÜllOli flllfl

toitsej-Viilmti uf the living rcaüitft(i of thr jgb liking 
m [l> aç. oti lit I hi r*£L>i:i I lient 1-11U-nn i(f I he AfiJ'r Mfri.iic 

iiiterrulhMMil ni regional AillCi i ■ nrginiDttoaf .

(c) THcluiivt fi|tM In enw; Imux ind irgoliOOnt TO
pftvtn llunkp bj fH^IWL .‘-I lt> L.'ir DASIUBj
uUl into Miciiütt: the rtvwtiKtMliitotH or the 
appi' f'T4 ‘!c ÜtcriiiïhTtJii Or regional urçantioUorm „

ldi «dMivt jurtul^iiop to Lake dwuuth to ensure 
tujnpimriL r ivitfi itr In™ ;lhJ rcjiuhiiH’in id rttpert ■...■ 
ickvLtji" ^hii h are the »ut-n J. joaHei ofils ovnap 
nr cJttlklidrt n*hti ,

itl rirbi Id pniri.He ud re^uljie cnu.I.ict of scienn!'. 
rntir-.lt * LI t|fi [he iuqr L.i|i| i n : u aiROMH the
reut'-n ........-La: mr- nl appropriaic jptortational and

nrfilmiMlHiti.l-

A COiital SliHc Ii>N ItaVe lhe cstluEixr r l:i lo juahunït 
ind TC|tula1r is Lhe cu'luiivt economic tmn. the copûnmui 
rtc If. cwreiri «d üj4 HJbwd ihfioof. ihe vnh.tqti»oi». *rai|*4«- 
.uriit, opcrilion and UK ■ * vfî-üx^î «rUA- ji iibnda and ottiet 
.t.i j-IJuIh.1 in for purpwt'- of the cipionlion and exploitaikîn at 
d e n^n-rtn- wjo.e rnourcn £bertofr

A «Maid Rune may «Lphluh a rcawflible oKi of »fcty 
®Mri I round uy ül!'-»hniç nMiüciil cLlaadi ji \ other inJUlkuom
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u which it *W ™toth Cf iu imulWh™ *pd «f Diiritil» 5l(li. “
be d™„«d W e«*rt Itat .her in ^

I he ttitBR KM» fuKtÎMH oi the liiiudlnliPtu-
l"me «uüiL Bwte Shdl have the W

pDthdriie untl ,CBulate driltis^ toi M =n ih=

The p»™™. of ^ Im b«n trten ft™
pnppo^li brfpre the S«-B«3 Comm.ib« ^d iu lho 
S^Üii^Ttc ™ the I»p= Md raill«l of lUkîVflidfd ri|ll

of the caasEol StiCi.

tnidi 5

No Situ other tUn I he flMUl Sltlc *hHI 
af4UPi ihe r «ou rat ihcitm without
lhe roartal hUtt on web teflnia* l™ï te Ind bcMV"

. . ____ .i" i i. ..j.. ..«ill H1.n1 E.

1 b« Arrkk ™pk*«. wl* '“»«•** t™ 'ta ,TTO*™"“
w unrasn ritbu Of ibe cooal SUM »™t ** <“'■

Article h

Lacb SUIT lhl.ll cosufc lhei en* cxpluraüot* ot É1P^'

U.:.r, «ù*, «rtto. “«,Wjrn2S2
(«I neaaful purjaAti uni n “t* 1™*“' “ r-“ B 1
Zdol .ilk Vkvw.il.»™« »* «*« ” ■**
or Ihow of tht LtlierntliTnal iOmmurtily.

toflunti'l-ir

Tbii Article «nbodi» the gene, all y uaptæd pm Mint* 
H lhr sanbe « IhC uti of Plover IV dl Informal WorWij

Ho. :
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Art k lu 1

In ptspe-L’1 of j| Hrfilorjf WbCH people hflve altnirittf
neilhti full LniepcndtnM not tome oiher leir-BovonurE iui. 
[bJltwjng o □ net of id I"- drierrninflli-Dn under ihe nuifute* of l-b* 
United Natjoui, die ti^lm m I ht resources of the Koiwnif mitf 
crEaied in rtsperf ol th*i lernioj-y tnà to ihc raourtr of jm 
coatmndtlshelf in lb Che inlubr^Bti af rhal Itmon*
1c bt umvtl by ihent l>. ■ ibrit bend'if aod jji accordance Prtb
-htiT TiwJi qixl Jiurh n Éh(l miÿ ftOt he Mlumr.',
ficrciiec or profiled frftniior in uiy way mfnaiTï*- by -i milw 
potion or foreign [muer udmitirtiuribg nr üccupymji lliuE 
territory.

Cbfinmiry

Tim ArlLcle ji ■ lie mem « Fonnula Bed pfflTLUDi ll 
the Informal Work :i& i'lipcr Nd, 4i'Rev. ] srhifh à uI-cd from 
I he proposai of IT Alin an. Sluiei before 1he Gincaa niwEmf

Ankle f
Eu tiït tLüüOn.K. lunr. Oir[o md arterafi of all Stares 

“î^Eber ccasLiE or n L ihill rn - the right of freeildjn ■ 
■Hiplyn inJ overflight ami the .^l;i to ray bhnurmp in Un. 
atvJ pLpcinei with i;> i rwtndltiht other than thok ronoMirtg 
•T ni t.':e utrejse by [Jr cr*ilil Si.ih1 of ils righLb within (he 
Area.

Co meat «¥

This Article rvcogniiti ihr principle-. af Freedom of tun> 
fa!ion lad CYtrfbfibl, Thf p:u *iMid of (iur Article d Hir uiik 
ii in Formjij A of F ■ x>' n *i ■ ; XI of the IdünmJ Wording 
Piper No 4 ftev. I.

Altkle f

NaUOuah of n Jeveir.[iii:i landlocked State ind nlhrr 
i^eprtphicaJIJ diiodvftn igcd S'j-...ml I ei^oy Llie prinih nn : 1
rnh m the eutuitvc ecoumnlc ropni if rbc adjoining i ugh-
'■'’iii ’ir couaLiL Siucï, I'Jis imgiLiMieii of the enjüvmem o1':Iiml

nrivikue nftil I he ared lo w tut I: Lturv irlnt *h"u t( ’
„.irO0RieBl beL'vecB the eoislal Suit amcl the Und lodcftJ SiAle

1 Hie (-.«bt IP pitKnbf lar I enftr^r riartEsemeM

Tliii Article il the jame U KoFtitolâ A of Prnnision VU 

in tafamil Workng Paper Nü 4'rtc^. I

Article m
ComipenUrr

An itpprnpTiiiLe pir^iunn toaccml*| *he ‘‘har: ^i" no;'' 
li^mi reroafeci by the nil-ail) of bpd- ksked ard Clbct 
in^raphicalEy diudvutial™* Suit* «oti^d owl to « idciawd

Arlide tl

ÇontaE Biatet and tanct-locked and othet ^a^mphiialLy 
SijL:i ft ni-.:., - r*ltoo of wbregioii cn»y eoler 

ÎHU any irnniPneDt fcr [he emthliiltmEUI of rc(kMilJ Or 
uibrrgiLituil... n>nn *ith a vi5w 1° *Jvlll|dTcct to (heprnviBtom
uf ArUckh nod oq a willccli^ bftil*

Hoir-. TtoK drift prtfMUKH* *» »i * “Ï ”V *■
^minl b( iJio AAUX SeETf««l k*.t*™b**V« *r**n3 ^ 
.rv, u u «a V» tS«^S*-3a



srtMFTS USTJi to ft INTtHNATtONAI NAVIGATION

One of Ihe crucial kuq lefi un^nhvdb]/ Ihr 1*4 Gertf’i j 
i imfricnL'Ci nn ihe !jw ihr ^ (■ the une-non «fjuiogc 
thfCWgh il m<Ei uled tor inlerniLmnal 1Uvi|ithn *nd other 
r^l-k|<ï«.L L'' i'ii This tapir is closely liflkrt ■■Uli ihe mis*Hnn nf 
IIm" hn-1J1 h of Lne lenriroi iiF mu am,' |n i i: n m ■=■ nf ihe rndjoT 
pnwcri wiwdei * satisfactory ablution of (ha lame nrifLiuta us
fondamental iif aii y seulement un ihe tpi Ml ion tif (lie h*-L-_nJ.L|| of 
I Ik km^rul sea.

A striil, m die (rfrdiliOfUl tain* for lln pjrpQftcs of inter- 
>uiiuü4l Ci», best been undmlwd u fofnTiig a pniiign between 
I h.i |U rtf jf I hr high itil In'i-fr -l=*ln li C<inKBtr«U I'lEh u
i he rjitiuite CanvenLion eff 192» u»d HofllKuiCmveHion of 
Nïfr were £ns:Tnf!v cmrluJedi for Lbr pufputc ar mpuUiiri 

I he |UBp of ships ïlmnif .1 ce mm llriill ■ 1 ipn ul irLper'jnrr 
to mte rcLiüüJiil navigator*. ft Jay. the problem has become 
fir more iotpOrtUfl bnc^ii* 11 fi miiAiiniin bread:-. -j: i*eI?e 
fflfflH i-. r litojn iscd for I he (errttdnal -l-^ miny ni ihe tlnili 
useJ lor mlernulLDiul (UvisnUop win. i wen- hrthnrlgtomidcr&d 
;is p;irl of ihe hifil ■ .n VnmU lull ^ 11 hi i ihe in rriUma | up of 
one ur more States end actordinp m nnrinul rules only iuRDCcnL 
pHUgt could be claimed through I heir tlrhits.

SiJI pïü'fKülh hod beer i riiroLl.i, cd on lih topic bifort 
the Sw-Bed Committee, nu»l> the jobs! eight power propoul 
1A AC1JÏ SC l[ i 49) mlJ ihe pmjMuh of M*lta (A/AC 
13». SCII^I, Inly i A AC IJÈSCU l- W). Pchmd IA AC 
lîdi’SC II. J. #>}, USA fA AC (J*tfC 11 1.4) and the U S 5 R. 
Draft Art trie

It] (illdlmn to Ihrsr .rrhi n olliir pTr"[KKab were llliro-
before 'Iw Cincn lout fence '3 --vi sre hr nitd 

K nfdeitt Dealt Ailida ou I hr remtoriaL Sea and Hrtuts 
[AjfCtnf.HVC.l/L!), Ik mnmdnmt .ntroduced by IX-hiluiI.

4fi

tld ■ inland in me said Drift Artkk* (A'Copf.f-VC J I ->l : 
Lite Dfaf: A«iolti i"rroJ,Jc±d by Spain (A Gsnf>'
,j* ftoi An,da of Oman i.-VCmr-.J f [.It-) the joint 
prepowliof Dulfim OeriKBiorah*. 0J> » iPalhru). Ukrutu 
nd U,Silt- fA CiMr.to'C.ltLil); prupc**! of M^tria 
\ A CLUif.fiJ^C.Î L 20}; the josnt p™p*rt*3 of Mr^ inJ S
Olhci Ar*& ÜO«i (A CmT4ÎÆ 2 L ; ihp propwl of the
|>.iitijfiii.in ftern^K lA.C«if 6^ C?l Vü ; ud tf*
J*i i 11. I ( A Conf 1l7 -'C 7'1 AJ U

T I: - nui]H quMtrons which had been diuuutd (fl the 
L ,i ■ , im . sebïiü-jîs Of Ihe As ill ri - A111 Citi. 4 tniumttec are ihe 
füLlowni( —

in) W1:ol should tx the deliiiPbOll of * ' lirait uwd for 
mrernalional nJvLiriili^N"’ 'r la it if15 Htogr^phiciil 
pinion, or the ividlh of Ch■■ itrait or Ihe vohtiir.r ol 
rnlhc that pdFACi, through the v.Lru.ll 7

(bi to hat inhould b* (l»r -'.Uu™ Of the pinsf of ihips 
ïhr^sh itmb which foil wilhth the Lefritonal waters 
of a SHJe or Stale* and ih* niM of overflight for 
airqwAt In ihdcnjincftrih. should any daesnetwa 
be made between HUH', whjrh *tt kst thin ft (trJes 
■r width and IlH-tf »h': h #(* » ider. W is betmsçn 
tiniu (jin* cdt n^jvt [nlEciulfon*l roules *pd those 
which are uwl for iflWwrifflllJ ii#« n

(e> If rlLe principle of fieedmn of fiiH£jHiCm and ov=r- 
fljghl il recognised in rtspficl nf paisiee through 
stcnLti or Odrtoln cnteJlurics of UrniLi. should any 
rtsitriLiiom ai Limitai loin bc recoaiLwd cm ruch ri£hl 
in reaped oT any tld P 01 eate^LHÿ of ship* at ttircmO 
fuch at Govern maul controlled veswlsr oanhipi. 
soherwrinet iadaifcrefl used for miliury purposn. _

Ai Ihe ToAyo SmVOB of Ihe Conunitlee held pt 
lin-iitr'i IA74 cttula brand flirts c*f afiiwrnent hod appeared lb 
bn merged which to*M be staled « under :—

(a) The hiittti uf uiwflrghU ifoudd oot form the v-kjeti 
mpdet of any ObmAlH « the Law of the St*
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willed n lo regulated within ihe frame woik of ihe 
i hi. up, L'l^ifcntjun or nicfa oihcr Lep.ir.iir: .i^ree-

itBlili or iflttVfnc lOtii & Jïuiy he n«n'L'.;i 1y

(b) Th* i-hiivcniifiii on die La1*- -.if the St4 thuuM only 
deni *i:n r■:r queHion of ptbuije ilrtila ■']
Line of pneç

(cl The ■- -I'm-jici" ( mereiii of coaiUl Sum tn ftflilntin| 
[(jdut through itrjiEs mmi IK rerognrtttl oral 
prOUcled.

(d) PutHg4 Iftrough Etiajts should conform 10 rhe puer, 
jomJ order arid iccurtty :nLcrctLi ul tlir .h.i.mI SUtet*

4B

Severiil other queDionl were dj&riAie : Amt -■ if - ■< npffiPLed
ihereon, bol ti. ........ .. ■ . v:l1 - .■ Im ejU : ■ - - ■ ■ r cm
Hinoiç of those itMrt* L Une ire ai folio*- i ;

fa) [fihr rtf line of inno^EiH pUU|t jl Mrtpl-J ,!■ Jilld 
the rryulaJ mni form i laird by the COHIUI Suite be in 
icc >rJ w.:Il LfllcrraClouai sLnndjidfi so ith ftdt lu
impede or M.inU rc «ith Lhe passage.....Ilf dtierciion
of Ihe coastal Stale ?

fb> Whether Utain ■! <mI j beckerifteJ w.(b rtfeftnXS 10 
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that the regime on straits should also apply to other stretch of 
water whatever its geographical name if it is used for interna
tional navigation and connects two parts of the high seas. It is 
doubtful if such an extended definition should be appropriate 
because such a definition would include even cases where two 
parts of the high seas are connected by a canal or other stretch 
of internal water. In the joint proposal of Denmark and Finland 
(A/Conf.62/C.2/L. 15) the definition of a strait is substantially 
the same as in the British proposal but a differentiation is made 
between straits which are more than six miles wide and those 
which are less for the purpose of determining the nature of the 
passage through the strait. In respect of the former, the 
proposal contemplates transit passage and for the latter inno
cent passage. This is very similar to the Italian proposal before 
the Sea-Bed Committee (A/AC.138/SC.II/L.30).

Article 2

1. In the case of straits which form part of the territorial 
sea of one or more States or straits leading from the high seas 
to the territorial sea of one or more foreign States the regime of 
innocent passage shall apply for all ships.

2. There shall be no suspension of innocent passage 
through such straits.

Article 3

2. The costal State shall not hamper the innocent passage 
of foreign ships through the territorial sea in straits and shall 
make every effort to ensure speedy and expeditious passage ; in 
particular, it shall not discriminate, in form or in fact, against 
the ships of any particular State or against ships carrying cargoes 
or passengers to. from and on behalf of any particular State.

3. The coastal State shall not place in navigational 
channels in a strait facilities, structures or devices of any kind 
which would hamper or obstruct the passage of ships through
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such strait. The coastal State is required to give appropriate 
publicity to any obstacle or danger to navigation, of which it 
has knowledge, within the strait.

Article 4

The provisions of an Article to deal with the question of 
passage through straits connecting two parts of the high seas 
need to be further discussed.

Commentary

There appears to be three different sets of views in so far 
as the nature of the passage through straits used for inter
national navigation is concerned. The draft articles introduced 
by the Group of 8 major "strait” States before the Sea-Bed 
Committee (A/AC.138/SC.II/L.18) as also the proposal of 
Fiji (A/AC. 138/SC.II/L.42) proceed on the basis that naviga
tion through the territorial sea and through straits used for 
international navigation should be dealt with as an entity where 
the strait forms part of the territorial seas and that the interests 
of the coastal States and general interests of international mari
time navigation can be best balanced by adoption of the 
traditional regime of innocent passage. The proposal of Oman 
at the Caracas Session (A/Conf.62/C.2/L.16) contemplates the 
regime of innocent passage in straits which form part of the 
territorial sea of one or more States subject to certain conditions 
which are the same as Article 2.2, and Article 3 herein. The 
second view, which is held by all the major maritime powers, 
is that all ships shall enjoy transit passage through the straits, or 
in other words, the same freedom of navigation as they have in 
high seas subject, however, to certain exceptions. In this 
connection, the Draft Articles introduced by U.S.S.R. before 
the Sea-Bed Committee, Article II of the Draft Articles intro
duced by U.S.A. (A/AC. 138/SC.II/L.4) may be seen. The 
British proposals at Caracas (A/Conf.62/C.2/W) were also to 
the same effect. The third view, which has been put forward 
by Italy (A/AC.l 38/SC.II/L.) and jointly by Denmark and 
Finland (A/Conf.62/C.2/L.15) contemplates that in straits 
which are less thau six miles in width the regime of innocent
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passage should apply whilst in other straits which are wider 
transit passage should prevail. This proposal aims at a sort of 
status quo because even on the basis of a three mile territorial 
sea in straits which are no more than 6 miles in width nothing 
more than innocent passage is claimed.

Article 5

The right of free transit through straits connecting two 
parts of the high seas would continue to be recognised where the 
transit passage does not involve entering the territorial sea of 
one or more States borderins the strait.

Commentary

This Article is intended to clarify the position that in the 
part of a strait where the waters have the character of the high 
seas, the concept of freedom of navigation through such waters 
is not by any means impeded.

The provisions of these articles shall not in any way affect 
conventions or other international agreements relating to parti
cular straits.

Part-B

In cases where free transit through straits is accorded the 
principles applicable will be the following:

xxx

Article 7

Ships in transit

(a) Shall proceed without delay through the strait and 
shall not engage in any activities other than those incidental to 
their normal modes of transit.

( b) Shall not eause any threat to the security of the coastal 
Slates of the straits, or to their territorial inviolability or

political independence or act in any manner whatsoever in viola
tion of the provisions of the United Nations Charter.

|c) Shall comply with generally accepted international 
regulations, procedures and practices for safety at sea, including 
the International Regulations for preventing collisions at Sea.

(d) Shall take all precautionary measures to avoid causing 
pollution of the waters and coasts of the straits, or any other 
kind of damage to the coastal States of the straits. Super
tankers in transit through the straits shall take special pre
cautionary measures to ensure the safety of navigation and to 
avoid causing pollution.

Commentary

This Article is based on Provision V ot the Informal Work
ing Paper No. 2 issued by the Second Committee at the Caracas 
Session. The above propositions are taken partly from Formula 
A and partly from Formula B which contain the United King
dom and Eight-Power Socialist proposals respectively.

Article 8

1. In conformity with this Chapter, a strait Stale may 
designate sea-lanes and prescribe traffic separation schemes for 
navigation in the straits where necessary to promote the safe 
passage of ships.

2. A strait State may, when circumstances require and 
after giving due publicity to its decision, substitute other sea- 
lanes or traffic separation schemes for any previously designated 
or prescribed by it.

3. Before designating sea-lanes or prescribing traffic 
separation schemes, a strait State shall refer proposals to the 
competent international organization and shall designate such 
sea-lanes or prescribe such separation schemes only as approved 
by that organisation.

4. The strait State shall clearly indicate all sea-lanes and 
separation schemes designated or prescribed by it on charts to 
which due publicity shall be given.
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5. Ships in transit shall respect applicable sea-lanes and 
separation schemes established in accordance with this Article.

Commentary

This Article is in identical terms with Formula ‘A of 
Provision VI in Informal Working Paper No. 2 of the Second 
Committee and is based on the United Kingdom proposals.

Article 9

A strait State shall not hamper transit passage and shall 
give appropriate publicity to any danger to navigation or over
flight within or over the strait of which it has knowledge. 
There shall be no suspension of transit passage.

Commentary

The text of this Article is identical with the provisions of 
Formula ‘A’ of Provision VII in the Informal Working Paper 
and is based on the United Kingdom proposal.

Article 10

1. Subject to the provisions of this Article, a strait State 
may make laws and regulations :

(a) in conformity with the provisions of Article..............
above :

(b) giving effect to applicable international regulations 
regarding the discharge of oil, oily wastes and other 
noxious substances in the straits.

2. Such laws and regulations shall not discriminate in 
form or fact among foreign ships.

3. The strait State shall give due publicity to all such 
laws and regulations.

4. Foreign ships exercising the right of transit passage 
shall comply with such laws and regulations of the strait State.

5. If a ship entitled to sovereign immunity does not 
comply with any such laws or regulations and damage to strait
State results, the flag State shall in accordance with Article......
be responsible for any such damage caused to the strait State.

Commentary

This Article is the same as Provision IX in the Informal 
Working Paper No. 2 based on the United Kingdom proposal.

Article 11

1. Liability for any damage which may be caused to the 
coastal States of the straits, their citizens or juridical persons by 
the ship in transit, shall rest with the owner of the ship or other 
person liable for the damage, and in the event that such 
compensation is not paid by them for such damage, with the 
flag State of the ship.

2. Liability for any damage which may be caused to the 
coastal States of the straits or their citizens or juridical persons 
by the aircraft overflying the straits shall rest with the owner of 
the aircraft or other person liable for the damage and in the 
event that compensation is not paid by them for such damage, 
with the State in which the aircraft is registered.

Commentary

This Article is the same as Formula ‘B’ in Provision X of 
the Informal Working Paper No. 2 based on Eight Power 
proposal.

Note : These tentative draft propositions do not in any way reflect
the view point of the A.A.L.C.C. Secretariat but have been
mainly put forward to serve as an aid to discussions.



The position of land-locked States vis-a-vis the Law of 
the Sea is a matter of particular importance to the Asian- 
African community in view of the fact that out of29 land-locked 
States in the world, six happen to be in Asia and fourteen 
in Africa. This Committee has consequently laid special 
emphasis on this subject and had constituted a Study Group 
under the Chairmanship of the distinguished Jurist Dr. A.H. 
Tabibi of Afghanistan for detailed consideration of various 
topics related to the subject. The deliberations in the Special 
Study Group resulted in formulations of certain draft proposi
tions which were considered by the Committee and in inter- 
sessional meetings.

Two comprehensive proposals had been put before the 
U.N. Sea-Bed Committee on this subject, namely the Seven- 
Power Draft Articles relating to Land-Locked States sponsored 
by Afghanistan, Bolivia, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Mali, Nepal 
and Zambia (A/AC. 138/93) and an independent proposal by 
Bolivia (A/AC. 138/92). In addition, provisions regarding the 
rights of land-locked States are found in various proposals on 
the international sea-bed regime as also in the proposals 
concerning economic zones.

At the Tokyo Session of this Committee detailed considera
tion was given to this subject on the basis of a note and certain 
tentative draft formulations prepared by the Secretary-General. 
The main questions which were considered w'ere the following:

(a) Right of access to the sea and transit through the 
territory of a State or States for purposes thereof— 
question of reciprocity;

(b) Transit through international rivers for the purpose 
of access to the sea including navigational rights in 
such rivers:

(c) Sharing of benefits in the resources of the sea, 
particularly in the exclusive economic zones of neigh
bouring coastal States of the region;

(d) The access to the international sea-bed area beyond 
the limits of national jurisdiction; and

(c) Participation in the international regime tor the 
sea-bed and in international machinery.
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The broad areas of agreement which could be deduced 
oin the discussions were as follows:—

(a) Transit is a necessity for land-locked States lor access 
to the sea and its resources and also for movement ol 
its goods and persons.

Transit is an essential element of the concept ot 
sovereign equality of States and as a sovereign State 
a land-locked country is fully entitled not only to 
reach the high seas which are public domain, but 
also to enjoy the rights relating thereto. If Soy part 
of the seas is converted into an exclusive economic or 
fishing zone, the interests of land-locked States must 
be accommodated therein in an appropriate manner.

(c) Most of the land-locked States in Asia and Africa are 
the least developed and therefore their special interests 
must be recognised and protected. It was also 
realised that their interests lay along with the deve
loping States and consequently it was not in theii 
interest to impede progressive development of the 
law which supports the legitimate interests of 
developing States, whether coastal or land-locked.

(d) The right of participation of land-locked States in 
international machinery for the sea-bed should be 
effectively protected and that they should have pre 
ferential share of benefits derived from sea-bed 
exploitation.
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There were some points on which discussions were not 
conclusive and it was felt necessary that the process of consulta
tion between land-locked and coastal States be continued. 
These points are as follows: —

(a) Is the concept of the access to the sea a natural right 
flowing from established principles of international 
law or is it a freedom to be enjoyed, protected and 
guaranteed?

(b) Accommodation of the interests of land-locked States 
and the transit States — modalities to be prescribed 
for the exercise of the transit, prescription of routes — 
bilateral and multilateral arrangements and questions 
of reciprocity.

(c) Definition of land-locked States — should these be so 
defined as to encompass other geographically dis
advantaged States, namely, States with short coast 
lines and shelf-locked States.

(4} Participation in the exploitation of the non-living 
resources in the areas of the exclusive economic zone 
of the coastal States.

(e) Whether the land-locked States should have a right 
to lease out or grant licences to nationals of third 
States in respect of exploitation of the living resources 
in the economic zones of the neighbouring coastal 
States?

(f) Settlement of diputes between the land-locked and 
coastal States — appropriate machinery and a method 
of settlement.

After the Tokyo Session of this Committee a group of 
land-locked States met in Kampala (Uganda) towards the end 
of March 1974 and drew up a declaration on the question of 
the rights of land-lockcd States. The Kampala Declaration 
was introduced in the meeting of the Group of 77 held in

Nairobi in April 1974 and it was also considered by the Con
ference of the Foreign Ministers of O.A.U States in their 
meeting in Mogadishu in June 1974.

At the Caracas meeting 17 land-locked States introduced 
an explanatory paper on Draft Articles relating to land
locked States (A/Conf.62/C.2/L.29). Botswana, Lesotho 
Uganda, and Upper Volta introduced certain amendments t 
the text contained in document A/AC. 138/93. Pakistan (A/Conk 
62/C.2/L.48) as also Bolivia and Paraguay (L.76) introduced
certain proposals.

TENTATIVE DRAFT PROPOSITIONS

(To serve as an aid to discussions)

Article 1

For the purpose ot this Convention:

“Land-locked State” means any State which has no sea
coast;

The term “transit State” means any State, with or without 
a sea coast, situated between a land-locked State and the sea, 
through whose territory the land-locked State shall have access 
to and from the sea;

The term “traffic in transit” means persons, baggage, 
goods and means of transport across the territory of one or 
more transit States, when the passage across such territory wi 
or without trans-shipment warehousing, breaking bulk or change 
in the mode of transport is only a portion of a complete journey 
which begins or terminates within the territory of the land
locked State.

Commentary

The text of this Article has been taken from Provision I 
in Informal Working Paper No. 9 of the Second Committee in 
Caracas.
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The definition adopted here of "land-locked State” and 
"transit State” and of "traffic in transit” is virtually the same 
as given in clauses (a), (b) (i) and (c) of Article 1 of the Seven- 
Power Draft Articles contained in Doc. A/AC. 138/93. Clauses
(b) (ii) and (d) of that draft would appear to be superfluous and 
have, therefore, not been incorporated. The definitions of 
"land-locked State” and "transit State” in Asian-African Legal 
Consultative Committee Study Group formulations were also 
the same as the above text. The definition of "traffic in transit” 
in the Study Group draft was, however, different but the 
definition given in the Informal Working Paper would seem to 
be more appropriate.

The existence and the nature of the rights of land-locked 
States to free access to the sea derive from the application of the 
principles of the freedom of the sea and the designation of the 
sea-bed and the ocean floor and the subsoil thereof, beyond the 
limits of national jurisdiction, as well as the resources of that 
area, as the common heritage of mankind.

Commentary

The text of this Article has been taken from Provision II 
in Informal Working Paper No. 9. This incorporates the legal 
basis for the recognition of the right of land-locked States not 
only in the matter of access to the sea but also in respect of 
access to the sea-bed area. In view of the comprehensive 
nature of the provisions of this Article a further provision like 
paragraph 1 of Formula A of Provision III in the Informal 
Working Paper No. 9 which is based on paragraph 1 of Article 
II of the Seven-Power Draft would appear to be unnecessary.

Article 3

1. Each land-locked State, irrespective of the origin and 
characteristics of its land-locked condition, shall have the right 
of free access to and from the sea in order to enjoy the freedom 
of the seas and participate in the exploration and exploitation

of the sea-bed and its resources on equal terms with the coastal 
States.

2. In conformity with the aforesaid principle neighbour
ing transit States shall accord free transit through their terri
tories of persons and goods of land-locked States by all possible 
means of transportation and communication.

The modalities of the exercise of free transit shall be 
settled between the land-locked State and the neighbouring 
transit State or States by means of bilateral or regional agree
ments: provided that the transit State shall not insist on any 
terms or conditions which may render the right of the land
locked Slate illusory or nugatory.

3. Land-locked Stales shall have the freedom to use one 
or more of the alternative routes or means of transport, as 
agreed with the transit States concerned, for purposes ot access 
to and from the sea.

4. A transit State may request the land-locked State tor 
certain riahts of transit for its own traffic in transit through the 
territory of the land-locked State, and when such a request is 
made the land-locked State shall accord such rights to the transit 
State in order to ensure mutuality and better performance of the 
transit agreement.

Commentary

The above formulation has been attempted as a sort ot 
compromise in the light of propositions contained in Formula A 
and B of Provision III in Informal Working Paper No. 9: 
Articles II. Ill, XIII and XVI of the Seven-Power proposal 
(A/AC. 138/93); the proposals contained in A/Conf.62/C.2/L.29: 
and Section A of Draft Articles introduced by Pakistan ( A/Conf. 
62/C.2/L.48). In view of the provisions of this Article it would 
appear to be unnecessary to have another article corresponding 
to Provision VI of Informal Working Paper No. 9. The provi
sion-, of paragraph 2 of this Article would also make it un
necessary to have a specific provision on the rights ol transit 
States like Article XIV of the Seven-Power proposal.



The provisions of this Convention which govern the right 
of free access of land-locked States to and from the sea shall 
not abrogate existing special agreements between two or more 
States concerning the matters which are regulated in this 
Convention, nor shall they raise an obstacle as regards the 
conclusion of such agreements in the future.

In cases such existing agreements provide less favourable 
conditions than those contained in this Convention, the States 
concerned undertake that they shall bring them in accord with 
the present provisions at the earliest occasion.

The provisions contained in the preceding paragraph shall 
not affect existing bilateral or multilateral agreements relating to 
air transport.

Commentary

The text of this Article is the same as Provision IV in 
Informal Working Paper No. 9 which is based on Article XX of 
the Seven-Power Draft (A/AC. 138/93) and the Explanatory 
Paper A/Conf. 62/C.2/L.29.

Article 5

Provisions of this Convention, as well as special agree
ments which regulate the exercise of the right of free access to 
and from the sea and the area of the sea-bed, establishing rights 
and facilities on account of the special geographical position of 
land-locked States, are excluded from the application of the 
most-favoured-nation clause.

Commentary

The text ot this Article is the same as Provision V in 
Informal Working Paper No. 9 which is based on Article XXI 
of the Seven-Power Draft (A/AC.l 38/93) and the Explanatorv 
Paper A/Conf.62/C.2/L. 29. '
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Article 6

Vessels flying the flag of a land-locked State shall have the 
right to use maritime ports.

Vessels of land-locked States shall under no circumstances 
receive a treatment less favourable than that accorded to vessels 
of coastal States as regards access to and exit from the maritime 
ports.

The use of these ports, facilities, installations and equip
ments of any kind shall be provided under the same conditions 
as for coastal States.

Commentary

This Article deals with the question of the rights of all 
land-locked States in regard to access to maritime ports for 
vessels flying their flags. The provisions of this Article are the 
same, except for certain modifications, as Formula A of Provi
sion VII of Informal Working Paper No. 9 which is based on 
Article V of the Seven-Power Draft (A/AC. 138/93).

Article 7

For the purposes provided for in this Convention, coastal 
States shall guarantee neighbouring land-locked States free pass
age through their territories, as well as equal treatment as 
regards entry into and use of ports, in accordance with internal 
legislation and any relevant agreements they may conclude.

Traffic in transit shall not be subject to any customs 
duties, taxes or other charges except charges levied for specific 
services rendered in connection with such traffic.

If the port installations and equipment or the means of 
transport and communication or both existing in a transit State 
are primarily used by one or more land-locked States, tariffs, 
fees or other charges for services rendered shall be subject to 
agreement between the States concerned.



Means of transport in transit used by the land-locked State 
shall not be subject to taxes, tariffs or charges higher than those 
levied for the use of means of transport of the transit State.

Commentary

This Article deals with the position of traffic in transit of 
land-locked States, in the territories of neighbouring coastal 
States which serve as transit States. The first paragraph of this 
Article is based on Formula ‘B’ of Provision VII and the remain
ing three paragraphs are the same as Provision VIII of Informal 
Working Paper No. 9,

Article 8

For convenience of traffic in transit, free zones and/or 
other facilities may be provided at the ports of entry and exit in 
the transit States, by agreement between those States and the 
land-locked States.

Such zones shall be exempted from the customs regulations 
of the coastal States. They remain, however, subject to the 
jurisdiction of those States with regard to police and public 
health regulations.

Land-locked States shall have the right to appoint customs 
officials of their own in the ports of transit or free zones, 
empowered in accordance with the practice of States, to arrange 
the berthing of vessels whose cargo is bound for or coming 
from the land-locked State and to make arrangements for and 
supervise loading and unloading operations for such vessels as 
well as documentation and other necessary services for the 
speedy and smooth movement of traffic in transit.

Article 10

Transit States shall provide adequate means of transport, 
storage and handling facilities at the points of entry and exit, and 
at intermediate stages, for the smooth movement of traffic in 
transit.

Article 11

When means of transport and communication in the 
transit States are insufficient to give effect to the rights of land
locked States of free access to and from the sea or when the 
aforesaid means of transport and communication or the port 
installations and equipment are inadequate or may be improved 
in any respect the land-locked States shall have the right to 
construct, modify or improve them in agreement with the 
transit State or States concerned.

Article 12

Except in cases of force majeure all measures shall be 
taken by transit States to avoid delays in or restrictions on 
traffic in transit.

Should delays or other difficulties occur in traffic in transit, 
the competent authorities of the transit State or States and of 
land-locked States shall co-operate towards their expeditious 
elimination.

Commentary on Articles 8 to 12

These provisions deal with details concerning the enjoy
ment of the right of transit by land-locked States. Articles 8 to 12 
are identical with the Provisions IX to XIII of the Informal 
Working Paper No. 9 which are based on Articles Vil, VIII, 
IX, X and XI respectively of the Seven-Po%ver proposal 1A/AC. 
138/93).

Article 13

Land-locked States shall have the right of free access to 
and from the area of the sea-bed in order to enable them to 
participate in the exploration and exploitation of the area and 
its resources and to derive benefits therefrom in accordance with 
the provisions of this Convention.

For this purpose the land-locked States shall have the 
right to use all means and facilities provided for in this Conven
tion with regard to traffic in transit.
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Article 14

[n any organ of the international sea-bed machinery in 
which not all Member States will be represented, in particular 
in its Council, there shall be an adequate and proportionate 
number of land-locked States, both developing and developed.

Article 15

In any organ of the machinery, decisions on questions of 
substance shall be made with due regard to the special needs and 
problems of land-locked States.

On questions of substance which affect the interests of 
land-locked States, decisions shall be made with their participa
tion.

Commentary on Articles 13,14 and 15

These three Articles deal with the question of free access 
to the international sea-bed area beyond national jurisdiction, 
participation in the international regime including machinery 
and equitable sharing in the benefits of the area. The texts of 
these Articles are identical with the Provisions XIV. XV and XVI 
of Informal Working Paper No. 9 which are based on Articles 
XVII. XVIII and XIX of the Seven-Power Draft.

Article 16

Nationals of developing land-locked States shall enjoy the 
privilege of fishing and to participate in the sharing of the living 
resources in the area of the exclusive economic zone of the 
neighbouring coastal State on the basis of equality with the 
nationals of that State. The modalities of the enjoyment of this 
privilege and the area to which they relate shall be settled by 
agreement on a bilateral or regional basis.

Article 17

The coastal State may stipulate that the rights to be 
enjoyed by the nationals of the land-locked States shall not be 
transferable provided that the benefit of foreign collaboration or
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assistance shall not be unreasonably denied to the nationals of 
the developing land-locked States where such assistance is resort
ed to by the nationals of the coastal State itself.

Article 18

Developing land-locked and coastal States may enter into 
regional arrangements with a view to equitable sharing of 
mineral and other non-living resources of the areas comprising 
exclusive economic zones of the coastal States of the region.

Commentary on Articles 16 to 18

The provisions of these Articles which deal with the 
question of participation of land-locked States in the exploita
tion and sharing of resources of the economic zones of their 
neighbouring coastal States would appear to be most controver
sial. What the majority of land-locked States would like to 
ensure is the equal right for their nationals both in respect of 
living and non-living resources. Whilst the coastal States would 
be prepared to give to the nationals of land-locked States a share 
in the living resources exclusively for their own benefit they are 
not prepared at present to go any further. Article VIII of the 
Joint Draft on Exclusive Economic Zone (A/AC.ISS'SC.ICL^O) 
nnd Section B of Pakistan’s proposals (A/Conf.62/C. 2/L.48)



The concept of archipelago as applied to archipelagic 
States as also the question of establishment of a special regime 
concerning midocean archipelagos are matters of special interest 
to some of the member States of the Committee. These questions 
were generally discussed in the Hague Codification Conference 
1930, in the International Law Commission as also during the 
Geneva Conferences on the Law of the Sea in 1958 and 1960 but 
no conclusions were reached due to wide divergence of views 
and lack of available technical data.

The discussion on this topic was initiated within this Com
mittee at its Colombo Session and the concept was developed 
during discussions at the Committee's Lagos Session as also in 
two inter-sessional meetings held in Geneva in June 1971 and 
July 1972. Thereafter the Delegates of Fiji, Indonesia, Mauritius 
and the Philippines introduced a proposal in the shape of Draft 
Articles before the U.N. Sea-Bed Committee (A/AC. 138/SC.II/ 
L.48). The United Kingdom also introduced certain Draft 
Articles on the Rights and Duties of Archipelagic States 
(A/AC.138/SC.II/L.44). In addition, the Draft Articles on 
Territorial Sea introduced by the Delegation of Uruguay 
(A/AC.138/SC.II/L.24) and the Draft submitted jointly by 
Ecuador. Panama and Peru (A/AC. 138/SC.II/L.27) as also the 
Chinese Working Paper on Exclusive Economic Zone contained 
certain specific provisions with regard to archipelagos.

At the Tokyo Session of the Committee some detailed dis
cussions took place on the basis of a note and certain draft 
formulations prepared by the Secretariat. In the light of the 
discussions the following broad areas had appeared to have 
emerged :

(a) There was general appreciation of the need to recog
nise and protect the legitimate political, economic and
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security interests of archipelagic States. There was 
general support to the concept of political unity of 
land, people and the sea with respect to archipelagic 
States in the true sense.

(b) The term ‘archipelagic State' should be so defined 
that it protects the interests of the State in a fair and 
reasonable manner.

(c) The status of waters enclosed within the archipelago, 
howsoever described, should be subject to the 
sovereignty of the archipelagic State.

(d) Legitimate interests of the international community in 
transit through these waters should be effectively 
protected.

During the Caracas meeting, Fiji, Indonesia, Mauritius and 
the Philippines submitted a draft (A/Conf.62/C.2/L.49) which 
was based largely on the proposals introduced before the U.N. 
Sea-Bed Committee. A joint proposal was introduced by way 
of amendment to the above draft by Bulgaria, G.D.R. and 
Poland (A/Conf.62/C.2/L.49). Another amendment to the joint 
draft was introduced by Malaysia (A/Conf.62/C.2/L.64) whilst 
certain specific proposals were put forward by Ecuador (L.51), 
Thailand (L.63). Bahamas (L.70) and Cuba (L.73). The Working 
Paper presented jointly by Canada, Chile, Iceland, India, 
Indonesia, Mauritius, Mexico, New Zealand and Norway (L.4) 
also contained certain provisions on archipelagos.

TENTATIVE DRAFT PROPOSITIONS

(To serve as an aid to discussion)

Article 1 

(Definition)

1. An archipelagic State is a State constituted wholly or 
mainly by one or more archipelagos (and may include other 
islands).



2. For the purpose of these articles, an archipelago is a 
group of islands, including parts of islands, with inter-connecting 
waters and other natural features which are so closely inter
related that the component islands, waters and other natural 
features form an intrinsic geographical, economic and political 
entity or which historically have been regarded as such.

Commentary

I his Article is based on Article I of the proposals of Fiji, 
Indonesia, Mauritius and the Philippines (A/Conf.62/C.2/L.49), 
Article 5 of the Working Paper (A/Conf.62/L.4), Article 1 of 
the Draft Articles presented by Bahamas (A/Conf.62/C.2/L.70), 
and Formula ‘A’ in provision II of the Informal Working Paper 
No. 8 of the Sea-Bed Committee -- Article 1-2 of the Draft 
presented by Bulgaria, G.D.R. and Poland (L.52) also conveys 
the same meaning as in the above formulations.

Formula ‘B' in Provision II of the Informal Working 
Paper, which is wholly based on the United Kingdom Draft 
Articles (A/AC.138/SC.II/L.44) does not appear to have received 
much support within the Asian-African countries.

Article 2 

(Baselines)

1. An archipelagic State may employ the method ot 
straight baselines joining the outermost points of the outermost 
islands and drying reefs of the archipelago in drawing the base
lines from which the extent of the territorial sea, economic zone 
and other special jurisdictions are to be measured. The same 
method may be followed also in the case of archipelagos forming 
part of any other State.

2. The drawing of such baselines shall not depart to any 
appreciable extent from the general configuration of the 
archipelago.

3. Baselines shall not be drawn to and from low-tide;, 
elevations unless light houses or similar installations which are

permanently aboye sea le.el have been -built on |hem opwhere a 
low-tide elevation is situated wholly or partly at a d st 
exceeding the breadth of the territorial sea from the nearest

island.
4 The system of straight baselines shall not be applied by 

an archipelagic State in such a manner as to cutoff the territorial 
sea of another State.

5. An archipelagic State shall clearly indicate its straight 
baselines on charts to which due publicity shall be given.

6 An archipelagic State may draw baselines in con
formity with Articles...... (bays) and..... (river;mouths) of this
Convention for the purpose of delimiting internal waters.

Commentary

The first sentence of clause (1) is the same as formula A 
of Provision III of Informal Working Paper No. 8. Art*cle f' 
of the joint proposal (L.49) and Article 6.1 of the Working 
Paper (L.4). The proposal in the Draft Article 2.1 introduced 
by Bahamas is also similar. The second sentence of this clause 
has been added in order to incorporate the principles embodied 
in formula B of Provision III of the Informal Working Paper 
No. 8. Article 9 of the Working Paper (L.4) and the Ecuador

proposal (L.51).
Clauses 2. 3, 4, 5 and 6 of this Article are substantially 

the same as Provisions IV to VIII of Informal Working Paper 
No. 8; Articles 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 and 2.6 of the joint proposal (L.49) 
are similar to clauses 2, 3, 4 and 5 above.

Article 3

(Archipelagic Waters)

The waters enclosed by the baselines, which waters are 
referred to in these Articles as archipelagic waters, regardless o 
their depth or distance from the coast belong to, and are su jec 
to the sovereignty of, the. archipelagic State to which they
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appertain. Inis sovereignty is exercised subject to the provisions

The text of this Article is the same as formula B of 
Provision IX. The first sentence of the Article is based on 
Article 3.1 of the joint proposals (L.49), Article 1.3 of the 
Bulgarian, G.D.R. and Poland Draft (L.52), Article 3.1 of the 
Bahamas Draft (L.70), and Article 7.1 of the Working Paper 
(L.4). The second sentence of the Article is based on Article

The sovereignty and rights of an archipelagic State extend 
to the air space over its archipelagic waters as well as to the 
water column and the sea bed and sub-soil thereof, and to all of

The text of this Article is the same as Provision X in the 
Informal Working Paper No. 8, Article 3.2 of the proposals 
contained in Doc. L.49, Article 3.1 of the proposal contained in 
Doc. L.52, Article 3.2 of the Bahamas proposal (Doc.L.70) and

If the drawing of the baselines in the manner provided in 
these Articles has the effect of enclosing a part of the sea which 
has traditionally been used by an (immediately) adjacent 
neighbouring State for direct access and communication in
cluding the laying of submarine cables and pipelines, between 
one part of its national territory and another part of such 
territory, the continued right of such access and communication

The text of this Article is based on Formula A of Proven 
VI in Informal Working Paper No. 8; Article -.5 
proposals 'contained in Doc. L.49; the Malaysian' .T™, 
contained in Doe. L.64; Article 2.2 of Bahamas draft (L.70) and 
Article 6.2 of the Working Paper (L.4).

Article 6

or tern-
StateIn any situation where the archipelagic waters, 

torial waters measured therefrom, of an archipelagi 
include areas which previously had been consl.Jere^ aS lg 

that archipelagic State, in the exercise of its sovereign y
seas,
over such areas, 
and needs of its

, shall give special consideration to the interests
neighbouring States with regard to

exploitation of living resources in these areas, and, to this effect,
shall enter into an "agrément with any neighbours State, at 

he 1— .
menu, with a view to prescribing modalities
the request of the latter, either entitling
nationals'™ such’^bouring Sute tc. engageland

exploitation of living resources therein.

Commentary

This Article is based on the proposal of Thailand contained 
,n Doo L 63 and is the same as Formula B of Prov,s.on XI1L

Article 7

Subject to the provisions of Articles 8, 9 and 10, ships of 
all SmtesThal! «nioyP.he righ, of innocent passage through 

archipelagic waters.

Commentary

This Article incorporates with certain modifications Ihe 
provisions of Article 4 in Doc. L.49 and Formula A of P 
sion XIII in Informal Working Paper No. 8.
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Article 8

2. An archipelagic State may, from time to time, after 
giving due publicity thereto, substitute other sealanes for any 
sealanes previously designated by it under the provisions of this 
Article.

1. An archipelagic State may designate sealanes suitable 
for the safe and expeditious passage of foreign ships through its 
archipelagic waters, and may restrict the passage of such ships, 
or any types or classes of such ships, through those waters to 
any such sealanes.

3. An archipelagic State which designates sealanes under 
the provisions of this Article may also prescribe traffic separation 
schemes for the passage of such ships through those sealanes.

4. In the designation of sealanes and the prescription of 
traffic separation schemes under the provisions of this Article an 
archipelagic State shall, inter alia, take into account:

(a) the recommendations or technical advice of competent 
international organisations:

(b) any channels customarily used for international 
navigation;

(c) the special characteristics of particular channels: and

(d) the special characteristics of particular ships.

5. An archipelagic State shall clearly demarcate all sea
lanes designated by it under the provisions of this Article and 
indicate them on charts to which due publicity shall be given.

Commentary

This Article is in identical terms with Article 5, paragraphs 
to 5, of the proposals contained in Doc. L.49 and Provision 

XIV of the Informal Working Paper No. 8.

Article 9

All ships shall, however,
in archipelagic straits, the appro“ ^ , state along which
•" - used'for International naviga

Zt — par. and another par. of the high seas.

Commentary

Th.s Article is based on the provisions of Article 4 of the 
1 , ■ a in rioc L V This Article has been mcor

proposals contained m - L-^ normal right of
et rjzirrs

for international navigation.

Article 10

Sr^e^e^f^^tolnd^m^1^

of the high seas by the shortest and most convenient rou e .

effect, an archipelagic State shall enter into 
such neighbouring States at the requeTo this 

arrangements with any 
of the latter.

Commentary

This Article is based on Thailand's proposal contained in

Doc. L.63.

Article 11

I \n archipelagic State may make laws and regulations.



Foreign ships exerc.sing the right of innocent or tree 
nassa°e through the archipelagic waters or the sealanes desig 
nated° under the provisions of this Article shall comply wit ' 
relevant laws and regulations made by the archipelagi

This Article contains a modified version of paragraph 8 of 
Article 5 of the proposals contained in Doc.L.49. provismn is 
made for compliance of laws and regulations, both in the case 
of innocent and free passage. The modification is necessrtated 
by reasons of the provisions of Article 9 wherein free passage is

All ships passing through the straits and waters of archipe_ 
lagic States shall not in any way endanger the security of such 
States, their territorial integrity or political mdependenc ■ 
ships passing through such straits and waters may not engage 
in any exercises or gunfire, use any torm of weaPon' 'aun 
or take on aircraft, carry out hydrographic surveys or engage 
in any similar activity unrelated to their passage. P
shall inform the archipelagic State ot any damage unfo e een 
stoppage, or of any action rendered necessary by force ma,eu .

This Article is identical with Formula B of Provision XVII
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If any foreign warship does not comply with the laws and 
regulations of the archipelagic State concerning its passage 
through the archipelagic waters or the sealanes designated under 
the provisions of this Article and disregards any request for 
compliance which is made to it, the archipelagic State may 
suspend the passage of such warship and require it to leave the 
archipelagic waters by such safe and expeditious route as may be 
designated by the archipelagic State.

Commentary

This Article is based on paragraph 9 of Article 5 of the 
proposals contained in L.4T

Article 15

Subject to the provisions of paragraph of this Article, 
an archipelagic State may not suspend the innocent passage of 
foreign ships through sealanes designated by it under the 
provisions of this Article, except when essential for the protec
tion of its security, after giving due publicity thereto arid 
substituting other sealanes for those through which innocent 
passage has been suspended.

An archipelagic State may not interrupt or suspend the 
transit of ships through the archipelagic straits or waters as 
contemplated by Article 9 herein except in times of war or 
national emergency.

Note : These draft propositions do not in any way reilect the view
point of the A.A.L.L.C. Secretariat but have been put forward to 
serve as an aid to discussions.

(iii) SUMMARY RECORD OF DISCUSSIONS 
HELD DURING THE SIXTEENTH 
SESSION

The discussion on the subject of the ;‘Law of the Sea and 
the Sea-Bed” during the Tehran Session of the Astan-African 
Legal Consultative Committee was a continuation of the work 
which began in the Committee at its Colombo Session (1971) 
and continued through its sessions held in Lagos (1972), New 
Delhi (1973) and Tokyo (1974) as also in inter-sessional meetings 
of its Sub-Committee of the Whole and Working Groups during 
the past five years. During the Tehran Session, the subject was 
discussed in the plenary meetings held on 27th to 29th January 
and 1st February, 1975 as also in the meetings of the Sub
Committee of the Whole organised during the session.

The Secretary-General of the Committee initiated the 
discussion by making a statement on the organisation of the 
work during the session and the scope of discussions on the 
subject in the plenary meetings. He suggested that in view of 
the shortage of time at the disposal of the Committee, it would 
he desirable to limit discussion on the following specific issues.

(a) Exclusive Economic Zone!Patrimonial Sea -

pollution control, scientific research, the rights and 
interests of land-locked States to a share of the 
resources and the rights of other States in the zone,

(b) Straits used for International Navigation —

passage through straits used tor international navig 
ation which connect two parts ot the high seas,

(c) Land-locked States —
share in the non-living/non- renewable resources o 
the economic zone, and collaboration with other
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States or their nationals for technical assistance in the 
matter of enjoyment of their right in the share of the 
resources of the economic zone:

fd) Archipelagos:

(e) Fisheries —

the terms and conditions on which other States may 
be allowed to fish within the economic zone and the 
appropriate conservation measures that may be taken 
both within the economic zone and on the high seas 
for different species of fish;

(f ) Enclosed and semi-enclosed seas:

(g) Regime o f Islands:

(h) Continental Shelf -

1 he question whether the concept of the continental 
shelf should be absorbed in or replaced by that of the 
exclusive economic zone:

(i) International Sea-Bed Authority:

(j) Pollution —

Nature and extent of the rights and obligations of 
States in relation to preservation of marine environ
ment.

The Secretary-General also suggested that the discussion 
might be held in the background of the views expressed at the 
Caracas meeting with a view to prepare for the Geneva meeting 
of the Third Law of the Sea Conference. The suggestions of 
the Secretary-General were accepted by the Committee.
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the Caracas Session of the Third Law of the Sea Conference. 
He summed up the trends emerging from the deliberations of 
the three main committees at the Caracas Session as follows:

(i) Territorial Sea — There was broad agreement on a 
twelve-mile territorial sea as more than 80 States had supported 
it.

(ii) Economic Zone — The concept of economic zone and 
iLs extent upto 200 nautical miles had received almost universal 
affirmation. However, the divergence of views in that regard 
had centred around: (a) the content of coastal jurisdiction in 
the economic zone; (b) the extent of other States’ interests in 
the said zone; (c) the interests of land-locked States in this 
zone; and (d) the question whether the concept of economic 
zone should subsume the concept of continental shelf or whether 
the latter as traditionally understood should subsume the 
concept of continental shelf or whether the latter as traditionally 
understood should survive the former.

(iii) Archipelagos — Three aspects of this question deserv
ed consideration, namely (i) coastal archipelagos like Norway 
and Chile; (ii) archipelagos belonging to States like India or 
Ecuador; and (iii) archipelagos constituting a single State 
like Indonesia, Philippines etc.

(iv) Regime of Islands — This question had presented a 
ticklish problem, particularly in the case of islands which did 
not constitute an archipelago

(v) Land-locked States — The land-locked States at the 
Caracas Session had laid stress on three aspects: (i) establish
ment of economic zones on regional or sub-regional basis; 
(ii) protection of their interests in regard to exploitation of 
living resources on a footing of equality with the coastal States 
concerned; and (iii) equal rights over the non-renewable re
sources in the economic zone.

. •(vi) Enclosed and semi-enclosed States ■— This question 
was not considered intensivelv at the Caracas Session and,
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therefore, would have to be considered further at the Geneva 
Session,

(vii) Regional Arrangements — Regional arrangements 
concerning~expIoitation of fishery resources and for regulating 
pollution control within the enclosed seas would require further 
consideration.

(viii) Marine Pollution and Scientific Research — Whilst 
not much progress had been made on the question of scientific 
research, considerable progress was made on the question of 
marine pollution. Although a sizeable area of agreement 
had been reached on a number of issues relating to marine 
pollution, questions like whether there should be a pollution 
control zone wherein the concerned coastal State would exercise 
jurisdiction, whether this zone should coincide with economic 
zone or whether there could be some other zone, the question 
of standards to regulate marine pollution, and the question of 
liability for pollution damage could not be resolved.

(ix) International Sea-Bed Area — The Caracas Session 
had dealt with the question of the regime of the international 
sea-bed area, the conditions of exploitation of the sea-bed 
resources and the economic implications of sea-bed exploitation. 
However, the Conference could not start its work on the com
position, functions and powers of the international machinery to 
govern the international sea-bed area.

The Rapporteur, finally, observed that many of the 
aforesaid issues, which were highly sensitive and complicated, 
would require tactful handling.

The Special Representative of the United Nations 
Secretary-General referred to the various issues of the Law of 
the Sea which the international community would have to 
resolve at the forthcoming Law of the Sea meeting at Geneva. 
In his view, those issues included the territorial sea, the conti
nental shelf, straits used for international navigation, archipelagic 
States, fisheries and other living resources of the economic zone, 
rights and interests of land-locked States, scientific research, 
marine pollution and the international regime and machinery for 
the sea-bed. He expressed the fervent hope that it was through 
meeting and consultations and not by confrontation and by 
pursuit of the interests of international community rather than of 
national interests that a new legal order for the sea would evolve.

The Delegate of Iran advocated conclusion of regional 
arrangements especially in the case of countries bordering en
closed or semi-enclosed seas as, in his view, regional require
ments often led to common stands on a number of issues. He 
laid stress on the concept of unity and oneness of the sea as 
activities in one part of the sea could not be conducted without 
affecting the other part. In his view, the ocean in its totality was 
a living organism which formed one ecological system and there
fore the approach towards it should be global and integrated. 
He felt that from the deliberations of the Caracas meeting one 
drew the conclusion that there could be a clear-cut separation 
between the different functions of the sea, but he wondered how 
could the various jurisdictions and authorities envisaged for the 
different zones and areas of the sea be separated from one 
another, especially in regard to questions on pollution, scientific 
research, fishing and navigation. Although the proposed Inter
national Sea-Bed Authority would be mainly concerned with the 
international sea-bed and various other authorities had been 
envisaged for other matters, in his view, it would be most 
practicable to combine all these functions and competences in a 
single international authority. He felt that in this respect the 
Draft Articles proposed by Malta might provide necessary 
inspiration, and the terms of reference of the proposed Inter
national Sea-Bed Authority be extended to comprise the 
management of superjacent waters.
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The Delegate of Pakistan concerned himself with two 
issues, namely territorial sea and the right of free access to and 
from the sea of land-locked States. Although Pakistan had 
proposed a 12-mile territorial sea in the U.N. Sea-Bed Commit
tee, that was based on the understanding that the concept ot 
economic zone as understood by his country would be accepted 
at the Caracas meeting. But since no agreement was reached 
in that regard, his country contemplated extending its territorial 
sea to 50 miles. However, his Government was still prepared to 
accept a 12-mile territorial sea if economic zone as understood 
by it was accepted.

As regards land-locked States, the Delegate observed that 
although his Government fully appreciated the aspirations of 
land-locked States and recognised their need for a free access to 
and from the sea, law, reason and pragmatism decreed that the 
claims of land-locked countries could not exist independently ot 
suitable agreements with the concerned transit States. The 
Delegate believed that transit by land-locked States was an 
encroachment on the sovereignty of the transit States and there
fore only the latter could determine the extent of transit rights. 
Further, in his view, transit States might in lieu of the transit 
facilities accorded to the land-locked States require them to grant 
similar facilities. Such arrangements, the Delegate added, would 
meet the legitimate needs of land-locked States and although 
they could be modified from time to time to reflect the changing 
conditions, there was no reason to change the existing equitable 
principles applicable in that regard. Referring to the Charter 
of Economic Rights and Duties of States, adopted by the U.N. 
General Assembly, he said that the provision contained in sub
para (O) of Chapter 1 of that document reflected the aforesaid 
position.

The Observer lor Cyprus stated that his country supported 
he principle that the resources of the sea-bed beyond national 

jurisdiction constituted the common heritage of mankind and 
therefore Cyprus favoured creation of a meaningful machinery 
under the U.N. system for administering those resources. On the 
question of straits used for international navigation, the Observer 
stated that Cyprus supported the concept of innocent passage

subject to objective criteria which struck a right balance bet
ween the needs of the international community and the legitimate 
concerns of the concerned coastal State. Touching upon the 
principle of median line, which was affirmed by customary 
international law and codified in the 1958 Territorial Sea 
Convention, the Observer said that the said rule catered to the 
interests of small and w'eak States for it provided a residual rule 
which could apply in the absence of freely negotiated agreement 
and would thus discourage any temptation on the part of 
stronger States to claim the lion’s share in unequal negotiations. 
In his view', the principle mutatis mutandis could also be applied 
to the delimitation of the continental shelf and economic zone in 
the case of coastal States opposite or adjacent to the other. 
Dealing with the regime of islands, the Observer said that islands 
were in the same position as continental territories in so far as 
jurisdictional zones like territorial sea, continental shelf, econo
mic zone etc. w'ere concerned, and as such no artificial distinc
tion should be created between the two. If at all any distinction 
was to be created, it should be in favour of the islanders who 
were more dependent on the resources of the sea than the 
populations of continental territories which could in any case 
rely on the sources of their hinterland.

The Observer for Poland stressed that all problems of the 
law of the sea should be solved in a spirit of cooperation and 
mutual understanding and not by confrontation, and that 
legitimate interests of all States should be safeguarded. He 
pointed out that because of Poland’s geographical situation 
which disabled it from extending its economic zone, it fell within 
the category of geographically disadvantaged States. On the 
question of straits used for international navigation, the Observer 
stated that Poland favoured the right of all coastal States to free 
and unimpeded passage through such straits. However, he 
added, such passage should not endanger the security of the 
concerned coastal States and consequently it ought to conform 
to international rules concerning prevention of collision and 
pollution of waters and shores of a coastal State. Further, the 
Observer pointed out that although Poland had accepted the 
establishment of 200-mile economic zones and recognised the 
right of every developing State to reserve to itself a part of the
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maximum sustainable yield which it could land and the right to 
regulate fishing in that zone, other States should be entitled to 
fish for the unreserved part of the fisheries. Poland, he added, 
keeping in view the interests of developing coastal States was 
even prepared to agree to imposition of a reasonable licensing 
fee by the concerned coastal States for fishing in their economic 
zones. However, he added, at the same time Poland favoured 
broadest international cooperation for the proper conservation 
and rational utilisation of the resources of the sea. This co
operation should be manifested at both bilateral and international 
levels Finally, the Observer expressed the hope that the recog
nition of the sea-bed and ocean floor beyond national jurisdiction 
as the common heritage of mankind and the principle of 
equitable sharing of its benefits would be realised in such a 
way that interests of each of the groups of States would be 
accommodated.

The Observer for U.S.S R. expressed the hope that the 
new legal order of the sea would meet a situation where the 
world ocean would unite rather than divide peoples and where it 
would never again become an arena of struggle and conflict. 
Keeping in view its close friendly relations with developing 
countries, the Observer pointed out that the Soviet Union had 
supported in principle the establishment of 200-mile economic 
zones by them but it felt that such States should not allow 
under-exploitation within their economic zones of the living 
resources badly needed for mankind. He felt that if a coastal 
State did not take 100 percent of the allowable catch within its 
economic zone, it must permit fishing by other countries in its 
zone on reasonable terms. The Observer referred to the Draft 
Articles on Economic Zone proposed by U.S.S.R. at Caracas 
and said that they contained appropriate provisions in that 
regard. On the question of straits used for international 
navigation the Observer stated that such straits were major sea 
routes of global significance and most important transport 
arteries and therefore navigational regime in such straits must 
fully conform to the role which these straits played in contem
porary international life. In his view, it was not the innocent 
passage regime which corresponds to this role but only the 
regime of free and unimpeded passage of all ships through such
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straits. He felt, however, that the principle of free passage 
through such straits was inextricably linked with the reliable 
safeguards for the legitimate interests of a coastal State. The 
Observer drew attention to the proposals submitted by the 
U.S.S.R. and other socialist countries which, in his view, envis
aged a series of measures designed to safeguard the security of 
strait States, their territorial inviolability or political indepen
dence.

The Delegate of Nepal observed that on account of the 
land-locked countries being poorly endowed by Nature in 
respect of mineral resources and on account of their situational 
distance from the sea, it was natural for those countries to press 
their right to free access to and from the sea and also their share 
in the sea resources. The Delegate felt that the right of free 
access was a right and not a privilege, and that the right could 
not be made subject to any bilateral agreement with the transit 
State laying down the modalities of the exercise of transit. 
Further, he felt, the right was also not dependent or subject to 
any reciprocity clause. On the question of sharing of sea 
resources, the Delegate stated that it ought to be realised that 
the concept of economic zone or fishing zone benefited only the 
coastal States and that is why it was supported even by develop
ed States. So far as the land-locked States were concerned, the 
Delegate felt, they would be the real sufferers as the establish
ment of any such zone would contract the area of the high seas 
and the international sea-bed area. It would thus result in the 
abrogation of the existing rights of the land-locked States with
out quid pro quo. In so far as non-living resources were 
concerned, establishment of any such zone would seriously 
jeopardise the economic viability of the left-over international 
sea-bed area. Further, according to him, such exclusive zones 
would not only aggravate the already growing income disparity 
but also aggravate the energy and other resources disparity bet
ween nations.

The Observer for Ecuador drew the following inferences 
from the deliberations held at the Caracas meeting : (i) A 
great majority were in favour of a broad zone wherein the 
coastal State could exercise sovereignty or jurisdiction. There
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was a general endorsement for the 200 mile limit, (ii) A group 
of countries propounded the thesis known as ‘territorialism’ 
which meant that a coastal State had the right to delimit its 
territorial sea up to a distance of 200 miles in accordance with 
its geographical, geological, biological and ecological character
istics. That approach was based on the sovereignty of the 
coastal State on its territorial sea up to 200 miles but it recognis
ed the interests of the international community principally in 
regard to the traditional freedom of navigation and communica
tion. In his view, that approach, had the merit of being 
simple and clear, (iii) Another group of countries advocated 
the establishment of economic zones or patrimonial sea upto a 
distance of 200 miles, but in view of the divergence of view 
among its proponents on the content of such a zone, this 
concept was rendered ambiguous and equivocal. It was for this 
reason, the Observer pointed out that Ecuador had formulated 
at the Caracas meeting the following principles vis-a-vis the con
cept of economic zone:

(a) That the economic zone borders with high seas or 
international seas :

(b) That the coastal State shall excercise jurisdiction for 
other economic uses apart from those generally agreed 
upon concerning the resources of the sea ;

(c) That the residual rights in the economic zone would 
also be recognised in favour of the coastal State.

The Observer for the United States of America mainly 
addressed himself to the question: How to produce a just and 
widely acceptable treaty on the Law of the Sea? First, he said, 
the broad areas of agreement that already existed must be recog
nised. In his view, the second key to success would be to bear 
in mind the common objectives of all mankind in the negotia
tions for the Law of the Sea treaty. Whilst there might be dis
agreement on how to reflect these objectives in the treaty, in his 
view, there was a broad agreement on many of these. The 
rights and duties in ocean must in future be based on the law 
and legal process and not on power. The major underlying 
purposes of the proposed treaty would be frustrated unless it

contained an adequate system for peaceful and co“PuJ?<£J 
resolution of disputes. In the view of the Observer, the third 
key to success was to face up to the problems and resolve then 
realistically and justly. It ought to be ensured that stalemates 
over individual issues did not prejudice the widespread accep 
ability of a treaty. He felt that what was being aimed at was 
binding treaty and not a recommendatory resolution of 
U n General Assembly. If the object was elaboration ot rights 
and dudes in the ocean in a balanced way reflecting new needs 
und relationships, then that would be possibie on,y by mean o 
a sound and durable treaty. He felt that pressing for innocent 
passage in straits or fully discretionary  ̂°
for the international sea-bed, responsible only to the U- ■ 
General Assembly type of majority, was plain rhetoric. Furthe 
he felt, that it was not realistic or just to disregard the interests 
of States with broad continental margins.

The Delegate of the Republic oj Korea stated that his 
country had accepted in principle the concept of economic zone 
He however, cautioned that any regulatory measures wheth 
m irnationaior domestic, which had retroactive effect 
avoided The Delegate observed that the Republic of Korea 
over he years had made tremendous development m t.s fishmg 
industry, and therefore any international measure adverse,, 
affecting this development would be unfair and untealis tc.

The Delegate of the Democratic People's Republic oj 
Korea observed that his country recognised the "8ht of 
developing coastal State to establish its territorial waters and 
developing hnvim» regard to its economic andeconomic zone independently having regard o .n
geographical conditions, defence and security interests and the 
interests of States adjacent to or opposite its coast.

The Representative of Pood and Agriculture Organisation 
made a statement supported by statistical details, concerning 
world production of marine fish, its outlook for the future 
prospects of fishery management consequent upon a genera 
extension of jurisdiction upto 200 miles, the role ol 
and regional fishery organisations in conserving and managing 
the fisheries. In this context he stressed three points, viz. (i) a
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important characteristic of the living resources of the sea was 
their uneven distribution; (ii) Fish were a mobile source and 
could produce a sustained yield if properly managed; and 
(iii) Extension of national jurisdictions would not remove the 
requirement for international cooperation in fishery manage
ment.

The Representative of Inter-Governmental Maritime 
Consultative Organisation (l.M.C.O.) addressed the Committee 
on the topic of jurisdiction for setting standards and enacting 
regulations for pollution from ships. In this context, he 
emphasised the distinction between jurisdiction and enforcement. 
Whilst jurisdiction referred to the right of a State to prevent or 
control pollution within a given maritime area, ‘enforcement’ 
meant the application of regulations and standards or punish 
contraventions thereof. Dealing with jurisdiction, he said that 
IMCO had embodied this concept in a number of conventions. 
With regard to enforcement, the representative pointed out that 
the alternative approaches adopted by IMCO were as under: 
(i) The right of a coastal State to take measures, within the area 
of its jurisdiction, to prevent and control pollution of the sea 
arising from the operation of ships; (ii) The right (and duty) of 
a coastal State to take appropriate action to ensure that ships 
which fly its flag or otherwise operate under its licence or 
jurisdiction, do not cause pollution to the marine environment, 
regardless of where such ships operate; (iii) The right of a 
coastal State to take action — even in areas outside its jurisdic
tion and in respect of ships of other States — for the purpose 
of preventing or mitigating pollution in areas within its jurisdic
tion, provided that such action meets certain well-defined condi
tions and takes into account reasonable and agreed safeguards; 
and (iv) The duty (and right) of a coastal State to take the 
necessary legislative, administrative and judicial action to ensure 
that ships which contravene national and international anti
pollution regulations and standards will be duly punished if, and 
when, they happen to come within the jurisdiction of such a 
State. This right and duty to take sanctions against a ship will 
be independent of the place where the contravention in question 
took place. The representative finally spelled out these 
approaches at length.

The
Delegate of Turkey observed that his Delegation

'"led ? 7% African and S American countries. As 
a “"or international navigation, the Delegate 

regards straits usea about an acceptable
said that the problem was t0 b ë ternational community
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^ ihe legitimate interests ofthej.par ^ ^

' after ‘ "
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however, drew the—ztsssszi r„;ï.-ï.'S

A serious problem »ou siuialc,l near the coast of another
belonging to one ^ of his Delegition not to
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that all^propositions favourable to them would be

The Delegate also supported in principle 
for archipelaj

his country.
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continental shelf, economic zone etc. it would not be proper to 
continue the old practice. One could not consider it equitable 
that a small island in the middle of the ocean could amputate 
the international zone of thousands of square miles of marine 
space. However, he felt that a classification of islands according 
to suitable criteria was essential and in that regard the proposal 
mooted by several African States ( A/Conf.C.2/C.62) was a 
commendable effort.

Touching upon the topic of continental shelf, he felt that 
it would be unrealistic to abolish such an institution. If this 
view was shared by all, the logical consequence would be a dual 
regime of continental shelf and economic zone.

The Delegate of Iran (Prof. F. Momtaz Djamchid) speak
ing in his personal capacity made observations of a general 
nature on the various issues under discussion. According to 
him, upto the Second World War, there had existed an equality 
of rights amongst the States in the ocean space, but after the 
War, the equality had been disturbed by a two-fold develop
ment: (i) unilateral extension of the limits of national maritime 
jurisdiction; and (ii) the spectacular advance in the science and 
technology relating to sea-bed exploration and exploitation. As 
a result, vast areas of the high seas had ceased to be governed 
by the principle of the freedom of the sea and they had been 
made subject to national jurisdiction of the riparian States. 
This had adversely affected the States which do not have a sea 
facade, the States called the “geographically disadvantaged" 
States, which comprise not only those States which for geo
graphical, biological, or ecological reasons cannot derive 
adequate benefits from their maritime jurisdictions, but also 
States which would be unfavourably affected by the extension of 
maritime jurisdictions of other States. Further, the varying 
stages of economic development of the States vis-a-vis the high 
seas fishing and sea-bed exploitation had further accentuated 
the inequality amongst the States. The Delegate expressed the 
view that the international community should re-establish the 
equilibrium amongst the Stales by evolving what he called 
'inter-State solidarity'. This should be attained at two levels: 
(i) at regional levels, to remove the inequities arising from

■ , , . „ nil it the global level, to remove thegeographical lactois. and d ) •■ T, the Delegate
inequities arising from economic factors. , B
ofiven'to t^rtfisadvantaged0States°woufil ^e detainedjthin 
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sea-bed beyond the territorial sea. He, however, expressed 
himself to be in favour of establishment of economic zone on 
regional basis.

On the question of exploitation of resources of the interna
tional sea-bed, the Observer said that a casual licensing system 
which enabled private entrepreneurs to mine the ocean beds 
by merely paying a nominal proportion of the profits to the 
international authority would be an arrangement that could be 
easily manipulated in a way that it would become just a source 
of uneconomically produced cheap raw materials for the indus
trial countries and thereby keep a stranglehold on the world 
metal markets and ensure a continuation of low prices for raw 
materials. Therefore. Zambia supported the principle that an 
international authority be established to control the exploitation 
of the deep sea areas and invested with strong and comprehen
sive powers and that it should have the right to explore and 
exploit the area and have the power to minimise any adverse 
economic effects resulting from these activities.

The Observer for Lesotho stated that his country con
sidered the resources of the sea, both living and non-living, as 
the common heritage of mankind, and that no one country or 
group of countries could make any legitimate exclusive claims 
over them.

As regards the concept of economic zone, the Observer 
felt that at the Caracas Conference several coastal States had 
advocated the establishment of an exclusive jurisdictional zone 
and that they had even sought to place the administration of 
such a zone under their full jurisdiction. His Delegation 
registered strong reservations on the aforesaid two claims. 
However, the Observer added, Lesotho in a spirit of compromise 
could give a conditional support to the idea of exclusive 
economic zone, the condition being that such a zone would be 
established and administered on regional basis The same 
approach could be followed in combating pollution.

On the question of scientific research, the Observer 
recommended a regional authority to conduct research projects 
agreed upon by all the countries of the region. As for the

exploitation of the resources of the sea beyond national 
jurisdiction, the Observer agreed with the Delegates who ad
vocated the establishment of an international authority with full 
powers for exploiting and distributing on a fair basis the 
resources extracted therefrom, paying special attention to the 
least developed countries.

On behalf of Peru, two statements were made by its two 
Observers. The first Observer made observations of a general 
nature on selected topics of the law of the sea.
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The second Observer mainly concerned himself to express
ing comments on the “Notes on the Law of the Sea”, prepared 
by the Committee’s Secretariat. Referring to Article I he said 
that in defining the right to establish an exclusive economic 
zone, it would be convenient to clarify from the beginning that 
the zone lay between the territorial sea and the high seas.

Referring to Article 3. the Observer thought that instead 
of speaking of sovereign and exclusive rights over the natural 
resources it should be said that the coastal State had sovereign 
exclusive rights in the economic zone including the subsoil and 
superjacent waters.

In regard to Article 4, his suggestion was that in the 
economic zone the coastal State shall exercise the following 
rights: (a) sovereign rights (not exclusive right) to explore and 
exploit renewable and non-renewable living and other natural 
resources of the sea. sea-bed and subsoil thereof.

Turning to Article 6, he said that the intention was to 
ensure that all activities of third States in the economic zone 
should be carried out exclusively for peaceful purposes. This 
should be stated very clearly.

Referring to Article 8. he commented that it would be 
proper to establish that ships in transit would refrain from 
doing exercises or practices with weapons and explosives, and 
from any act of propaganda, espionage or interference with 
communication of the coastal State.



Referring to Article 22. which provided that the land
locked States should have the right to construct, modify or 
improve the means of transport and communication or the port 
installations of the transit State, the Observer commented that 
it would be incompatible with the sovereignty of the transit 
State to recognise the right of a foreign State to undertake this 
kind of activities.

In regard to Article 16. he made two suggestions. First, 
the privilege of fishing should apply not only to an area of the 
exclusive economic zone of the neighbouring coastal State, but 
to areas in the exclusive economic zone of all the coastal States 
of the region. Secondly, not all coastal States were in the 
position of according this privilege on the basis of equality with 
their nationals.

The Delegate of Malaysia took the floor to place on record 
his reservations with regard to some of the formulations on the 
topic of straits used for international navigation in the 
Secretariat documentation placed before the Committee as, in 
his view, they did not represent adequately the views of strait 
countries. The question, he added, was discussed exhaustively 
at the Tokyo Session of the Committee and he stood by the 
conclusions of the Rapporteur on the areas of agreement reached 
at that session.

The Delegate of Indonesia stated that it was of paramount 
interest to his country that the principles of an archipelagic 
State be accepted as part of international law. At the same time, 
however, his Delegation considered that it was of equal impor
tance that questions such as exclusive economic zone, continen
tal shelf, straits used for international navigation, the interests of 
land-locked and shelf-locked States and States having narrow 
shelves or coastlines were also properly resolved in the proposed 
Convention on the Law' of the Sea. The Delegate further stated 
that in extending sovereignty over the archipelagic waters, the 
archipelagic States had no intention to hamper or obstruct shipp
ing through such winters unless the shipping endangered their 
security, territorial integrity or political unity and independence. 
Referring to the conditions put forward by some countries 
in defining the archipelagic State, the Delegate said that a

distinction must be made between an archipelagic State and an 
archipelago belonging to a coastal State. The Delegate felt that 
the question of straits used for international navigation should 
not be linked or related to the question of archipelagic States 
since they formed two different aspects of the law of the sea. 
Finally, the Delegate said that the draft formulations prepared 
by the Committee’s Secretariat on the topic of straits used for 
international navigation did not reflect the position of Indonesia 
as officially submitted to the Third Law of the Sea Conference.

The Observer for Greece elucidated briefly the position of 
his country on three issues, namely, the territorial sea, the 
delimitation of the territorial sea and the continental shelf and 
the regime of archipelagos. The Observer said that Greece 
supported the global acceptance of the 12-mile territorial sea and 
that as for navigation through territorial waters, it accepted the 
concept of innocent passage. On the question of delimitation of 
the territorial sea and/or the continental shelf, the Observer 
stated that Greece followed the established international law, 
practice and jurisprudence which provided that such delimitation 
should be made on the basis of median line and equidistance. 
Referring to the question of archipelagos, the Observer said that 
Greece considered that an archipelago was a group of islands so 
closely inter-related that the component islands formed an 
intrinsic geographical entity and that Greece recognised the 
need to apply a special regime to such a situation irrespective of 
the fact whether the archipelago constituted a State by itself or 
formed part of a State having also a continental territory.

The Observer for the United Kingdom concerned himself 
with three aspects of the law of the sea, namely the concept of 
economic zone, archipelagos and straits used for international 
navigation. He emphasised that the economic zone should be a 
zone clearly distinguishable from the territorial sea. On the 
question of archipelagos he referred to the United Kingdom’s 
proposal made before the UN Sea-Bed Committee which, in 
his view, was based on the twin pillars of the establishment of 
objective criteria for the definition of an archipelagic State and 
a satisfactory regime of passage through archipelagic waters. 
TV Observer regretted that the definition of an archipelagic
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State as formulated in the U K. proposal did not receive support 
from the Asian-African countries, but he stated that his Govern
ment was willing to negotiate in that matter. The Observer felt 
that the Third Law of the Sea Conference was an historic oppor
tunity for the establishment in international law of the concept 
of archipelagos which had not hitherto been recognised. On the 
question of straits used for international navigation, the 
Observer referred to the draft formulations on the topic prepar
ed by the Committee’s Secretariat and offered comments, partic
ularly on Article 1, Article 2 vis-a-vis Article 4, Article 5, 
Article 6, Article 7 and Article 11.

The Delegate of Iraq stated that freedom of transit should 
be maintained in the straits connecting two parts of the high seas 
and customarily used for international navigation.

The Delegate of the Arab Republic of Egypt stated that in 
the view of his Government the regime of innocent passage 
should apply to international navigation through straits which 
connected high seas with the territorial waters of one or more 
States. Such a regime, the Delegate added, should assimilate 
the following essential elements:

(i) the legitimate concerns of the coastal State in safe
guarding its security, safety of navigation in its waters 
and prevention of pollution;

(ii) the vital interest of the international community in an 
uninterrupted flow of transportation, communication 
and trade through such straits; and

(iii) balancing of the interests of the international 
community and the legitimate concerns of the coastal 
State.

The Delegate believed that on this question the regime ot 
innocent passage should be the basis for further negotiations.

The Observer for Algeria spoke generally about the regime 
of islands. He recognised the inadequacies in the existing law 
governing the case of islands which were formulated in partic
ular circumstances. He hoped that this problem would receive
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adequate attention in the forthcoming Geneva meeting of the 
Third Law of the Sea Conference.

The Delegate of Turkey, dealing with the question of 
special regime for islands, laid emphasis on the equitable and 
economic aspects of the rights which would be recognised and 
given to islands. Referring to the equitable aspect, he pointed 
out that if the principle of economic zone were to be uniformly 
applied, a continental country having only a ten-mile coastline 
would have a lesser economic zone as compared to an island, 
square in shape, its each side measuring ten miles. He felt that 
this w'as surely unjust and inequitable. Dealing with the 
economic aspect, he said that although his country was inclined 
to recognise the economic needs of islands because of their 
dependence on the resources of the sea, injustice and inequity 
would result if such needs in relation to territorial sea or 
economic zone of a small island were equated to those of a large 
island. For ensuring international justice in this regard, the 
Delegate suggested that islands ought to be classified on the 
basis of the following criteria : population, size, geographical 
situation and special circumstances, and the form of their 
administration. The Delegate said that an island situated on the 
continental shelf of a neighbouring country could not have the 
right to the continental shelf. Further, he felt, that colonial 
powers should not be permitted to draw any benefit from the 
new prescriptions of the law of the sea through their outlying 
islands.

The Observer for Peru said that although his country 
sympathised with the adoption of the concept of economic zone 
by some countries, he believed that that institution did not reflect 
the realities and needs of various countries. He stressed that 
the best way to reconcile the rights and interests of different 
States was to revive the old institution of the territorial sea 
which would consist in maintaining the concept of sovereignty 
of the coastal State upto the limit of 200 miles but at the same 
time defining the duties of the coastal State with regard to the 
interests of the international community.

The Delegate of Nepal made it clear that his country like 
any other land-locked State was not trying to grab the rights of



others, rather they were endeavouring to preserve their own 
rights and to have them recognised by the international 
community. Further, he did not agree with the interpretation 
given by one Delegate whilst referring to the Charter of 
Economic Rights and Duties of States to the effect that transit 
right of a land-locked State was not a right as such. The 
Delegate also did not accept the formulations prepared by the 
Committee’s Secretariat in Draft Articles 2 and 9 as contained
in “Mrtfoc on tV**» T oxx; rvf* + Qpo rplofirwr T rx nr?_!nr'L'p*r?

V. LAW RELATING TO HUMAN 
ENVIRONMENT



The subject “Law relating to Human Environment” has 
been referred to the Asian-African Legal Consultative Com
mittee for its consideration by the Government of India. The 
subject was taken up by the Committee at its Tehran Session 
and preliminary discussions were held in the plenary meetings 
held on the 29th January and 1st and 2nd February. 1975. At 
the end of the discussions, the Committee decided to establish a 
special Study Group composed of the representatives of Arab 
Republic of Egypt, Bangladesh, Ghana, India, Iran, Pakistan 
and Sri Lanka to study the various issues connected with the 
subject. Further, the Committee’s Secretariat was directed to 
prepare a draft of a general convention on human environment 
on the basis of the principles adopted in the Stockholm Declara
tion and on other evidence of State practice. The Secretarial 
was also directed to prepare draft provisions, either as part of 
the general convention or in the form of separate articles, on 
the following aspects: (a) provision and preservation of clean 
water; (b) preservation of the quality of clean air; (c) organisa
tion and maintenance of human settlements; and (d) preserva
tion and protection of wild life, particularly the endangered 

of wild fauna and flora.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Man’s capacity to destroy is of course dramatically mani
fest in his possession of the technologies of mass destruction, 
but the relatively recent emergence of the environmental issue 
has revealed the more subtle but no less dangerous risks he 
faces from the uncontrolled use or misuse of natural resources 
and the technologies of production. Every nation is affected 
by pollution of the planet’s atmosphere and the oceans whether 
or not it contributes to that pollution. Some problems such as 
air and thermal pollution are most severe in industrialised 
nations; in others, waterborne parasites and desert making are 
often born out of poverty itself and occur most frequently 
among those who are least able to afford the necessary measures 
to cope with them. Thus, the subject of human environment is 
global in character and of universal concern1.

It is important to emphasise that in using the phrase “the 
human environment”, it is necessary to include ‘ all elements 
both natural and manmade. It embraces urban and rural 
poverty as well as the dangers of atmospheric pollution from 
automobiles and factories. It includes the discovery and 
development of natural resources as well as the inefficient and 
wasteful use of presently exploited resources. It covers air, water 
and soil. It includes the methods by which food production can 
be increased as well as study of harmful agriculture and 
practice.”2

A cursory examination of this definition may lead one to 
pose certain questions: Is the concern for human environment 
now a new disease of the “development-oriented civilisation” of 
today? Does not the technological development generate a

1. See Maurice F. Strong “The United Nations Environment”; Inter
national Organisation, Vol. 26, 1972, page 169.

2. Ibid., page 170.
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vicious circle?3 Does it not imply that the developed nations’ 
burden would eventually pass on to the developing ones?4

Understandably, the world community shares little of this 
negative thinking. The truth is, the increasing awareness and 
concern about the deteriorating environmental situation has 
stimulated a new concept not only among the developed but 
also among the developing countries. To substantiate this point 
of view, it may be relevant to refer to the Founex Report.5 
The Report focuses the global importance of environmental 
issues. It points out that “to a large extent, the current concern 
with environment issues has emerged out of the problems 
experienced by the industrially advanced countries. These prob
lems are themselves very largely the outcome of a high level of
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3. “Increasing technology implies greater energy consumption, which 
implies increasing induslrialisation, which then generates further 
demands for material goods and services which in turn results in 
greater consumption of more readily available resources, creating 
greater environmental problems and dislocations.” See Nazil 
Choucri, “Population, Resources, and Technology: Political Imp
lications of the Environmental crisis.” International Organisation, 
Vol. 26, 1972, page 200.

4. “The most important economic consequences of pollution control 
are likely to be the differences in cost of production between goods 
produced under demanding pollution controls and those produced 
free of such controls. These differences have been estimated to 
range between five and 20 per cent depending on the industry and 
process. They will affect the sales and profits of the competitors 
and are likely to result in off-setting taxes and subsidies that may, in 
turn, provoke retaliatory counter taxes and subsidies.” See Hump- 
stone Charles Cheney, “Pollution: Precedent and Prospect”, Foreign 
Affairs, Volume, 50, 1972 page 337.

5. A Panel of twenty-seven senior experts in the field of both develop
ment and environment met at Founex, in Switzerland, from 4 to 
12 June 1971 and prepared a Report which was later discussed in a 
series of regional seminars on development and environment 
convened by Economic Commission for Africa (Addis Ababa,
23 to 28 August 1971, the Economic Commission for Latin America 
(Mexico City, 6 to II September 1971), the Economic Commission 
for Asia and the Far East (Bangkok 17 to 22 August 1971) and the
Economic and Social Office in Beirut (Beirut, 27 September to
20 October 1971).
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as indeed the formulation of economic and social policies in 
general, falls entirely and exclusively within the sovereign 
competence of the developing countries.”9

The first and foremost task for the developing countries 
is to identify their basic environmental problems. Next, will be 
the formulation of an “environmental strategy” which would 
have to be socially acceptable and administratively feasible. In 
that process, few of their legislation and regulations would either 
have to be revised or replaced. To deal with novel environ
mental problems new enactments would have to be made. The 
experience of the developed countries and the guidance from 
the international organisations would be most useful in that

The present study undertaken by the Secretariat is of a 
preliminary nature and is intended to introduce the subject and 
its development. The first part of the study examines the 
preparations for and the outcome of the 1972 United Nations 
Conference on the Human Environment held in Stockholm. 
The second part reviews the progress in the first two years 
of the newly born child in the United Nations organisation 
family — the United Nations Environment Programme. Since 
the Stockholm Declaration on the Human Environment is a 
document of great legal significance and contains a wealth 
of material to guide the development of environment law, the 
third part contains an analysis of some of the basic principles 
from a legal standpoint. In that connection, a survey of inter
national agreements and conventions dealing with various 
environmental problems is also made.

IT U.N. CONFERENCE ON THE HUMAN 
ENVIRONMENT, STOCKHOLM, 1972

Background
The idea of convening an international conference on the 

human environment first originated in the forty-fifth session of 
?he Economic and Social Council of the Un,ted Natron, £ 
its Resolution 1346 (XLV) the Council stressed, th
urgent need for intensified action at the national and inter
national level, to limit and, where possible, to eliminate th 
impairment of the human environment. It emphasised tha 
attention to the problems of the human environment was essen 
tial for sound economic and social development. It recommend
ed that the General Assembly, at its twenty-third session 
consider the desirability of convening a United Nations Conf - 
ence on the problems of the human environment.

The General Assembly at its twenty-third session endorsed 
the recommendations of the Economic and Social Council an 
resolved to convene a United Nations Conference on the 
Human Environment in 1972. This marked ^e ^nning 
the preparatory .process in which the whole United Nations
system became actively engaged. At * **«£■>* ~ 
the General Assembly laid down further guidelines fo the 
preparation of the Conference. I. affirmed that r. shouldlb. 
L main purpose of the conference to serve a a p aettcal 
means to encourage, and to provide guidelines for, action by
governments and international organisations, designed «protect
and im Drove the human environment and to remedy and
prevemTîmïrmlntT, means of internatiomti ccnoperattom

bearing in the mi 
developing countries to 
problems.”1

I illvll 1) v J ** 1 * . I

nd the particular importance of enabling the 
forestall the occurrence of such

Resolution 2581 (XXIV)
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The General Assembly established a Preparatory Com
mittee consisting of Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Costa Rica, 
Cyprus. Czechoslovakia, France. Ghana, Guyana, India, Iran! 
Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Mauritius, Mexico, The Netherlands,' 
Nigeria, Singapore, Sweden, Togo, the U.S.S.R., the U.A R
(Now Egypt), the United Kingdom, the U.S.A.. Yugoslavia and 
Zambia.
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The Preparatory Committee held four sessions. Durina 
its first session, held in New York from 10 to 20 March 1970, 
the Committee discussed the organisational structure of the 
Conference. It defined the programme contents, relevant 
topics for discussion and recommendations for action. The 
second session was held in Geneva from 8 to 19 February 1971. 
The Committee prepared a provisional agenda for the Con
ference and discussed the possible form and content of a 
declaration on the human environment. The Committee also 
held a preliminary discussion on the question of marine 
pollution, monitoring or surveillance, pollutant release limits, 
conservation, soils, training, information exchange and gene 
pools. The Committee recommended the establishment of inter
governmental working groups to deal respectively with marine 
pollution, monitoring, conservation and soils and preparation of 
a declaration on the human environment. At the third session, 
held in New York from 13 to 24 September 1971, the Com
mittee was engaged in reviewing the progress of the substantive 
work of the Conference. A preliminary discussion on the 
draft declaration was also held. The fourth session of the 
Committee was held in New York from 6 to 17 March 1972. 
The Committee dealt primarily with the international organisa
tional implications of recommendations for action, including 
the financial implications. The draft declaration on the human 
environment aJso câme up for discussion.

In complying with the intent of the General Assembly,* 2 
the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment was 
convened at Stockholm from 5 to 16 June 1972.

Representatives of 113 States invited in accordance with 
General Assembly Resolution 2850 (XXVI) took part in thr

2. (See footnote on next page)
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Conference3. Besides, a large number of observers from the 
U.N. Agencies and inter-governmental and non-governmental 
organisations were also represented.

Agenda of the Conference

The agenda of the Conference included a wide range of 
subjects such as: declaration on the human environment; plann 
ing and management of human settlements for environmental 
quality; environmental aspects of natural resources management 
identifications and control of pollutants of broad international 
significance; educational, informational, social and cultural 
aspects of environmental issues; development and environments 
and international organisational implications of action proposals 
These items were allocated to three main committees established 
by the Conference at its first plenary meeting. The First Com 
mittee dealt with human settlements and non-economic aspects 
the Second Committee with natural resources and development 
aspects; and the Third Committee with pollutants and organisa 
tional aspects.

Brief summary of the general debate

In his opening statement to the Conference, the Secretary 
General of the Conference Maurice F. Strong, stated that the

2. At its twenty sixth session, the General Assembly adopted a reso 
Union 2849 (XXVI) in which it approved the provisional agenda 
and the draft rules of procedure for the Conference. It requested 
the Secretary-General to invite the States Members of the United 
Nations & members of the Specialised Agencies to participate in 
the Conference. It further requested the Secretary-General to 
circulate in advance of the Conference a draft declaration on the 
human environment; a draft action plan constituting a blueprint for 
international co-operation to protect and enhance the present and 
future quality of the environment for human life and well-being and 
draft proposals for organisational and financing arrangements need
ed to pursue effectively the work of the United Nations system of 
organisations in the environment field.

2 Although all members of the United Nations and of its specialised 
agencies were invited to attend, the Soviet Union and most other 
Eastern Countries did not participate on the ground that certain non 
members, like the German Democratic Republic, were not being
allowed to take part in the Conference on equal basis.
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Conference was launching a new liberation movement to free 
men from the threat of their thraldom to environmental perils 
of their own making. He warned that this movement could 
succeed only if there was a new commitment to liberation from 
the destructive forces of mass poverty, racial prejudice, 
economic injustice and the technologies of modern warfare. He 
felt that the developing countries could ill-afford to put 
uncertain future needs ahead of their immediate needs for food, 
shelter, work, education and health care. In his view, environ
mental factors must be an integral part of the development 
strategy.

(a) New concepts of sovereignty, based not on the 
surrender of national sovereignties but on better means of 
exercising them collectively, and with a greater sense of respons
ibility for the common good;

(b) New codes of international law which the era of 
environmental concern required, and new means of dealing with 
environmental conflicts-

(c) New international means for better management of the 
world’s common property resources:

(d) New approaches to more automatic means of financing 
programmes of international co-operation which could include 
levies and tolls on certain forms of international transport or on 
the consumption of certain non-renewable resources.

The general debate covered a vast range of environmental 
problems facing the mankind today. Several speakers from the 
developing countries recognised that while their priority was 
development, until the gap between the poor and the rich 
countries was substantially narrowed, little, if any, progress 
could be made in improving the human environment. They, 
however, agreed that environmental considerations would have 
to be incorporated into their national development strategies in 
order to avoid the mistakes made by developed countries in their 
development, to utilise human and natural resources more 
efficiently, and to enhance the quality of life of their peoples.

Many speakers endorsed the statement of the Secretary-General 
of the Conference that there need be no clash between the 
concern for development and the concern for the environment. 
However, they felt that support for environmental action must 
not be an excuse for reducing development, and there must be 
a substantial increase in development assistance with due 
consideration for environmental factors. Many speakers urged 
the relaxation of protectionist trade barriers against their 
products; others warned against the danger that developed 
countries might raise the prices of their goods to meet costs 
incurred on environmental reforms.

Many speakers from both developing and developed 
countries, agreed that the ruthless pursuit of gross national 
product, without consideration for other factors, produced 
conditions of life that were affront to the dignity ol man. The 
requirements of clean air, water, shelter and health were 
undeniable needs and rights of man.

The need for regional co-operation among developing 
countries was mentioned by many speakers. Some said that it 
was only through national initiatives and work that the problems 
of developing countries could be solved; others added that such 
initiatives and work should be undertaken with regional and 
global co-operation.

Several speakers expressed concern at the inadequacy of 
existing knowledge concerning environmental problems, and 
stressed the urgent need to initiate international research prog
ramme the results of which would be freely available to all.

Action Plan

The Action Plan outlined in document A/Conf.48/5 was 
in general well received. Many speakers emphasised that the 
value of the preparatory process and of the Conference would 
be completely negated unless they resulted in positive action by 
individual nations, regional organisations, inter-governmental 
organisations, non-governmental organisations, and the United 
Nations.
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The proposed Environment Fund was supported by many 
speakers. Several delegations announced their intention of 
making contributions to the Fund. Concern was expressed by 
some representatives of developing countries that the Fund 
might be regarded by some developed countries as an alter
native to development assistance. Some speakers emphasised 
the need to use the Fund to help developing countries meet the 
additional environmental costs incurred in their development 
programmes. Several speakers endorsed the argument that “the 
polluter must pay’’.

Population

Several speakers expressed regret that population problems 
took so minor a place in the agenda of the Conference. They 
argued that all strategies for development and environment 
would be fatally damaged unless the rate of population increase 
was reduced. Other speakers said that the population increase 
was not the problem; the real challenge was the fact that so 
large a number of people of the world had such a small expect
ation for a fruitful, happy and long life. In the opinion of 
certain delegations, there was incompatibility between popula
tion growth and preservation of the environment.

Conservation

It w'as emphasised by several speakers that conservation 
of natural resources must be an integral part of sound develop
ment and environmental programmes. Many speakers described 
actions taken in their countries to protect areas of land and its 
w'ild life. The preservation of all forms of life on the planet 
was described by many speakers as being a crucial part of the 
strategy to enhance and protect the human environment now 
and in the future.

Marine pollution

The problem of marine pollution was stressed by many 
speakers. Contamination of the oceans had global consequences,

affecting peoples many thousands of miles away from the source 
of pollution. Mention was made of natural disasters at sea, 
oil dischn.ges, excessive use of pesticides and atmospheric 
pollution, which eventually contaminated the sea. Several 
speakers welcomed recent international action to curtail ocean
dumping Particular reference was also made to the problems of 
certain seas, which could be solved only by regional co-operation 
and action.
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Other issues

A considerable number of important matters affecting the 
human environment — both immediately and in the future 
were raised in the general debate4. Many speakers desetibed 
actions which their countries or organisations had taken or 
proposed to take in order to solve particular national, regional 
and international environmental problems. The environmental 
effects of pesticides and fertilisers were mentioned by several 
speakers, some of whom urged the development of safe and 
cheap alternatives to those pesticides and fertilisers that had 
been found to be harmful. Some speakers were highly critical 
of the development of suspersonic aircraft, which, they claimed, 
could have harmful global effects. Others pointed to the ever 
present problems of natural disasters, and put lorwatd sugges 
tions for improved advance warning and for steps to limit 
damage. Many speakers stressed the importance ot preventive 
action and the necessity of taking early steps to discover and 
prevent serious environmental hazards. To that end, the 
importance of the exchange of scientific and technological 
information and experience, through the proposed referral 
system, was mentioned by several representatives.

Some delegations emphasised that any discussion ot the 
problems of the human environment could not exclude interna
tional conflicts, the supersession of human rights, apartheid, 
nuclear testing, and the proliferation ot armaments. Othei 
representatives argued that such matters, although of substantial 
importance, should be discussed in other organs of the United 
Nations and were not appropriate to the Conference.

See Document A/Conf. 48/14, pp (80-85).



Discussion on the Declaration on the Human Environment

At its 7th plenary meeting, the Conference established a 
Working Group on the Declaration on the Human Environ
ment.5 The basis for discussion in the Working Group was 
the Draft Declaration on the Human Environment prepared by 
the Inter-governmental Working Group.6

The Working Group held a series of meetings from 9 to 
15 June 1971. A number of proposals and amendments were 
submitted for its consideration. Although the Working Group 
succeeded in achieving a general consensus, certain reservations 
were expressed by some delegations. South Africa expressed 
reservations in respect to Principle I, Uruguay to Principle 2, 
Portugal and the United States to Principle 15, Turkey to 
Principle 21 and China to Principle 24. The Working Group 
could not reach any agreement on the text of Principle 20. 
However, it was decided, on the proposal of Uruguay, that the 
Working Group should recommend to the Plenary Conference 
the referral of the Principle to the United Nations General 
Assembly for consideration. With regard to another contro
versial Principle 21 of the text, a new formulation was referred 
to the Plenary Conference for action. The new text read as 
follows:

“Man and his environment must be spared the effects of
nuclear weapons and all other means of mass destruction

5. The initiative to establish the Working Group came from the 
delegate of China. In his view, the preliminary work of the Pre
paratory Committee did not reflect the views of all the States 
participating in the Conference. Since the Declaration was con
sidered to be the main document of the Conference, the delegate of 
China felt that it required much more serious and thorough 
discussion. He, therefore, submitted a draft resolution which 
inter-alia provided for the establishment of an ad-hoc Committee. 
The delegate of Iran proposed an amendment to the Chinese draft 
resolution suggesting replacement of the words "ad-hoc committee" 
at the end of the operative paragraph by the words “a Working 
Group open to all States participating in the Conference.” The 
Chinese draft resolution, as amended by Iran, was approved and 
accordingly a Working Group on the Declaration on the Human 
Environment was set up.
See Document A/Conf. 48/4
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States must strive to reach prompt agreement m 
relevant international organs, on the elimination an 
complete destruction of such weapons.

The Report of the Working Group was submitted to the 
plenary meeting of .he Conference. Several delegations .gam 

took the floor to express their views.

Views expressed by Asian-African States

The Delegate of Algeria expressed his conceru over the 
mental despoliation of colonialism and ot the oppression 
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human over physical factors; (b) the needs of developing 
countries and the necessity for them to have resources to cope 
with additional environmental concerns; poverty was the worst 
polluter; and (c) nuclear weapons and stockpiles should be 
destroyed and nuclear warfare banned. The draft declaration, 
in his view, did not measure upto those principles. He 
reiterated that the Declaration constituted an adequate basis for 
mankind’s concern not only for a clean earth but for a better 
life.

The representative of Sudan echoing the views of the 
African group underlined the five essential elements of the 
Declaration: rejection of segregation, racism, apartheid and 
expansionism; rejection of colonialism and foreign dominations 
having a strong adverse effect on the environment of the 
oppressed; emphasis on the fact that the terms of trade in 
primary produce had a direct connection with the management 
of water, soil and other natural resources; emphasis on sovereign 
right of every country to exploit its own natural resources; and 
strong condemnation of the development, testing and use of 
nuclear, biological and chemical weapons as the most destructive 
of all environmental threats.

The Delegate of Thailand appreciated the tremendous 
effort and constructive spirit shown in the drafting of the 
Declaration. He expressed his Government's willingness to 
support the Declaration.

The Delegate of South Africa, while agreeing with the 
provisions of original draft, particularly appreciated the new 
ideas incorporated in it regarding the need for rapid develop
ment, protection of nature, and control of marine pollution. 
He, however, expressed his country’s reservation that the 
Conference was not competent to include the new draft of 
Principle 1 of the Declaration as that principle clearly constitut
ed interference in the internal affairs of a member State, in 
direct conflict with the Charter of the United Nations.

The Delegate of United Republic of Tanzania explained 
the position of his country on Principle 21 and strongly 
denounced the continued use of chemical and biological weapons



m certain parts of the world. He was not satisfied with the 
formulation contained in the draft declaration.

h T!ie,Delegate of Zamb‘a regretted that no decision could 
be reached on Principle 20.

Views expressed by Latin American States

The representative of Chile stressed the great importance

Dec LIT K "oM "r " f0,,0'V ” ™ “as"1' !n ,hiS vievv’ whl,c the Declaration was satisfactory 
as a first step it, however, failed to include a number of import
ant ideas. He was. nevertheless, prepared to approvTthe 
Declaration so long as it was considered to be a provisional 
document that might be improved in the future.
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law relating to the duty of States to inform one another of the 
environmental effects of their activities.

The delegation of Holy See regretted that some basic 
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The Delegate of Sweden recognised that the Working 
Group had strengthened its scope. He, however, wanted a 
stronger condemnation of nuclear testing and of the use of 
means of mass destruction. The delegate attached decisive 
importance to the general principle that States should accept 
responsibility for damage caused beyond their jurisdiction and 
to the vital relationship between environmental protection and 
the economic development process. He proposed an amend
ment to the first sentence of paragraph 5 of the Preamble, deal
ing with population. The amendment read as follows:

“The natural growth of population continuously presents 
problems on the preservation of the environment and 
adequate policies and measures should be adopted, as 
appropriate, to face these problems.”

The Delegate of United Kingdom considered that certain 
references to highly political matters contained in the Declar
ation were out of place. The real task, in his view, was not to 
discuss strategic issues but to look for a consensus on priorities 
for action.

The representative of the United States of America sub
mitted the following statement of interpretation on Principles 2, 
12, 21 and 26:

“Principle 2. The United States of America places 
emphasis on the word ‘representative’ which, in our view, 
ensures that the phrase means retention of a complete 
system with all of the complex inter-relationships intact, 
not a portion thereof. Moreover, the size of (he sample 
must be sufficient to represent the size of the whole.

Principle 12. The United States of America does not 
regard the text of this principle, or any other language 
contained in the Declaration, requiring it to change its aid 
policies or increase the amounts thereof. The United 
States of America accepts the idea that added costs in 
specific national projects or activities for environmental 
protection reasons should be taken into account.
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Principle 21. The United States of America considers it 
obvious that nothing contained in this principle or else
where in the Declaration, diminishes in any way the 
obligation of States to prevent environmental damage or 
gives rise to any right on the part of the States to take 
actions in derogation of the rights of other States or of the 
community of nations. The statement on the responsibility 
of Slates for damage caused to the environment of other 
States or of areas beyond the limits of national jurisdiction 
is not in any way a limitation on the above obligation, but 
an affirmation of existing rules concerning liability in the 
event of default on the obligations.

Principle 26. The United States of America fully supports 
the purpose, aspirations and ultimate goals contained in 
this paragraph. We are constantly striving to meet such 
goals in all relevant fora including for example SALT, 
which has recently achieved such success. We regard our 
commitment under this principle as identical to the treaty 
obligation we have assumed in connection with the Treaty 
on the Non-proliferation of Nuclear Weapons specifically 
Article VI, including the requirement of ’strict and effective 
international control’. We believe it obvious that agree
ments called for in the principle must be adequately 
verifiable or they will not be soundly enough based to 
achieve the purposes of this principle.”

The Delegate of Yugoslavia felt that the Conference and. 
more specifically, the Declaration was the first step in many 
international and bilateral consultations to define the respons
ibilities of the international community. The absence of 
Principle 21, however, made it fall short of the expectations of 
humanity.

The results of the two weeks of intensive work at the 
Conference were set out in three documents:

(i) Recommendations for an Action Plan;

(ii) A Resolution outlining a scheme for new United 
Nations machinery, including an Environmental Fund 
to meet the cost of new environmental activities; and

(ifi) A Declaration on the Human Environment.

£====■.=■ vri-

ations were grouped m three categories.

(a) The global environmental assessment programme 
(Earthwatch);

(b) Environmental management activities; and

(c) international measures to support the national and 
} international actions of assessment and management.

The Conference at its plenary meeting held on l6 Jmre 
,97o commended the recommendations to the atten i 
Governments for their consideration and for such action as they 

might deem appropriate.
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Environment Fund and report annually to the General Assembly 
through the Economic and Social Council the progress of its 
work.

It was recommended that for the performance of day-to
day work, a small Environment Secretariat would be established. 
It would “serve as a focal point for environmental actions and 
co-ordination within the United Nations system in such a way 
as to ensure a high degree of effective management”. The 
Secretariat would be headed by a Executive Director, elected 
by the General Assembly on the nomination of the United 
Nations Secretary-General. The functions of the Secretariat 
would be to give substantive support to the Council; co-ordinate 
environmental programmes within the United Nations system; 
advise inter-governmental bodies in the United Nations system 
on environmental programme; secure the co-operation of the 
world scientists; give advice on the promotion of international 
co-operation; submit medium and long-range plans for United 
Nation activities; bring to the attention of the Council any 
matter which he deems to require consideration by it; administer 
the Environment Fund; report to the Council on environment 
matters and perform such other functions which the Council 
might entrust.

In order to provide for additional financing for environ
mental programmes, establishment of an Environment Fund was 
also recommended. It was envisaged that Governments would 
contribute on a voluntary basis. The fund would meet all or 
part of the costs of new environmental activities undertaken by 
the United Nations and its agencies. Organisations outside the 
United Nations system could also be assisted in carrying out 
programmes financed by the fund. The general procedure for 
the operation of the fund would be determined by the Council.

f inally, it was recommended that, in order to provide for 
the efficient co-ordination of the United Nations environmental 
programmes, an Environmental Co-ordination Board, be establish
ed under the auspices and within the framework of the 
Administrative Committee on Co-ordination (the inter-Secretariat 
body responsible for general co-ordination of the work of the

United Nations agencies). The Board would meet periodically 
and report annually to the Governing Council.

The Conference adopted by acclamation the Declaration 
as a whole, including the new Principle 26, while noting the 
statements that had been made with regard to that Principle.

It referred to the General Assembly for consideration on 
the text of Principle 20 as contained in document A/Conf. / ■

“Relevant information must be supplied by States on 
activities or developments within their jurisdiction or under 
their control whenever they believe, or have reason to 
believe that such information is needed to avoid the risk 
of significant adverse effects on the environment in areas 
beyond their national jurisdiction.”:

together with the following amendments:

(a) An amendment proposed by Brazil, calling for the 
addition of the following sentence after the existing text:

“No State is obliged to supply information under condi
tions that, in its sound judgement may jeopardise î s 
national security, economic development or its national 
efforts to improve environment”:

(b) An amendment proposed by Algeria, Burundi, 
Cameroon, Congo. Egypt, Guinea, Kenya, Libya. Mauritius 
Senegal, Sudan, United Republic of Tanzania and Zambia calling 
for the deletion of the words:

-they believe, or have reason to believe that” and of the 
word “significant”.

The Report of the Conference was finally submitted to the 
General Assembly at its twenty-seventh session.



ESTABLISHMENT AND THE WORK OF 
THE UNITED NATIONS ENVIRONMENT 
PROGRAMME

Establishment of the U.N.E.P.

By its resolution 2994 (XXVII) adopted at its 2112th 
plenary meeting, the U.N. General Assembly welcomed the 
success achieved by the United Nations Conference on the 
Human Environment in focusing the attention of the Govern
ments and public opinion on the need for prompt action in the 
field of the human environment1. While considering the text 
of Principle 20 of the Declaration of the Conference, referred to 
it by the Stockholm Conference on Human Environment, the 
General Assembly emphasised that, in the exploration, exploita
tion and development of the natural resources, States must 
not produce significant harmful effects in zones situated outside 
their national jurisdiction; further, it was recognized that 
co operation between States in the field of the environment, 
including co-operation towards the implementation of Principles 
21 and 22 of the Declaration of the United Nations Conference 
on the Human Environment, would be effectively achieved if 
official and public knowledge was provided of the technical 
data relating to the work to be carried out by the States within 
their national jurisdiction with a view to avoiding significant 
harm that might occur in the human environment of the adja
cent area2.

At the same meeting the Assembly adopted another 
resolution concerning “Institutional and financial arrangements 
for international environment co-operation.” The Assembly 
decided to establish a “Governing Council of the United 
Nations Environment Programme” composed of fifty-eight

1. See Resolution 2994 (XXVII) adopted on 15 December, 1972. 
2 See Resolution 2995 (XXVII) adopted on 15 December, 1972.

members, and defined the functions and responsibilities of the 
Governing Council. Also, the Assembly decided to set up an 
Environmental Secretariat, headed by the Executive Director 
of UNEP, and defined the scope of the duties of the Execu ive 
Director. In addition, by the same resolution, the Assembly 
outlined the provisions concerning the establishment and 
administration of an “Environment Fund”. Lastly, the Assem
bly decided to establish an “Environment Co-ordination Board 
under the auspices and within the framework of the Admin
istrative Committee on Co-ordination.3

Another significant resolution on environmental matters 
related to the decision of the General Assembly to hold a 
conference — Exposition on Human Settlements. The under
lying object of the conference was well stated in the preamble 
to the resolution as follows:

"Desiring to maintain the momentum of the United 
Nations Conference on the Human Environment in this 
area through a conference - exposition on human settle
ments—the preparation for which should generate a review 
of policies and programmes for human settlement, national 
and international, and should result in the selection and 
support of a series of demonstration projects on human 
settlements sponsored by individual countries and the 
United Nations.”4

First Session of the UNEP

With the establishment of “Environmental Machinery 
by the General Assembly, a beginning was made towards the 
process of implementation of the Stockholm recommendations. 
The first session of the Governing Council of the United Nations 
Environment Programme was convened in Geneva from 
12 to 22 June 1973. Apart from the consideration of certain 
organisational matters, such as, the adoption of rules of proce
dure, the discussion generally centred around subjects, such as, 
objectives of Environment Programme and the consequent
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3. See Resolution 2997 (XXVII) adopted on 15 December 1972.
4. See Resolution 3001 (XXVII) of December 1972.
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priorities within it, the procedure to govern the operation of the 
Environment Fund and the Fund Programme for 1973-74.

The Governing Council adopted a decision concerning 
“Action Plan for the Human Environment: programme, develop
ment and priorities.” The decision spelt out general policy, 
objectives, particular policy objectives and programme priorities 
for action by UNEP. It stressed that ‘‘the quality of human 
life must constitute the central concern of this programme and 
that, therefore, the enhancement of the total human habitat 
and the study of environmental problems having an immediate 
impact on man should be given the highest priority in the 
over-all programme.”

The suggested programme objectives (which were not 
listed in accordance with importance or suggested priority) 
were the following:

(a) General objectives

(i) To provide, through inter-disciplinary study of 
natural and man-made ecological systems, improved 
knowledge for an integrated and rational management 
of the resources of the biosphere;

( ii) To encourage and support an integrated approach 
to the planning and management of natural resources 
so as to take account of environmental consequences 
to achieve maximum social, economic and environ
mental benefits;

(iii) To assist all countries, especially developing countries, 
to deal with their environmental problems and to 
help mobilize additional financial assistance with a 
view to promoting the full participation of developing 
countries in international activities for the preserva
tion and enhancement of the environment.

(b) Particular objectives

(iv) To anticipate and prevent threats of human health 
and well-being posed by contamination of food, air 
or water;

(v) To detect and prevent serious threats to the health of 
the oceans through controlling both ocean-based 
and land-based sources of pollution, and to assure 
the continuing vitality of marine stocks;

(vi) To improve the quality of water for human use, in 
order that all persons may have access to water of 
a quality compatible with requirements of human 
health;

(vii) To help governments in improving the quality of life 
in rural and urban settlements;

(viii) To prevent the loss of productive soil through 
erosion, salination or contamination; to arrest the 
process of desertification and to restore the pro
ductivity of desiccated soil;

(ix) To help governments in managing forest resources so 
as to meet present and future needs;

(x) To anticipate natural disasters and to help govern
ments in mitigating their consequences;

(xi) To assist governments in anticipating and in prevent
ing adverse effects of man-induced modifications of 
climate and weather;

(xii) To encourage and support the development of sources 
and uses of energy which assure future levels of 
energy adequate to the needs of economic and social 
development, while minimizing deleterious effects on 
the environment;

(xiii) To help to ensure that environmental measures taken 
by industrialized countries do not have adverse effects 
on international trade, especially the economic, trade 
or other interests of developing countries, and to help 
developing countries maximize opportunities which 
may arise from them as a result of changes in 
comparative advantages induced by environmental
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(xiv) To preserve threatened species of plant and animal 
life, particularly those which are important to human 
life and well-being:

('xv) To help governments identify and preserve natural 
and cultural areas which are significant to their 
countries and which form part of the natural and 
cultural heritage of all mankind;

(xvi) To help governments take into account in develop
ment planning the relationship between population 
growth, density and distribution and available 
resources and environmental effects;

(xvii) To help governments increase public awareness 
through better education and knowledge of environ
mental concerns and facilitate wide participation in 
and support for environmental action.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE GENERAL DEBATE

Generally speaking, several representatives welcomed the 
report prepared by the Executive Director. Many represent
atives expresed their support for the general objectives laid down 
in the report. On the other hand, some representatives thought 
that the proposed Action Plan was too general and was not 
sufficiently action-oriented. Several representatives considered 
the UNEP to be the focal point in the United Nations system 
for co-ordinating all activities concerning environment. Some 
representatives suggested that a careful review of existing envi
ronmental activities within the United Nations system should be 
made in order to ensure co-ordination, fill gaps and avoid 
duplication. A number of representatives stressed that high 
priority should be given to the “Earthwatch” programme, com
prising evaluation, research, monitoring and exchange of 
information on the state of environment. Several representatives 
recognized the need to study climatic effects and weather 
modifications arising from pollutants and other influences attri
butable to human activities Several representatives expressed 
concern over the increasing pollution of the oceans by dumping 
of wastes and other matters. Some representatives emphasised

the importance of a global energy policy to meet the energy- 
crisis. A few others referred to the question of natural disasters 
and suggested that studies should be carried out to determine 
possible methods of predicting and as far as possible 
mitigating the effects of catastrophies like droughts, storms, 
floods and seismic phenomena. Several representatives 
stressed the importance of improving the quality of life in 
rural and urban settlements. Some representatives suggested 
the establishment of an international fund or financial 
institutions to provide capital and technical assistance for the 
effective mobilization of domestic resources for housing and the 
environmental improvement of human settlements. Several 
representatives suggested that high priority should be given by 
UNEP to the formulation of a comprehensive programme 
of education and information regarding the environment. 
On the question of development of international law of the 
environment, the suggestion was made that the General 
Assembly should be invited to consider the codification and 
progressive development of environmental law and possibly 
to refer the topic to the International Law Commission.

At the seventeeenth meeting on 22nd June 1973, the 
Governing Council adopted its first decision laying down the 
general principles which were to govern the process of the 
development of the Environment Programme.

With regard to the Earthwatch Programme,“ the Govern
ing Council, inter-alia decided :

“that a monitoring system should be developed first tor 
pollutants liable to affect weather and climate, and persis
tent and widely distributed substances liable to accumulate 
in living organisms and move through ecological systems, 
particularly along path-ways leading to man; and that 
internationally agreed upon Primary Protection Standards,

5. During the Stockholm Conference, it was decided that “Earthwatch 
would be one of the three major components of the United Nations 
Environment Programme, the other two being management of teh 
environment, and “supporting activities.”
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treatment, waste disposal and re-cycling, building 
technologies, as well as 
techniques for pest control,

Measures for preventing loss of soil through deserti
fication, erosion and salination, and for restoring the
productivity of marginal lands;

Investigation of and support for pilot projects 
exemplifying alternative patterns of development 
which are environmentally sound -e.g. -‘eco-develop

ment;”
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(e)
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Measures for preserving the marine “viromnenl, 
with special emphasis on monitoring and control of 
land-based sources of ocean pollution particula y 
river discharges;

Measures for the conservation of genetic resources 
of plant and animal life as well as nurco organisms 
which are important to the well-being of man;

Training and technical assistance particularly focused 
on hdping Governments of developing countries 
to establish national environmental policies “d 
machinery for integrating environmental considera
tions into their national development plans and pro
grammes as well as helping them to participate in 
and derive full benefits from Earthwatch;
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rural settlements development. It was urged that UNEP should 
examine the factors influencing rural-to-urban migration and 
remedy the imbalances that cause this dramatic exodus.

In relation to human settlements technology, the greatest 
emphasis was placed on environmentally sound building design, 
low-cost and self-aid schemes, innovative and environmentally 
sound methods of waste disposal, and supply of pure and quality 
water.

It was stressed that UNEP should consider human 
settlements problems from a geographical and regional stand
point, since the differences in temperate and tropical zones were 
such that a global approach would have less impact.

(ii) Human health and well-being:

Several delegates expressed concern about endemic 
diseases, which were caused mainly by sectors with a water
borne phase. They called for concerted efforts to develop 
programmes for the eradication of those diseases.

There was general agreement on the importance of the 
WHO Programme for the development of environmental health 
criteria and standards, including toxicological and epidemiologi
cal research and the identification of new and potential 
pollutants. It was urged that WHO and FAO should give high 
priority to their programmes on the establishment of food 
standards.

Many delegates urged the early establishment of an 
international register network of potentially toxic chemicals and 
supported the idea of convening an expert group to explore the 
feasibility of such a register.

With regard to the environmental effects of agricultural 
chemicals, several delegations stressed the need for the develop
ment of an integrated programme of the pest control. It was 
recognised that the problem was not lack of knowledge, but 
rather lack of transfer of existing knowledge to the developing 
countries which needed it. The suggestion was made to 
initiate pilot projects by groups of countries for testing new
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recognised. However, it was pointed out that, while product 
standards might be internationally agreed upon, environmental 
standards could be established on a regional or climatic basis, 
and countries should be free to implement them.

( v) Oceans

Several delegations urged the need for UNEP to co
ordinate the activities of the numerous agencies concerned with 
the marine environment. It was felt that UNEP should con
centrate on the protection of the marine environment, and 
should be extremely selective in its choice of programmes, in 
order to avoid duplication. There was a general view that 
monitoring of the marine environment was an essential compo
nent of the programme of work in this particular area. Some 
delegates referred in particular to the monitoring of persistent 
toxic pesticides. Some delegates stressed the need for more 
assessments on a global basis concerning the state of the oceans 
and suggested for a comprehensive oceanic research programme 
covering physical processes occurring in the oceans and the 
effects of marine pollution on living marine organisms. 
Reference was also made to study ocean dynamics as a factor in 
pollution transport. Some considered that the programme 
should include a study of behaviour of pollutants in warm 
waters.

There was general consensus that regional agreements or 
conventions for the protection from pollution of specific bodies 
of water, such as the Mediterranean, the Persian Gulf, the 
Caribbean, the South Pacific and the Malacca Straits, constitut
ed an effective means for the control of marine pollution as well 
as the conservation of living resources in these areas. It was 
therefore stressed that UNEP should encourage and support the 
preparation of such conventions.

In relation to the control of land-based sources of marine 
pollution, emphasis was laid on the need to take account of the 
input of pollutants discharged from the land, rivers and 
estuaries. Some delegates advocated maintenance of a registry 
°f clean rivers.
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Many representatives pointed out that a number of 
conventions concluded for the protection of the marine environ
ment had not yet come into force because of delays in their 
acceptance by States. It was felt that UNEP should urge 
Governments to hasten that step.

Several delegates urged the Governments to exert more 
control over the demand for endangered species and their 
products. Some delegates felt that financial compensation could 
be a means of reducing their trade. A few others thought that 
research should be undertaken to develop artificial products 
which could replace animal products deriving from those groups 
of animals.

Several delegates stressed the importance of marine 
national parks, where studies of marine habitats could be 
encouraged for the conservation of marine ecosystems. The 
data on marine pollution collected from these parks might serve 
as a background for the establishment of marine parks in other 
parts of the world.

Many delegates emphasised the need for the States to 
accept, as soon as possible, the Convention on the Protection of 
the World Cultural and Natural Heritage. It was felt that 
UNEP might work out, in co-operation with UNESCO, ways of 
promoting acceleration of the process of acceptance of this 
Convention.

(vi) Energy

The general view was that in order to avoid duplication of 
effort, the UNEP’s action programme in the field of energy 
should be of limited scope. Accordingly, it was felt that UNEP 
should concentrate only on the environmental aspects of energy 
covering two distinct but inter-related components: (1) the 
environmental impact of the generation and use of energy, and
(2) the availability of energy, with emphasis on the potential of 
alternative sources such as solar energy, wind, geothermal energy 
and gas production from agricultural and other organic waste- 
sources which might be relatively non-polluting in character. 
Some delegates singled out atomic energy as a great potential

source for the fulfilment of future energy needs. In their view, 
the expertise of International Atomic Energy Agency could be 
most useful in preparation of such programmes.

At the conclusion of the general debate, the Governing 
Council adopted several decisions concerning its programme 
policy and fund programme.

By its Decision 5 (II) the Governing Council approved the 
programmatic approach as outlined by the Executive Director. 
The Governing Council authorised the Executive Direc or o 
design, develop and begin to implement the global Environ
mental Monitoring System for monitoring priority poUu ants 
It decided that the UNEP, in co-operation with the United . 
Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation 
and other relevant bodies of the United Nations System, should
assign high priority in global Environmental Monitoring System

to the monitorin,
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a of radio-nuclides resulting from nuclear tests.

Without going into details of the other decisions which 
mainly deal with the organisational matters, it may I*
that the second session of the UNEP made some real ty. 
The broad and rather ambitious framework of programme 
activities planned in the first session were narrowed down 
considerably keeping in view the resources of the UNE .

13. Decision 8(11), Para 2
14. Decision 9(11), Para 3



During the twenty-fifth session of the International Law 
Commission, some members of the Commission singled out the 
topic of the development of environment law and made few
preliminary remarks.

Mr. Hambro thought that '“problems the w'orld had to 
face in regard to protection of the human environment were 
likely to prove much more important in the future than other 
matters now in the forefront of international relations. On the 
protection of the environment, as on outer space, however, new 
law was being made all the time and it would be dangerous to 
try to freeze the development of the law.”4

Mr. Reuter felt that ‘‘the Commission should not deli
berately reject topics which were of unduly pressing concern, 
such as human rights, the environment, outer space and the 
sea-bed.”5 However, since “the General Assembly and the
Security Council had seen fit to entrust them to other organs.....
it would be unseemly for the Commission to propose that it 
should deal with them.”6

Mr. Jorge Castaneda was of the view' that “the question of 
the environment could lend itself to useful action by the Com
mission.”7 In his view “the main difficulty arose from the 
diversity of sources and forms of pollution.”8 However, he 
thought that “the Commission might well endeavour to identify 
five or six legal principles on the protection of the environ
ment.”9 He suggested that the Commission should recommend 
to the General Assembly the inclusion of four new topics in its 
long-term programme of work: first, the treatment of aliens; 
secondly, principles of law relating to the environment; thirdly, 
State responsibility for lawful acts; and fourthly, the law of the 
non-navigational uses of international water-courses.10

4- 1233rd Meeting, Year Book of the International Law Commission, 
1973, Vol. I Summary Records. Page 160.

5- Ibid, Page 161.
6. Ibid.

1234th Meeting, Page 165.
8. Ibid.
9. Ibid.

10- Ibid.
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Mr. Calle Y-Calle stressed that the Declaration adopted 
by the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment 
at Stockholm in 1972 should be translated into legal rules 
determining the rights and duties of States in that field. He 
endorsed the suggestion of Mr. Castaneda that the General 
Assembly should be invited to consider the codification and 
progressive development of environmental law and possibly to 
refer the topic to the International Law Commission.11

Mr. Martinez Moreno observed that the law relating to the 
environment was a suitable topic for inclusion in the Com
mission’s programme. In his view, “the practical and political 
aspects of the topic justified its consideration by the Com
mission.”12 He recognised that, “it was true that the topic 
presented many technical problems, but they could be rendered 
more manageable by dealing with only one or two aspects of 
that very complicated branch of law to begin with.’13

Consideration by the United Nations Environment Programme

At its first session, the United Nations Environment 
Programme could not pay specific attention to the legal problems 
concerning human environment. However, at the second session, 
the Executive Director drew the attention of the Governing 
Council to this aspect of the problem. During the course of the 
general debate in the Governing Council several delegations 
endorsed the proposition of the Executive Director that the 
progressive development of international environmental law 
should be of priority concern for UNEP.

Several representatives suggested that one of UNEP’s main 
concern should be the preparation of an environmental code of 
conduct, or of a charter for the environment. This could be 
initiated by a comprehensive codification of minimum environ
mental standards, which would then serve as the basis of a new 
code of environmental ethics, leading eventually to a compre
hensive codification of a new body of international environmental

11. 1235th Meeting, Page 169.
12. 1236th Meeting, Page 175.
13. Ibid.

law. It was, however, recognised that the elaboration of an 
international environmental law would not be an easy task, since 
it required a level of knowledge and experience that was stilt 
non-existent in most of the areas of environmental co-operation.

In late 1973, the Executive Director convened a meeting 
of a group of international jurists with particular interest in 
environmental problems. The general discussion in the group 
centred around the following topics:

(i) International responsibility of States for environmental 
protection;

(ii) Liability and compensation for damage to the 
environment;

(iii) Maritime and land-based activities adversely affecting 
the marine environment;

(iv) Weather modification;

(v) Access of foreign States or persons to domestic 
procedures;

(vi) Method of dissemination of information between in
terested parties in regard to national regulatory 
activities having an internationally significant environ
mental impact.

The Executive Director has planned to submit to the 
Governing Council at its third session concrete proposals in this 
respect.

In view of this still unclear picture, any discussion on the 
development of environmental law would necessarily have to be 
confined to the evaluation of legal principles incorporated in the 
Stockholm Declaration on the Human Environment. The 
Declaration which is set out in the form of Principles contains a 
wealth of material to guide the development of environmental 
law. The rights and duties of States contemplated in the 
Principles of the Stockholm Declaration could provide a good 
framework for the emerging international environment law. An 
analysis of some of the relevant Principles it set out below:
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Principle I — While recapitulating the universally recog
nised rights of freedom and equality, adds the third ‘fundamental
right.......(to) adequate conditions of life, in an environment of
a quality that permits a life of dignity and well-being.”14 The 
insertion of the right to “healthy environment” in the body text 
of the Declaration in the very first principle, imparts added 
significance to this right. However, the ambit of right is subject 
to a co-relating duty to protect and improve the environment 
not only for the future generations, but for the present one as 
well.

Principles 2 and 3 recognise the responsibility deemed to be 
delegated to the States to husband their natural resources with 
care and caution.

Principle 4 makes a special reference to the responsibility 
for the preservation of the heritage of wild life and other 
endangered animal species. It is the duty of the States to ensure 
the establishment and support of a programme of action, 
including enactment of legislation to protect forestry and animals 
of rare species. There are only a few international agreements 
to protect wild life and other endangered species The first 
significant international agreement on these subjects dates back 
to 1935 when the African Convention relating to the Preserva
tion of Flora and Fauna in their Natural State prohibited 
hunting and harassment of wild life. In 1942 Pan-American 
Union concluded a Convention on “Nature Protection and Wild 
life Preservation in the Western Hemisphere.”
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After nearly ten years of preparatory work, the Interna
tional Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural 
Resources convened an international conference at Washington 
from February 12 to March 2 1973. The Conference adopted

14 Article 25(1) of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights stipulates 
that “each person has a fundamental righl to healthful environment”. 
Similarly Article 11(1) of the International Convention of Economic, 
Social and Cultural Rights (adopted by G.A. on December 16, 1966) 
provides for “the right of everyone to an adequate standard of living 
for himself and his family, including adequate food, clothing and 
housing, and to the continuous improvement of living conditions.”
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a Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of 
Wild Fauna and Flora. Endangered species are divided into 
three categories: Species whose survival is in a critical state
(Appendix I); potentially endangered species (Appendix II); and 
species which a contracting State has protected in its own 
territory and for controlling its trade the state requires interna
tional assistance (Appendix III). Trade, in species of firs! 
category is provided only in exceptional circumstances. The 
prior grant of import and export, and, where relevant, re-export, 
permit is necessary. Article III of the Convention contains 
other details in this regard. Trade restrictions for the second 
category of species are less stringent. However, it is the 
duty of the national authorities of exporting State to see that 
“the export of specimens of any such species should be limited 
in order to maintain that species throughout its range at a level 
consistent with its role in the eco-systems in which it occurs and 
well above the level at which that species might become eligible 
for inclusion in Appendix I.” In the case of species of third 
category, trade is permissible subject to conditions similar to, but 
less restrictive than, those laid down for the second category of 
species.

Article Vli of the Convention lays dowm a number of 
exemptions and other provisions relating to trade, which include: 
travelling circuses, the artificial propagation and breeding in 
captivity of species, loans of species between scientific bodies, 
and specimens that are personal or household efiects.

The Convention obliges the signatories to maintain records 
of their trade in the species regulated by the Convention. It is 
their duty to take measures to enforce the provisions of the 
Convention, including measures to penalise trade in and possess
ion of specimens in violation of the provisions of the Conven
tion. The Convention contemplates establishment of a secretariat 
within the framework of the United Nations Environmental 
Programme (UNEP). The contracting parties would make 
periodic reports on their implementation and enforcement of the 
Convention to that secretariat.

In November, 1973, five States bordering the Arctie- 
Canada, Denmark, Norway, U.S.S.R. and U.S.A. signed an
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At its seventeenth session, on November 16, 1972, the 
UNESCO General Conference adopted a Convention for the 
protection of the World Culture and Natural Heritage. The 
basic theme of the Convention is that the cultural and natural 
heritage is the common heritage of the whole mankind. The 
"‘cultural heritage” to be protected includes monuments, build
ings, sculptures, paintings and structures and sites which are of 
archaeological importance. The “natural heritage” includes 
physical and biological formations of outstanding aesthetics or 
scientific value, the habitats of threatened species of animals and 
plants, and sites outstanding for their natural beauty or scientific 
importance. States are supposed to identify any object or pro
perty in their territory which falls under the protected categories 
stipulated in the Convention. It is their duty to take necessary 
legal, financial, administrative and scientific measures to protect 
these objects.

Article 8 of the Convention envisages establishment of a 
World Heritage Committee. The functions of the Committee 
would include, preparations of a “World Heritage List” com
prising a list of objects of outstanding universal value, and a 
“list of World Heritage in Danger” consisting of those objects 
for the conservation of which major operations are necessary 
and for which assistance has been requested under this 
Convention.

“World Heritage Fund”. The Fund would be raised from 
voluntary or compulsory contributions from the contracting 
States. The World Heritage Committee will decide for what

renewable resources for "the benefit of the whole mankind. To 
quote Professor Sohn: “...the idea of sharing of benefits by all
mankind provides a link between the Stockholm Declaration 
and other United Nations Declarations which with increasing 
frequency put stress on the new social character of international 
law, which no longer protects the lucky few, but instead pro
vides for more distributive justice.”16 More specifically he said, 
“while the sea-bed declaration was limited to the resources of 
the sea-bed, the Stockholm Declaration applies the principle ot 
equitable sharing more boldly to all non-renewable resources, 
wherever they may be situated.18

Since the discharge of toxic substances, or of other sub
stances in excessive quantity poses great danger to the eco-system. 
Principle 6 obligates the States to take all practical steps to 
prevent any serious damage to the eco-system.

Principle 7 is a specific application of Principle 6 in the 
sense that the obligation of the States contemplated in Principle 
7 is only concerned with the marine environment. Principle 7 
stipulates that States should take all possible steps to prevent 
pollution of the seas by substances that are liable to create 
hazards to human health, to harm living resources and marine 
life, to damage amenities or to interfere with other legitimate
uses of the sea.

Principle 7 does not stipulate any new obligation. Many 
States have taken steps to prevent the pollution of the marine 
environment. However, these steps are either un-coordinated or

15. See his Article “The Stockholm Declaration on the Human Environ
ment,” Harvard Journal of International Law, Vol. 14 Number - 
page 461.

16. Ibid.



ineffective. The magnitude of the problem has increased to such 
an extent that unless immediate steps are taken the problem may 
become uncontrollable.

The existing framework of the law relating to prevention 
of marine pollution provides a good basis for a discussion of the 
obligations of the State envisaged in Principle 7 of the Stockholm 
Declaration 17 The historic ‘Declaration of Principles Governing 
the Sea-bed and the Ocean floor, and the Sub-soil thereof, 
beyond the limits of National Jurisdiction'18 * 20 could be a start
ing point for the discussion. Regarding protection of the 
marine environment, the Declaration states that:

“With respect to activities in the area and acting in con
formity with the international regime to be established. States 
shall take appropriate measures for and shall co-operate in the 
adoption and implementation of international rules, standards 
and procedures, for inter-alia:

(a) The prevention of pollution and contamination, and 
other hazards to the marine environment, including 
the coastline, and of interference with the ecological 
balance of the marine environment;

(b) The protection and conservation of the natural 
resources of the area and prevention of damage to the 
flora and fauna of the marine environment.

The Declaration, thus, did not give any definition of the 
term ‘marine pollution’. It laid down the guidelines of the basic 
obligations of the States. However, a widely accepted definition 
of marine pollution is given by the United Nations Group of 
Experts on the Scientific Aspects of Marine Pollution 
(GESAMP). Marine pollution, according to this definition, is

17. There are numerous international conventions and agreements which 
deal with the regulation of marine environment. However, the dis
cussions have provided only a broad survey of those international 
agreements and conventions which touch upon the problem of pollu
tion in one or another form.

18. See General Assembly Resolution 2749(XXV) adopted on

“the introduction by man, directly or indirectly, of substances 
or energy into the marine environment (including estuaries)

Barros and Johnston observe, this définition is >™e
pollution by man, but it is sufficiently inclusive,J-* "eterence 
to causes, to embrace thermal pollution ansmg from h^“ 
in temperature caused by hydro-electric works. It is also suffi 
cientlyinclusive, in its reference to effects, to embrace pollut.o 

resulting in the “reduction of amenities..........
Another relevant definition is of the phrase “hazardous

P.JT—• A"icie 1 °f the i972r-,^r
Agreement on Great Lakes Water Quality defines these sub 
stances “as any element or compound identified by the parties 
wbRh when discharged in any quantity into or upon receiving 
waters or adjoining shorelines, present an ^ imminent a 
substantial danger to public health or welfare.

The four international conventions on the iaw of the sea 
adooted by the 1958 United Nations Conference on the Law ot 
the S&i contain certain provisions relevant to the subject under 

consideration.
Article 24 of the Convention on High Seas obliges States 

to “draw up regulations to prevent pollution of the seas y t e 
discharge of oil from ships or pipelines or resulting from the 
exploitation and exploration of the sea-bed and its sub-soil.

Article 24 of the Convention on the Territorial Sea and the
Contiguous Zone accords States the right to exercise preventive
or protective control for the infringement of their customs, fiscc ,

The International Law
19.

20.

See James Barrows and Douglas M. Johnston. 
of Pollution, 1974, page 6.
A. it is elaborated, “Public health or welfare” encompasses aU factors
affecting the health and welfare of man mcludmg but not limited tc 
human health and the conservation and faction <îf!£
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immigration or sanitary regulations within their territory or 
territorial sea. However, this right would not extend beyond 
twelve miles from the baseline from which the breadth of the 
territorial sea is measured.

Article 6 of the “Convention on Fishing and Conservation 
of the Living Resources of the High Seas” recognises coastal 
States special interest in the maintenance of the productivity of 
the living resources of the high seas, adjacent to the territorial sea. 
Paragraph (2) of the same article incorporates the right of the 
coastal State to take part in any system of research and regula
tion for purposes of conservation of living resources of the high 
seas in that area, even though its nationals do not carry on 
fishing there.

Article 5, paragraph 1 of the Convention on the Continent
al Shelf lays down that the exploration of the continental shelf 
and the exploitation of its natural resources must not result in 
any unjustifiable interference with navigation, fishing or conserva
tion of the living resources of the sea. It also prohibits any 
interference with fundamental oceanographic or other research 
carried out with intention of open publication. Further, article 
5(7) obligates coastal States to undertake, in safety zones estab
lished around devices on the shelf, ‘ all appropriate measures” 
for the protection of the living resources of the sea from harmful 
agents.

International Convention for Prevention of Pollution of the Sea 
by Oil, 1954

In 1954, a 32-nation conference convened in London, 
adopted an “International Convention for the Prevention of 
Pollution of the Sea by Oil.” The Convention prohibited the 
discharge of persistent oils, defined as crude oil, fuel oil. heavy 
diesel oil and lubricating oil, or a mixture containing 100 parts 
per million of such oil, within designated areas known as 
prohibited zones. The prohibited zones extended generally up 
to fifty miles from land, with wider zones in specifically sensitive 
areas such as the North Sea and the Atlantic Ocean. The Con
vention made certain exceptions such as accidental discharge or 
leakage or discharge necessary to save a ship or human life. I1

required ships .0 maintain ££ ™'d 

S-rrpSe'^ faeüities^ip1 receive oi„ ballast aud 

clearing residues.
antnl Maritime Consultative Organiza 

The Inter-aovernmental Marion t, xi

non, established in 195§ ^fc«ncTin I962to strengthen the 
convened a second London ^ of prolllbiled
provisions of the aforesaid Conven o - ^ co >sts The
zones was extended upto extended to cover all
scope of the Convention wa Further amendments
tankers down to 150 tons gros These new provi-
t0 the Convent*,n were m.rodaeiJ ^ prohibited all
sions tightened the aiscnarg For ships other than
tanker discharges within 5 ^ m1^ ^ ban within the prohibit-
tankers, which were not subJectdischarges must have 
ed zone of fifty miles, it was 8 ^ , argo carrying
an oil content of less 60 litres per mile
capacity of the vessel, as well as meet.n* t

Again m 1971, further two amendments were adopted. 

The first one aimed at minimizing ^^^particularly those
would escape as a resuho ma i i^ amendment made
“ ruction of the Great Barrier Reef.

International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution f 

Ships, 1973

The In!.,-governmental
tion convened an Internationa con onvention, for placing
of preparing a «.table and air b, ships,
restraints on the containin' tjie manne environ-
vessels and other equipment oper = replaced the

Convention, as approved in iy > ^ yment. The
1954/62 Oil Pollution tQ llution directly arising
vention, however, was not ex - • J —
out of the exploration and e 
resources.

The application of the Con
' arising

xploitation of sea-bed mineral
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rp<np Jhe Convention contains 20 articles, two protocols dealing
tances and3" 7‘! °“ inCldentS invo[vin8 Armful subs
tances and details regarding arbitration, and five annexures
containing regulations for the prevention of : annexur^

(a) pollution by oil;

(b) pollution by noxious liquid substances carried in the 
bulk;

(0 pollution by harmful substances other than those 
carried in bulk;

(d) pollution by sewage from ships; and

(e) pollution by garbage from ships.

(a) Pollution by oil

The Convention does not make any change in the oil dis
charge criteria prescribed in the 1969 amendments to the 1954

“7* 7' 7 «*-» quantity „„ ^ 
permitted to be discharged m a ballast voyase of new oil tankers

ZoTrrTt ill SCO'130-”0 °f "" °f=ep, or ;r 2z~

tions S'r* Pr°hibi7 “ S0'"e min°r and ,re" defined excep- 
the L Convention designates the Mediterranean Sea Area
h GuV? ’ thC Balt‘C SCa ArC l- the Red Area and 
ni , ™ 35 Special areas- The Convention specifies that 

and existing oil tankers and other ships will with certain
exceptions, be required to be fitted with appropriate equipment
tenT r.4 ' mClude 311 0)1 discharge monitoring and control sys-
tanks 'sludged equipment or filtering system, slop
anks, sludge tanks, pipmg and pumping arrangements

( ) Conti ol of pollution by noxious liquid substances 
( Annexure II)

disc,Joe d°Wn detaikd recluirements for the
noxious^lY„ Vf^v! 3nd meaSUres for control of pollution by 

ox,ous liquid substances carried in bulk. These substances are

divided into four categories depending upon their hazard to 
marine resources, human health, amenities and other legitimate 
uses of the sea. The Convention prohibits any discharge of resi
dues containing noxious substances within 12 miles from the 
land. The Baltic Sea Area and the Black Sea Area are the two 
special areas where any discharge of noxious liquid substances is 
prohibited.

(c) Prevention of pollution by harmful substances carried 
in packaged forms, or in freight containers or portable 
tanks or road and rail tank wagons (Annexure III).

The Convention sets out general requirements relating to 
the prevention of pollution by harmful substances carried by sea 
in packaged form or in freight containers, portable tanks or road 
and rail tank wagons. Detailed requirements on packaging, 
marking and labelling, documentation, stowage, quantity limita
tions and other aspects aimed at preventing or minimising 
pollution from such substances will be formulated in the future 
within the framework of the International Maritime Dangerous 
Goods Code or in other appropriate form.

(d) Prevention of pollution by sewage and garbage (Annex
ures IV & V)

The Convention prohibits ships to discharge sewage within 
4 miles from the nearest land unless they have in operation an 
approved treatment plant. Further, between 4 and 12 miles 
from land, sewage must be comminuted and disinfected before 
discharge. Similarly, for garbage, specific minimum distances 
from land have been set for the disposal of all the principal 
kinds of garbage. The disposal of all plastics is prohibited.

According to Article 4 of the Convention, any violation of 
the Convention, such as the unlawful discharge of harmful sub
stances or non-compliance with the Convention requirements in 
respect of the construction and equipment of a ship, wherever 
such violation occurs, will be punishable under the law of the 
Hag State. Any violation of the Convention within the jurisdic
tion of any party to the Convention shall be punishable either 
under the law of that party or under the law of the flag State.
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Article 5 provides that, with the exception of very small 
ships, ships engaged on international voyages are required to 
carry on board valid international certificates. Such certificates 
may be accepted at foreign ports as a prima facie evidence that 
the ship complies with the requirements of the Convention. If, 
however, there are clear grounds for believing that the condition 
of the ship or its equipment does not correspond substantially to 
the particulars of the certificate, or if the ship does not carry a 
valid certificate, the authority carrying out the inspection may 
detain the ship until they satisfy themselves that the ship can 
proceed to sea without presenting unreasonable threat of harm 
to marine environment.

International Convention relating to Intervention on the High 
Seas in cases of Oil Pollution Casualties, 1969

The Convention recognises the right of a coastal State to 
take such measures on the high seas as may be necessary to pre
vent, mitigate or eliminate danger to its coastline or related 
interests from pollution by oil or the threat thereof, following 
upon a maritime casualty. However, such action should be 
taken only when it is necessary and should be proportionate in 
the light of the pollution or threat thereof, and after due consul
tations with appropriate interests, including, in particular, the 
flag State or States of the ship or ships involved, the owners of 
the ships or cargoes in question and, where circumstances 
permit, independent experts appointed for this purpose.

The 1969 Convention’s scope was limited to casualties 
involving pollution by oil only. The 1973 IMCO Conference 
adopted a Protocol which extends the scope of the convention to 
those substances other than oil which are either annexed to the 
Protocol or which have characteristics substantially similar to 
those substances.

Dumping of wastes and other matters

World-wide concern over dumping of wastes and other 
matters is a relatively recent phenomenon. The 1958 Geneva 
Convention on the High Seas at that time considered dumping 
of only radioactive wastes as a matter of real concern. Article

15 of the Convention accordingly stated that every State should 
take measures to prevent pollution of the seas resulting Irom 
dumping of radioactive wastes. The authors of the Convention 
recognised the intricacies of any proposal providing lor complete 
ban of dumping of radioactive waste, hence they merely stated 
the obligation of the Slate to co-operate with the competent 
international organisations in taking measures for the prevention 
of pollution of the seas or air space above, resulting from any 
activities or experiments with radioactive materials.

A multilateral conference of 11 members of North-East 
Atlantic Fisheries Commission and Finland was convened in Oslo 
from October 19 to 22, 1971 to discuss pollution of the sea 
other than by oil.21 The outcome of the conference was a Con
vention for the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping Jrom 
Ships and Aircraft.” The area to which the Convention is 
applicable extends to the high seas and the territorial seas of t 
North-East Atlantic and North Sea. The scope of the Conven
tion covers ships and aircraft of three types.

(i) those registered in a contracting State:

(Ü) those loading in the territory of a contracting State 
the substances which are to be dumped; and

(fill those ships and aircraft which are believed to be 
engaged in dumping wfithin the territorial sea of a con
tracting State.

The Convention divides dumping into three categories. 
Article 5 lists out the substances dumping of which is absolu e y 
prohibited. Article 6 deals with those substances which can be 
dumped subject to a permit. Article 7 describes the substances 
which may only be dumped with the approva o .
authorities. However, exceptions are made m the case of dumping
resulting from force majeure due to stress of weather or any 
cause where safety of human life or of a ship or aircraft is
threatened.

21. The Convention was opened for signature m Oslo on February 15,1972.
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It is the duty of the States parties to the Convention to 
issue permits and approval, keep records of the permits and 
report to the Commission contemplated in the Convention.

The other obligations of the contracting parties include:

(i) co-operation in scientific research concerning pollution 
and in monitoring the distribution and effects of 
pollutants;

(m) co-operate in promoting within the relevant interna
tional bodies measures to deal with pollution caused 
by oil. radioactive material and other noxious 
substances.

A global Convention on the Dumping of Wastes at Sea was 
adopted by a conference under the United Nations auspices in 
London on 30 October 1972. Representatives from more than 
78 countries, including the major maritime nations, participated 
in the conference.

The text of the Convention contains 22 articles. Article 1 
obliges the contracting parties to “individually and collectively 
promote the effective control of all sources of pollution of the 
marine environment, and pledge themselves especially to take all 
practical steps to prevent the pollution of the sea by the dump
ing of wastes and other matter that is liable to create hazards to 
human health, to harm living resources and marine life, to
damage amenities or to interfere with other legitimate uses of 
the sea”.

Like the Oslo Convention, this Convention also divides 
wastes into three categories. Annexure I specifies harmful 
materials whose dumping is prohibited except in an emergency 
arising for the safety of human life or of vessel. Annexure II 
includes materials dumping of which is permitted under a prior 
special permit issued by the appropriate authority. The third 
category consists of all other wastes, dumping of which may take 
place after obtaining a prior general permit.
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It is the duty of the contracting States to issue permit 
after careful consideration of all the relevant factors including 
the characteristics and composition of the matter, the character
istics of the dumping site and the method of deposit. Each 
contracting state would designate their appropriate authority 
responsible for issuing special and general permits. Maintenance 
of records of all permitted dumping is also an obligatory func
tion. It is the duty of the contracting States to co-operate in 
monitoring the conditions of the seas.

Belgium, Denmark, France, Federal Republic of Germany, 
the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden and the United Kingdom have 
concluded an Agreement concerning pollution of the North Sea 
by oil. The contracting parties undertake to co-operate actively 
to prevent the pollution of the North Sea. They have undertaken 
the obligation to inform the other parties about:

(a) their national organisation for dealing with oil pollu
tion;

(b) the competent authority responsible for receiving 
reports of oil pollution and for dealing with questions 
concerning measures of mutual assistance between 
contracting parties;

(c) new ways in which oil pollution may be avoided and 
about new effective measures to deal with oil 
pollution.

Agreement between Denmark, Finland, Norway and 
Sweden concerning co-operation to ensure compliance with the 
regulations for preventing the pollution of the sea by oil, obliges 
contracting parties to forthwith inform the competent authority 
of another contracting State of the sighting of any considerable 
amount of oil on the sea which may drift towards the territory 
of the latter State. One contracting State would also inform the 
competent authority of another contracting State of any case 
where a vessel registered in the latter State has been observed 
committing an offence, within the territorial or adjacent waters 
of the contracting States against the regulations concerning 
pollution by oil. The contracting parties would furnish



assistance to each other in the investigation of the offences, which 
may include, inspection of the oil record book: the ships official 
log-book and the engine-room log-book.

The Paris Convention for the Prevention of Marine pollu
tion from Land-based Sources, concluded in December 1973, 
obligates the twelve Western European nations to prevent and 
control pollution of the North-East Atl ;ntic from land-based 
sources situated in their territories through direct discharges and 
watercourses. By the terms of the Convention, the parties 
undertake to enact specific regulations governing the quality of 
the environment, discharges into the seas and watercourses 
flowing into these seas.

The Helsinki Convention on the Protection of the Marine 
Environment of the Baltic Sea Area, 22 March 1974

A Diplomatic Conference on the Protection of the Marine 
Environment of the Baltic Sea Area was held in Helsinki from 
18 to 22 March 1974. The delegates from seven Baltic States, 
namely Denmark, Finland, the German Democratic Republic, the 
Federal Republic of Germany. Poland Sweden and the U.S.S.R 
participated in the Conference. On 22 March. 1974. the Con
ference adopted a “Convention on the Protection of the Marine 
Environment of the Baltic Sea Area."

Article 3 of the Convention obligates the Contracting 
Parties to take individually or jointly all appropriate legislative, 
administrative or other relevant measures in order to prevent 
and abate pollution and to protect and enhance the marine 
environment of the Baltic Sea Area.

Another important obligation of the Contracting States is 
stipulated in Article 6 of the Convention. It contemplates that 
the Contracting Parties would take all appropriate measures to 
control and minimise land-based pollution of the marine environ
ment of the Baltic Sea Area. In particular, they would take all 
appropriate measures to control and strictly limit pollution by 
noxious substances and materials in accordance with the provi
sions of Annex II of the Convention.
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Article 7 of the Convention prohibits any pollution by 
deliberate, negligent or accidental release of oil, harmful subs
tances other than oil, and by the discharge of sewage and 
garbage from ships.

Article 9 stipulates provisions to regulate dumping in the 
Baltic Sea Area.

Article 12 envisages establishment of “the Baltic Marine 
Environment Protection Commission." Article 13 defines the 
duties of the Commission. Article 17 obliges the Contracting 
Parties, jointly to develop and accept rules concerning 
responsibility for damage resulting from acts or omissions in 
contravention of the Convention, including, inter-alia, limits of 
responsibility, criteria and procedures for the determination of 
liability and available remedies.

Principle 21 (of the Stockholm Declaration) provides that, 
in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations and the 
principles of international law', States have the sovereign right to 
exploit their own resources pursuant to their own environmental 
policies. The co-relating duty of the States is incorporated in 
the text of the same Principle. It stipulates that “(States have) 
the responsibility to ensure that activities within their jurisdiction 
or control do not cause damage to the environment of other 
States or of areas beyond the limits of national jurisdiction.”

Principle 22 is a corollary of Principle 21. While Principle
21 stipulates the obligation of States to control the matters within 
their jurisdiction, Principle 22 broadens that obligation. Principle
22 clearly lays down that States must co-operate to develop 
further the international law regarding liability and compensa
tion for the victims of pollution and other environmental 
damage caused by activities within the jurisdiction or control of 
such States to areas beyond their jurisdiction.

The responsibility not to damage the environment of 
other States is a universally recognised principle. However, 
the international law on this issue is still in the embroynic stage 
°f development. The most frequently quoted award in the



Trail Smelter Arbitration22 stated that, “...... no state has the
right to use or permit the use of its territory in such a manner 
as to cause injury by fumes in or to the territory of another or 
the properties or persons therein, when the case is of serious 
consequences and the injury is established by clear and con
vincing evidence.” However, as observed: “The famous Trail 
Smelter decision has been interpreted in many ways. Some, for 
example, have argued that it introduced the concept of strict 
(or absolute) liability into international law. Some maintain 
that it merely invokes the rudimentary principle of sic utere tuo. 
Others have suggested that it hints at an acceptance of the 
doctrine of equitable utilisation. As this decision was an arbitral 
award, the controversy will never be authoritatively resolved.”23 

Nevertheless, “the Trail Smelter heritage has now been appro
priate, by the international community in the Stockholm 
Declaration on the Human Environment, whether the language 
of the Declaration is wholly faithful to the Trail Smelter 
doctrine is now academic : it has transcended it.”24

The “Helsinki Rules” adopted by the International Law 
Association at its fifty-second Conference in 1966, propound “the 
doctrine of equitable utilisation.” It states that “each basin 
State is entitled, within its territory, to a reasonable and equitable 
share in the beneficial uses of the waters of an international 
drainage basin.” Article X, dealing with the pollution aspect 
provides that, “consistent with the principle of equitable utilisa
tion” a State

(a) must prevent any new form of water pollution or any 
increase in the degree of existing water pollution in 
an international drainage basin which would cause 
substantial injury in the territory of a co-basin State, 
and

22. The question in issue was determination of Canada’s liability for the 
damage done to the United States as a result of the emission of 
sulphur dioxide fumes by a Smelter located in Trail (Canada).

23. See James Barros and Doughlas M. Johnston. The International 
Law of Pollution 1974, Page

24. Ibid., Page 76.



(i) Civil Aviation:

Convention on Damage caused by Foreign Aircraft to Third 
Parties on the Surface, concluded at Rome in October 1952

Article 1 of the Convention provides:

‘"Any person who suffers damage on the surface shall upon 
proof only that the damage was caused by an aircraft 
in flight or by any person or things falling therefrom be 
entitled to compensation."

Article 2 channelizes responsibility upon the operator of 
the aircraft, i.e. the one who utilizes the aircraft, or authorises 
his servants or agents to use the aircraft. Article 11 limits the 
operator’s liability in accordance with the weight of the aircraft. 
Further, Article 5 lays down certain exceptions. It states that 
'any person who would otherwise be liable under the provisions 

of this Convention shall not be liable if the damage is the direct 
consequence of armed conflict or civil disturbance, or if such 
person lias been deprived of the use of the aircraft by an act of 
public authority." Finally, Article 26 provides that operators 
of military, customs or police aircraft would not come within the 
purview of the Convention.

(ii) Maritime Activities:

Internationa] Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution 
Damage, 1969

Under this Convention, liability for oil pollution damage 
is placed on the owner of the ship transporting the oil. Although 
the ship-owner's liability is strict, he is relieved of the liability if 
he can prove that the escape of oil was due to one of the excep
tional causes listed in the Convention. The liability of the 
shipowner is limited in respect of each incident. The Convention 
contains provisions to determine the jurisdiction of courts to 
deal with cases where pollution damage occurs in more than one

State The Convention obliges shipowners of contracting States 
to carry insurance or other acceptable guarantee to cover their 
liability under the Convention.

International Convention on the Establishment of an International 
Fund for Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage, 197

The 1969 Liability Convention was inadequate lor two 
reasons: (i) the regime established was based on the strict 
liability of the shipowner for the damage which he could not 
foresee, thus making a clear departure from the traditional 
maritime law on liability; and (ii) system of liability limitation 
as contemplated in the Convention was inadequate to meet cases 
of oil pollution damage involving large oil carrying s ips anu 
tankers. In order to remedy this situation, IMCO convened 
another international conference in Brussels from November 
to December 18, 1971. The conference adopted a Convention 
supplementary to the 1969 Convention. Under the 1971 Com 
vention, an International Oil Pollution Fund is established to 
ensure adequate compensation for victims of pollution damage 
who are unable to obtain any or adequate compensation under 
the 1969 Convention It will also provide some relief to ship
owners in respect of part of additional financial burden impose, 
on them by the 1969 Convention. Under the Convention, a 
shipowner can claim compensation only when his ship complies 
with certain international conventions establishing safety and 
anti-pollution standards. In certain circumstances, it may also 
apply to the guarantor or insurer of the shipowner. However 
the Convention would not protect any claim where the damage 
results from the wilful misconduct of the owner.

The contracting parties recognise the legal personality ol 
the Fund. For the administration of the Fund, the Convention 
envisages establishment of three bodies - an Assembly, an 
Executive Committee and a Secretariat headed by a Director 
The source of income of the Fund will be the initial and annual 
contributions from companies importing oil by sea into a con 
trading State. The amount of contribution will be fixed by the 
Assembly.
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(iii) Space Activities:

Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the 
Exploration and Use of Outer-Space, including the Moon and 
other Celestial Bodies

Under Article VII, the Convention stipulates broad 
principles of liability for damage. It states :

“Each state party to the Treaty that launches or procures 
the launching of an object into outer-space, including the 
moon and the other celestial bodies, and each state party 
from whose territory or facility an object is launched, is 
internationally liable for damage to another state party 
to the Treaty or to its natural or juridical persons by such 
object or its component parts on the earth, in airspace or 
in outer space, including the moon and other celestial 
bodies.”

Article 1(a) of the Convention defines the term ‘•damage” 
as “loss of life, personal injury or other impairment of health; 
loss of or damage to property of States or of persons, natural or 
juridical, or property of international inter-governmental 
organisations”. Further, Article XI provides that if damage 
occurs to a space object elsewhere than on the surface of the 
earth by a space object of another State, the latter State shall be 
liable only if the damage is due to its fault or fault of persons 
for whom it is responsible. Article VI(1) exonerates the 
launching State from absolute liability if the damage results from 
the gross negligence or the international act or omission of 
either the State making the claim for compensation or the person 
its represents.

Articles IX and X deal with certain procedural aspects of 
the damage recovery process. Accordingly, a State which 
suffers such damage is entitled to present, through diplomatic 
channels, a claim for compensation to the responsible State, i.e. 
the launching State; presentation of such claim would not 
require the prior exhaustion of any local remedies that may be 
available to a claimant State or to natural or juridical persons 
it represents. The Convention provides that any claim for

-*

compensation should be presented within one year following the 
date of the occurrence of damage.

The Convention on International Liability for Damage caused by 
Space Objects concluded in March 1972

This Convention further elaborates the principles incor
porated in the 1967 Treaty. The new Convention contemplates 
liability for damage under the following four conditions.

(i) where damage is caused by the launching State's 
space object on the surface of the earth or to an 
aircraft in flight;

(ii) where damage is caused by the launching State's space 
object to the space object of another launching ta e 
elsewhere than on the surface of the earth,

(iii) where damage is caused by one launching State s 
space object to another launching State's space object 
elsewhere than on the surface of the earth and as a 
result, damage is caused to a third State on t e 
surface of the earth or to an aircraft m flight; and

(iv) to a third State’s space object elsewhere than on the 
surface of the earth.

In the first and third situations, the liability of the launch
ing State is absolute, subject to one condition where the damage 
has been caused either wholly or partially from gross negligence 
or from an act or omission done with intent to cause damage on 
the part of the claimant state or of natural or juridical persons 
it represents. This exonerates the launching State from any 
liability for damage.

In the second and fourth situations, liability is one of fault 
Further the Convention elaborates that in the third and fourt i 
situations, the first two States shall be jointly or severally liable 
and the amount to compensation will be in proportion to the 
extent that they are at fault.
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(iv) Nuclear Activities:

Paris Convention on Third Party Liability in the field of Nuclear 
Energy (1960) and the Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for 
Nuclear Damage (1963)

The two Conventions provide, as one of the basic general 
principles, for the exclusive liability of an operator of a nuclear 
installation and for no other person to be liable for damage 
caused by a nuclear incident. However, these Conventions lay 
down an exception to the above rule to provide for the cases, 
where, under any international agreement in the field of trans
port in force or open for signature, ratification or accession at the 
date of the nuclear convention any other person might be held 
liable.25 The only reason to make this exception was to preserve 
the possibility of carrier's liability under international transport 
conventions. The nuclear operators’ liability was not affected 
at all.

The Brussels Convention on the Liability of Operators of 
Nuclear Ships, 25 May 1962

The Convention follows the pattern established by the 
Paris and Vienna Conventions mentioned earlier. It also pro
vides for the objective and sole liability of the operator for 
nuclear damage caused by a nuclear incident involving the 
nuclear fuel of, or radio-active products or wastes produced in 
his ship (Article II). Articles III and V stipulate details 
regarding limitation of the operator’s liability in amount and 
time. Article 111(2) obligates the operator to cover his liability 
by insurance or other financial security.

The Brussels Supplementary Convention of 31 January 1963

This Convention is supplementary to the Paris Convention 
of 29 July 1960, on Third Party Liability in the field of Nuclear 
Energy. The basic object of the Supplementary Convention is 
to set up a system of compensation providing for joint liability on

25. Article 6(b) of the Paris Convention, and Article 11(5) of the Vienna 
Convention.

the national and international level as between all the contracting 
parties. It provides for broader compensation from public 
funds to supplement the compensation payable in respect of the 
maximum liability of the operator.

Convention relating to Civil Liability in the field of Maritime 
Carriage of Nuclear Material, Brussels, December 1973
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In 1971, the IMCO and the IAEA jointly convened a 
conference which adopted a Convention to regulate iiabi; ty in 
respect of damage arising from the maritime carriage ot nuclear 
substances. The Convention provides that a maritime cairier is 
not liable for damage caused by a nuclear incident in the course 
of maritime carriage if an operator of a nuclear installation is 
liable for such damage under the nuclear conventions. In other 
w'ords, the Convention reinforces the principle of the exclusive 
liability of the operator of a nuclear installation.



(3) SUMMARY RECORD OF DISCUSSIONS 
ON THE LAW RELATING TO HUMAN 
ENVIRONMENT

The Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee took up 
for a preliminary exchange of views the topic of “Law relating 
to Human Environment” in the third plenary meeting of the 
Tehran Session held on the 29th of January, 1975. The 
Delegate of Japan referring to the Stockholm Declaration of 
1972 invited the Committee to examine Principles 21 and 22 
embodied in the aforesaid Declaration. Principle 21 affirms the 
responsibility of States in accordance with the U.N. Charter and 
the principles of International Law to ensure that activities 
within their jurisdiction or control do not cause damage to the 
environment of other States or areas beyond the limits of nation
al jurisdiction. Principle 22 calls upon States not only to 
ascertain but to further develop International Law in regard to 
liability and compensation for the pollution or environmental 
damage caused by activities within the national jurisdiction or 
control in the area beyond the national jurisdiction. Comment
ing on Principle 21, the Delegate observed that the responsibility 
referred to therein was the one prescribed by international law. 
and therefore unless international law on environmental issues 
was ascertained, the content of that responsibility would not be 
clear. In that context he referred to the Trail Smelter arbitra
tion and said that the same could be taken as a precedent for it 
laid down two norms, namely (i) no State has a right to use or 
permit the use of its territory in such a manner as to cause injury 
to the territory of another; and (ii) it also embodied the element 
of forseeability which was relevant in imputing liability. He 
urged the Committee to reflect on these points while considering 
the development of environmental law.

Further the Delegate pointed out that Principle 21 listed 
activities not only within the jurisdiction of the State but also
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within its control. He wondered if this control «>*«»

respo^

responsible even if there was no fault on its part.

on the
ommenting on Principle il, ,
compensation question, two approach,» could be use^

the concept of State responsibility

Commenting on Principle 22, the Delegate observed that 

ie compen;
rt^r;s:e=^-ch-wh. s«e 
damage, but when activities of private persons caused damage it 
would be inappropriate to hold the State -sponsib e only be
cause the offending persons belonged to it. Another approacn 
was to use the concept of civil liability whilst pr«r™,|Cthe com 
cept of State responsibility in the existing in
intact - which implied that the private person «as °bl,g
pay compensation and the State was obliged Ki take >
measures to ensure payment of compensation. To decide which 
"ch would be the best, the nature of activities should ^e 
looked into before adopting any specific approac . 
vities, the Delegate said, which caused damage to the env.ronmen

to

"stud? o" the specific fields of environmental 

law should precede the £Stee
ISerrtfT ^ïra?'compile the relevant 

materials.
The Delegate of India considered the maintenance of 

human ^environment and the enchancement of its quality a 
matter of concern to the world community as a whole. Th 
urgency of its protection was well realised by indu, 
advanced nations and it was a matter of concern to developing 
countries too. Surveying the work done on the subject rte 
Delegate stated that the question of human environment was 
comprehensive and complex and therefore it -ou'd have W be 
handled and promoted carefully. Die préserva to 
environment appertained to the land, the sea and .
sea constituted 5/7th of the globe, but much of the pollution

He was, therefore, inclined



nnlher,VVaSCaUSed n0t by Uie llSC of shiPs or by the exploita
nt, I VT"11"6"13' Shdf by the States' bllt the bulk of the 
fhp , " ° ° Sea WaS ,V0m the land and the air- And since
he land was occupied by sovereign States, any rules and regula-
' m? tbC Protec,ion of human environment on the land

would have to be. in the initial stage, in the form of recommend- 
at.ons for State actions. The State action in preserving the 
human environment might relate to innumerable aspects of
NevthÏIVIty al! °f Wh,Ch m'8ht not be regulated by the State 

erlheless in almost all the countries the State was new assum
ing a greater role in several aspects of human activity The 
framework within which social and economic progress should be 
maintained and increased was a I read v set out in the Stockholm 

eclaration on Human Environment, and against the back
ground of its principles, it was necessary to develop programmes 
of ac,,„n ,„d . genera, ,egal IWworlc for reg^a.i®; s^ch
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tar,at Î ,tr ^Uons for further study by the Secre
tariat of the Committee, the Delegate stated that preservation of 
marine environment should be left out since the question was 
F^;d- ''"der fudy by several organisations such as IMCO 
FAO. | VI \ and also by UNEP. However, the Committee might' 

ccrn it-elf with the coordination of work of all these bod'",es 
afer s,me time. For the immediate future, the Committee 
™ concentrate on some aspects of the preservation or human 

vmoment on the land and in the air. The Delegate put 
rward two suggestions for consideration of the Committee :

. ic Committee might prepare a draft of a general conven
tion on the human environment on the basis of the principles 
adop-.d ,n the Stockholm Declaration and on the other evidence 
of ‘-late practice; (u) The Committee might also prepare draft 
provisions, either as part of general convent,on or in form of 
eparate articles on the following aspects; (a) the provision and 

preservation ol clean water: (b) the preservation of the quality 
ot clean air; (c) the organisation and maintenance of human 
settlements and (d) the preservation and protection of wild life, 
particularly the endangered species of wild fauna and flora. The

e egate a so requested the Committee’s Secretariat to collect 
the relevant information.
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The Delegate of Pakistan endorsed the point made in 
the Founex Report that the current concern with environmental 
issues was a sequel to the distorted economic development of the 
industrially advanced countries. The Delegate cautioned the 
countries represented in the Committee to take a lesson from the 
case of the developed countries and advised them to start to plan 
their development within the context of their owm environmental 
problems. It was with that objective that the Delegate propos
ed that the Committee constitute a special study group of 
experts to examine the issues relating to Human Environment 
and to submit its recommendations at the next session of the 
Committee.

At this stage the President drew attention of the Members 
that two suggestions had been put forward: one by the Delega
tion of India requesting the Secretariat to stiuh particular aspects 
of Human Environment, and another by Pakistan on the formation 
of a special study group to study the problems relating to Human 
Environment and to report to the next session of the Committee. 
The Delegate of Iraq wondered if it vas possible to reconcile the 
two suggestions so as not to duplicate the work. The Secretary- 
General pointed out that the past practice had been that initi
ally material was collected and drafts were prepared by the 
Secretariat and thereafter, the expert group was formed io go 
into the matter So in his view the suggestions made bv India 
and Pakistan were not incompatible bin he wondered if time 
was ripe for the setting up of a special study groan particularly 
when Foreign Offices of member countries were involved in the 
negotiations for the Law of the Sea Treaty.

In the fourth plenary meeting held on the 1st of February. 
1975, the President invited the Representative of the UNITED 
NATIONS ENVIRON VIENT PROGRAMME (UNEP) to 
addre-s the Committee. At the oniset the UNEP Representative 
urged the Committee to consider the possibilité of establishing 
closer inter-secretariat cooperation with the UNEP in the field 
ot ,he development of international environmental laws. The 
Representative staled that one o the cl ef concerns of the 
UNEP was the protection and preservation of the marine 
environment and that since its very first session in June 1973, the 
UNEP had been engaged inter alia in the following tasks:
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(1) to carry out objective assessments of problems affect
ing the marine environment and its living resources in 
specific bodies of water;

(2) to assist nations in identifying and controlling land- 
based sources of pollution, particularly those which 
reach oceans through rivers;

(3) to stimulate international and regional arrangements 
for the control of all forms of pollution of the marine 
environment and especially agreements relating to 
particular bodies of water;

(4) to urge IMCO to set a time-limit for the complete 
prohibition of international oil discharges in the seas, 
as well as to seek measures to minimize the possibility 
of accidental discharges;

(5) to develop a programme for the monitoring of mari
time pollution and its effects on marine ecosystems, 
paying particular attention to the special problems of 
specific bodies of water including some semienclosed 
seas, if the nations concerned so agree; and

(6) to promote the development on an entirely voluntary 
basis of a register of clean rivers.

Further, the Representative pointed out, UNEP had sub
mitted 16 specific recommendations relating to the protection of 
the marine environment including the prevention and control of 
marine pollution and marine scientific research for consideration 
at the Caracas meeting on the Law of the Sea. He felt that 
those recommendations would be of considerable importance to 
the Delegations at the forthcoming Geneva meeting on the Law 
of the Sea.

On the question as to what role could be assigned to 
UNEP within the provisions of the proposed Law of the Sea 
Convention, the Representative, after briefly reviewing the 
functions and responsibilities of UNEP as laid down by the U.N. 
General Assembly, said that it would further the aims and 
objectives of General Assembly Resolution 2997 (XXVII) which

Egypt, Bangladesh, Ghana, India, Iran, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. 
It was agreed that the expert group would meet after a study 
and relevant documentation had been prepared by the Com
mittee’s Secretariat. The UNEP Representative informed the 
Committee that his organisation would like to cooperate with 
the Study Group.
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had established UNEP, if its role in the protection and preserva
tion of the marine environment was expressly affirmed in the 
proposed Convention. This affirmation and recognition, he 
added, ought to extend both to the general as well as to the 
specific functions and responsibilities of UNEP. With respect 
to general functions, the Representative said, the Convention 
could recognise the role of the UNEP in providing the overall 
integrated framework for comprehensively coordinating, review
ing and guiding activities of States and international organisa
tions that might affect the quality of the marine environment. 
As for specific responsibilities, the Representative felt that the 
Convention could recognise the UNEP as the appropriate forum 
for the international community of States in its endeavour to 
establish, both at the regional and global levels, standards, rules 
and regulations for the prevention of marine pollution from 
land-based sources. This particular responsibility, the Represen
tative pointed out, at present did not fall within the specific 
competence of any other U.N. organisation and therefore 
UNEP under its mandate had already initiated action in that 
regard.

In the fifth plenary meeting held on the 2nd of February, 
1975, the Committee decided on the proposal of Pakistan to 
appoint an expert Study Group on the subject of Human Environ
ment, composed of the representatives of the Arab Republic of 
Egypt, Bangladesh, Ghana, India, Iran, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. 
It was agreed that the expert group would meet after a study 
and relevant documentation had been prepared by the Com
mittee’s Secretariat. The UNEP Representative informed the 
Committee that his organisation would like to cooperate with 
the Study Group.





VI. TRADE LAW MATTERS

At the Tehran Session, a Sub-Committee composed of the 
representatives of Egypt, Bangladesh, India, Indonesia. Iraq, 
Japan, Malaysia, Nepal. Pakistan, Sierra Leone, Sri Lanka and 
Tanzania was constituted to consider the trade law items included 
in the agenda of the session, namely (i) General Conditions of 
Sale and Model or Standard Contracts in International Sale of 
Goods; (ii) International Commercial Arbitration; and (iii) Inter
national Shipping Legislation. Although the Sub-Committee 
had before it extensive briefs and documents prepared by the 
Committee’s Secretariat on all the topics referred to above, to 
assist in its deliberations, due to lack of time the Sub-Committee 
was only able to give detailed consideration to the question of 
drawing up of model contracts and general conditions of sale.

The Committee’s involvement with the question of standard 
forms of contract and general conditions of sale dates back to 
its Accra Session held in 1970 at which a suggestion had been 
made by the Chief of UNCITRAL that the Committee might 
profitably undertake the preparation of standard forms to con
tract and general conditions of sale in respect of commodities of 
special interest to the buyers and sellers of the Asian-African 
region on the same lines as was being done by the Economic 
Commission lor Europe (ECE) for European region. As the 
Committee appeared to be favourably inclined to the acceptance 
of this suggestion, the governments of almost all Asian-African 
States and their trade organisations and chambers of commerce 
were consulted with regard to this question. As their response 
was favourable, the matter was taken m at the Colombo Session 
of the Committee in 1971 for determining the mode and manner 
of proceeding with this topic. It was agreed that the Committee 
should proceed on the topic of model contracts, meaning by that 
term not contracts of adhesion, but standard contracts with 
general terms which could be modified by the parties. The 
commodities considered suitable as a starling point for such
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model contracts were rubber, timber, rice, textiles, machinery, 
oil and coconut products and it was agreed that member 
governments and the chambers of commerce in the Asian-African 
region be consulted with regard to other commodities. It was 
also agreed that work could proceed both in commenting 
on existing contracts and drafting new ones where necessary. 
In pursuance of this decision, the Committee’s Secretariat 
studied the model contracts in use in other regions and prepared 
the draft of a standard form of contract for sale of agricultural 
products and other goods where Asian-African countries were 
sellers on F.O.B./F.A.S. basis. The draft contract was submitted 
to the governments and trading organisations in the Asian- 
African region and useful suggestions were received. The draft 
contract was thereafter considered by a Standing Sub-Committee 
during the Lagos Session (1972) of the Committee and revised 
in the light of the comments received. At that session it was 
agreed that the Committee’s Secretariat should prepare another 
draft standard form of contract together with corresponding 
general conditions of sale in respect of certain commodities in 
respect of which Asian-African countries were mainly importers. 
Light machinery and durable consumer goods were chosen for 
the purpose of this draft.

The Sub-Committee constituted at the Tehran Session 
considered both the draft standard forms of contract and general 
conditions of sale as prepared by the Committee’s Secretariat 
together with the comments received from Governments, 
chambers of commerce and expert bodies and institutions engag
ed in the field. After careful consideration, the Sub-Committee 
was able to finalise the draft of a standard contract on F.O.B./
F.A.S. basis in respect of commodities where Asian-African 
countries have the role of sellers and another draft standard 
contract on C.l.F. (Maritime) basis in respect of finished goods 
and light machinery together with the relative general conditions 
of sale. The Committee during the Tehran Session endorsed 
the recommendation of the Sub-Committee to organise a meeting 
of experts in the spring of 1976 with the participation of the 
representatives of trade in the region and such of the expert 
organisations as may be interested, to finalise the aforesaid 
contracts.*

*A meeting of experts was convened in Kuala Lumpur under the 
auspices of the Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee from 6th to 
9th July 1976 which finalised two model contracts, one on F.O.B. basis 
and another on F.A.S. basis for sale of goods in international trans
actions. These contracts are intended to be used in trade between 
countries of the Asian-Afriean region and Darties outside.


